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The titie of this practicum report is "Co-Creating Treaûnent for
Women Survivors of Child Semal Abuse: A Time Limited Approach".
The purpose of the practicum was to develop skills as a therapist in
w o r h g with women sunivors of childhood se'rual abuse. The
participants experienced a variety of symptomatology and were at

l but one of the sis
different stages of their healing processes. A
women volunteered to participate in the practicurn.
I chose the "Dynamic Co-Creative Healing Mode1 (DCCHM) (Bell-

Gadsby and Siegenberg, 1996)as the framework from which to develop

my s W s as a therapist. The DCCHM takes an fiicksonian solutionfocused approach in worlang with survivors of childhood sewal abuse.
The practicum was time limited and 1utüized techniques from other

sources (Dolan, 1991) in order to effectively meet the needs of each
client.
The Beck Depression hventory, the Beliefs Associated with
Chïldhood Senial Abuse, the Trauma Sequelae and the nonstandardized Solution-Focused Recovery Scale for Sunivors of s m a I
abuse, were used to evaluate the women's progress at pre- and posttesting. In addition each woman was invited to discuss her progress at
various intervals within the practicum process.

1 would like to extend appreciation to all of my committee members

in assisting and supporthg me through the trials and tribulations of this
practicum project. It has been fruitful and has stretched me both
professionally and personally. 1 would U e to persondy thank m);
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and expertise to assist in my development. Many thanks to my second
cornmittee member Linda Perry for offering her time and eqxrtise when
my advisor was not available and to al1 my committee members, Kim
Clare, Linda Perry and Shirley Grosser for reviewing and offering
feedback on rny report at various intervals of this project. The
feedback was invaluable.
1 would like to acknowledge my parents, Margaret and George Dicks.

My parents have stood quietly but firmly in their support for me over

the years and 1 am grateful to have them as my parents. 1 rvant to

express gratitude to rny husband Brett Deitzer \:ho

was irnmensely

supportive of me during this entire project. Without his love and
support this esperience would have been rnuch more difficult.
1 would like to extend my appreciation to the Peguis indian Band for

their financial support, and for the support offered by my educational

counsellors, Rhonda Olson and Bev Cochrane.
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only for a brief time.
Again,

thank-you to all who made this dream possible.
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DEDICATED TO WOMEN EVERYWHERE
WHO HAVE SURMVED CHJLDHOOD SEXUAL ABUSE.
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CHAPTERI
INTRODUCTION
Overview
The format of this report will begin with a brief exphnation of why 1

chose to study chüd senial abuse wïth adiùt survivors, and will follow
with a brief description of the purpose of the practicum. I will then
present my review of the literature as it pertains to defining child sewal

abuse, its prevalence in Canada and the United States and possible

causes identified from both feminist and child protection positions. In
addition the review will highlight a range of theoretical positions

regarding the long term effects of childhood sewal abuse, followed by
a discussion of post traumatic stress disorder as a possible outcome

of childhood sexual abuse. Finally an overview of treatment models
utilized 1vÏt.h adult survivors of child sewal abuse and a detailed review
of solution-oriented models \vil1 be presented.
Following the literature revierv I ~villdiscuss the components of my

practicum in more detail. This \ v f l include a brief introduction of my
cornmittee members and what theh roles were during this project, the

clhical setting, the criteria for selecting participants for the practicum,
the duration of treatment, and the evaluation measurements utilized

during the practicum. 1 will then present case studies of the
participant's progress and conclude the report with a summary of what

the student dinician learned from the practicum.

Purriose of the P r a c t i m
1believe sexual abuse is a common phenornenon in our world and as

clinicians we wïll continue to corne into contact w i t h people who are
Living with the aftermath of sewal abuse. regardless of whether Ive

choose to work specifically wïth this population or not. Therefore 1
believe we have a responsibiüty as "healers"to educate and prepare

ourselves to meet this challenge.
1 have chosen the "Dynamic Co-Creative Healing Model" (Bell-Gadsby
& Siegenberg, 1996) as a framework

wïthin which to develop my clinical

skills and increase m y knowledge in providuig treatment services to
adult survivors of child semal abuse. The treatment services were

proiiided on a one on one basis to women who were s e x d l y abused as

children, and who requested senice.

Learning Gods
The main goal 1 had established for myself during this practicum
was to develop a deeper understanding of the complexities involved in
assisting those who were sexually abused as children. Several goals,

which addressed my main goal in greater detail, emerged. First, 1
wanted to develop knowledge concemhg the long term impact of

childhood sexual abuse on aduit wornen, and of the treatment
approaches used in addressing the aftermath of childhood sewal
abuse. Childhood sexual abuse c m be traumatic (Hennan, 1992) and
therefore 1 wanted to develop an awareness of Post Traumatic Stress
Disorder (PTSD)and its relation to chiidhood sewal abuse. In addition,
1 wanted to devdop the abfity to identify PTSD and respond

appropriately to PTSD manifestations. In working with surkWors,
learning and utilizing a variety of techniques which were rele-lant

specifically to the treatment of women seixually abused as chiidren &vas
aiso important. in addition 1 wanted to increase my laowledge and
s u s in evaluating the outcome of individual treatment for women

survivors of child sexual abuse. Finally, 1 wanted to develop a deeper
understanding of the therapist/client relationship through gaining a
better understanding of the notion of "CO-creation".By achieving these
goals 1 hoped to evolve into a more effective clinician in ivorking with

women s u ~ v o r of
s child sewai abuse.

The literature review is divided into two main sections. The first
section includes a definition of childhood sexual abuse, the prevalence
rates of childhood sema1 abuse in Canada and the United States,
possible causes of childhood sexual abuse and the long term effects
of childhood sewal abuse on adult women. The second section
includes a discussion of therapeutic approaches, both abreactive and
solution focused, utilized in working with adult sunivors of childhood
scwal abuse.

Definition of Sexual Abuse
Within the literature the definitions of child senial abuse Vary in

what authors constitute as a sexually abusive act, the age difference
between the abused and the abuser and at what age the victim is
considered to be a child. Definitions range from a broader to more
narrow perspective of child sewal abuse. Here are several definitions

offered by various clinicians/authors that work in the area of child
sexual abuse.

Hariman and Burgess (1989)utilized the United States 1981 National
Centre on Child Abuse and Neglect's definition of child senial abuse:

Child sexud abuse is defined as: Contact and

interactions between a chüd and an adult when
the child is being used for the sexual stimulation
of the perpetrator or another person. Sexual
abuse may also be cornmitted by a person
under the age of 18 when that person is either
significantly older than the victim or when the
perpetrator is in a position of power or control
over another (p.96).

In this deflliition the abusive behavior is defined in terms of the
offender's intent as well as actual "contact",and it stipulates that there
is an "interaction"that occurs between the child and perpetrator. This

definition also states that children/adolescents c a n be sewally abusive

towards others if there is a significant age difference or power
difference between the victim and perpetrator.
Dolan (1991) defined sesval abuse as:
any form of coerced senial interaction between
an individual and a person in a position of
power over that individual (p. 1).
She refers to child incestuous senid abuse as:
any sema1 involvement between a child or
adolescent and an individual who is in a position
of power over her and from whom the child
would traditionally expect protection and
affection (Dolan,1991, p.2).

S W a r to the previous definition, Doian (1991) included the issue of
power in her definition of sexual abuse. in addition she defined sexual

abuse as a "coerced sexual interaction", suggesting that the

perpetrator forces the child into a sexual interaction. Unüke the

previous defïnition of Hartman & Burgess (1989). Dolan does not
include actual "contact"in her definition, suggesting that there does not
have to be physical contact for the interaction to be abusive. In
defining uicest she added a description of an unequal relationship

between the victirn and perpetrator.
Grammer and Shannon (1992) cited Dr. Suzanne Sgroi's definition of

child semal abuse as:
a sewal act that is imposed on a chüd who

lacks emotional, maturational, and cognitive
development. It is the abiüty to lure a cMd uito
a sewal relationship based upon the dlpowerful and dominant position of the adult or
older adolescent perpetrator, which is in sharp
contrast to the child's age, dependency, and
subordhate position. Authority and power
enable the perpetrator to coerce the child into
se'rual cornpliance (P.20).

In this definition the child's level of immaturity is mentioned dong with
the perpetrator's status in relation to the child. Simüarly to the two

previous definitions, Sgroi (1982) highlighted the issue of power and
authority in her defïnition. In addition, Sgroi (1982) did not add the term

"contact"in her definition of sexual abuse, which again suggests that a

sexually abusive act may involve either or both physical and nonphysical interactions.
A much narrower view of child sexual abuse can be found in the

criminal code of Canada. Canada's code specifies sivteen sexual
offences used to define child sexud abuse. These offences include:
sexual interference, invitation to sexual touching, senial exploitation of
a young person, anal intercourse, bestiaüty, a parent or guardian
procuring senid activity of a child, a householder permitting s w a l

relation to juveniie prostitution, incest, compting cMdren, indecent
acts, sexual assault, sexual assault wath a weapon, threats to a thüd
party or causing bodily harm, and aggravated semal assault (Wells,
1990, p.13). Wells (1990) continued by stating that:

under the criminal code, children under 1 2 are
unable to give consent to participation in a
sexual act and therefore are protected under
the law against such allegations. Chitchen
between the age of 12 and 14 are only able to
consent if the person they are sewally involved
with is no more then 2 years older but under the
age of 16. The person they are involved with
may not be in a position of trust or authority
over the other. The consent of adolescents
between the age of 14 and 18 is nullified if the
person they are involved with is in a position of
authority or in a position of tmst (p.15).
Furthemore "sexual activity without consent is always a crime
regardless of the age of the ùidividuals" Wells, 1990,p.15).
The common thread between each of the above definitions is the

issue of power and authority that the perpetrator holds in relation to

the a d . With the exception of Haman and Burgess (1989),dl the
definitions suggest that sexual abuse may involve either both physical

contact and/or no contact. Additionaliy, Sgroi's (1982) definition
suggcsts that a chïld may be "lured"into a sema1 act. I believe that it
is important to recognize that a child is not always forced into a sevual

act, but rnay dso be tricked or somehow enticed into cornpliance due

to the perpetrator's rnanipulative skills, the authority held by the
perpebator in the eyes of the child, and the child's immaturity and

naivete.
In defining childhood sexual abuse for this practicum project, I have

chosen to utilize Archer's (1995) definition of childhood sexuaI abuse.
hcest and rape dong ivith other physical and non-physical acts which

"are imposed on a child that serve no other purpose other then to
provide for the curiosity or sewal gratification of the abuser" (p.13).

In addition, the senial abuse may have been a one time incident or ma);

have occurred over an extended period of üme. It may have ùivolved a
stranger or someone the child knew. The sexual abuse can involve
violence or no violence and the v k t u n may be "coercednor "lured"by

the perpetrator.

In my practicum I will refer to anyone under the age of 18 years of
age as a child. It has been suggested that when there is

an age disparity

the abuse may be more damaging to the child (Courtois, 1988) and

in some definitions the perpetrator is defined as someone who is at
least 5 years older than the victirn (Hajes, 1990). In my opinion, semai
abuse can occur between the child and perpetrator regardless of age
difference. Power, authorïty and the gratification of the perpetrator
are the most significant defining dements.

Prevalence of Child Sexual Abuse

Most researchers who have completed studies on the prevalence
of child semal abuse agree that child s e d abuse remains Iargely

under reported (Renvoize, 1993; Jehu, 1988; 1;ynkoop & Capps & Priest,
1995; Hartman & Burgess, 1989; Archer, 1995). Offenders who are

detained for one or two semal offenses often have committed several
additional sewal offenses which remaio unreported (Renvoize, 1993).

Renvoize (1993) cites an Amencan shidy which showed:
that 567 abusers, promised freedom from
imprisonrnent under legal arnnesty, adniitted to
havhg had almost incredible numbers of
victirns, f a higher than had been expected: on
average each non-incest offender a g a st girls
averaged twenty ~ictims,whîle each non-incest
offender against boys averaged 150 (p.69).

Jehu (1988) cited an American study with a random sample of 1, 374

fernales of which 27% of the sample disclosed some form of sexual
abuse during their chïldhood. In another large scale American snidy,

Russel (1983)found that out of 930 women. rvith a response rate of
50%. 38%of this population had been sexually abused at least once by

the time they were 18 (Renvoize, 1993,pp. 66). Archer (1995) cited a
survey conducted by Finkelhor et al. (1990)which involved 2,626adult

respondents. The results of the survey found that 27%of the women

and 16%of the men disclosed being sexually abused (p.14). One of the
most significant studies completed on child se.-xxalabuse in Canada
was the Badgly report (1984). Some of the fùidings of the committee

included the following:
1) At some time during their lives about one in two females

and one in three males have been victims of one or more
unwanted seyual acts.
2) About four in five of these unwanted sewal acts had

been first committed against these persons when they
rvere children or youths.
3) Four in 100 young females had been raped.
4) Three in five abused children had been threatened or

physically coerced by their assdants. Young victims are as
likely to be threatened or forced to engage in semal acts
by persons relatively close in age as by older persons.
5) About one in four assailants is a family member or a

person in a position of trust.

6) Virtually all assailants are rnaIe.
7) A majority of victims or their families do not seek

assistance from public services" (Schlesinger, 1986, p.8 5).
Wynkoop et al. (1995) cited various studies and stated that
prevalency rates for victims "have ranged from a low of 5.3 % for
females and 3 % for males to a high of 62 % for females and 30 % for
males" (p. 56). Wynlioop et al. (1995) continued:

in Canada, prevalence rates d s o Vary, ranging
from a Iow of 22 % (Bagley & Ramsay, 1986) to a
high of 34 % (Badgly et al., 1984) for females,
with 13 % for men (Badgly et al., 1984)(p. 56).
The difference in prevalency rates between studies may be
influenced by a variety of factors, such as the acquisition of the
sample, the diverse methods by which information was gathered, the
types of questions asked, the response rates, hotv each researcher
defined seud abuse, and regional differences.

Haugaard and Emery, (1989) state:

in general, the highest prevalence rates have
come from samples of women from urban
households; intermediate rates have come
from nationally based surveys; and Iower rates
have come from surveys of colleges (p.89).
Although this would suggest that prevalency rates are influenced by
choice of sample, the different methods used to gather the data cloud
our ability to conclude that the differences are attributed to sample

type (Haugaard and Emery, 1989, p.90).
The diverse rnethods by which information was gathered may

include face to face interview, mail-out questionnaires, and telephone
contact. Due to the sensitive nature of the topic, some respondents
rnay feel Iess threatened by a random mail out survey than a face to
face interview with a researcher. Other respondents may appreciate
the face-to-face interview and therefore disclose more information than
they would have on a mail out questionnaire. In fact, Wynkoop et ai.
(1995) cited a study whïch concluded that face to face interviews

resulted in higher reportbg rates for prevalence (p.56).

In addition, the riifferences in prevaiency rates may be explained in
part by the Iack of a standard set of questions utilized by researchers
in the various studies. "-Additionally,many researchers either did not

utilize an operational definition of child sexual abuse or failed to report
how it \vas operationalized" (Roivan et al. 1994, p. 52).
Sorne Amencan s tudies have highlighted diff erences in prevalency

rates by region (Wyinkoop et al., 1995). For euample, there appears to
be a higher level of sexual abuse in the Western region of the United
States than other regions Wynkoop et al., 1995). Therefore this
"research supports the notion that regional ciifferences could introduce
systernic bias into the data that cannot be accounted for by survey
format" (p. 56).

Again, although no researcher c m agree on the exact percentage of

people sexually abused as cihildren most c m agree that sexual abuse

remains under reported (Jehu,1988, Renvoize, 1993). I t is worth noting

that although there is a higher rate of gvls sexually abused as children
(Finkelhor, 1984;Stuart and Greer, 1984;Dorninelli, 1989, \.tr&er, 1994;
Geffner, 1992) boys are also sexually abused. In fact a previously uted
American study highlighted that each non-incest off ender victimized
more boys than girls on average (Renvoize, 1993).

Two Views on Causes of Child Sexual Abuse: Feminism and the

Child Protection Movement
The sewd abuse of children became public knowledge through the

Feminist and Child Protection movements (Finkelhor, 1984). Some
would argue that it was actually femùiism that took the leading role in

uncovering the sexual abuse of children:
Linda Gordon, Professor of History at the
University of Wisconsin, points out that in
America there have been three waves of public
awareness of chlld sexual abuse- in the 18 70'3
and 1880'~~
again fiom 1910 to 1920 and since
the 1970's-allof them allied to peaks of
feminism: this awareness of child abuse was/is
a result of women's movements being
concerned with the welfare of children as with
women. When feminism ebbs, she suggests,
problems such as child sexual abuse are
pushed back under the carpet (Renvoize,1993,
p.70).

1will briefly discuss points from both of these movements beginning

wïth the feminist perspective. "The feminist perspective of child sexual

abuse looks within and beyond the family unit and takes a victim
advocacy approach based on the mode1 of rape crisis c o u n s ~ and
g
victim witness programs" (Finkelhor, 1984, p.4). The influence of,
patriarchy, defined as a political system which maintains male power
and privilege through the subordination of women and chiidren, is
believed by feminists to be at the root of child sexual abuse (Rush,
1980; Dominelli, 1989; Kane, 1994). Fathers who molest their ohm

children rnost often do not feel they have done an-

wrong

because ùiey view their children as their property, to do with as they
please (Rush,1980). \Valker (1995) affinned this by emphasizing that

the inequality which exists between men and women in our society "is a
breeding ground for male expectations of entitlement" (p. 214). Rush
(1980) continued, "this right is reinforced by the media in films,

advertising and pornography, which constantly eroticize children, and
by professionals who endorse father-daughter incest and adult childsed' (p. 14).

Most offenders who sewaüy abuse children are male. Finkeüior
(1984) offered severai points in explaining why he believes men are
more likely to sexually abuse children. His points include:
1)Women learn earlier and much more completely to

distinguish between sex-uai and non-sexual fonns of
affection.

2) Men grow up seeing heterosexual success as much more
important to their gender identities than women (men are
more likely to look for sexual contact in order to make
themselves feel adequate).
3) Men are socialized to be able to focus their sexual

interest around senial acts isolated from the conte3X of a
relationship whereas women are socialized to focus on
relationships.
4) Men are socialized to see as theh appropriate sexuaI

partners, persons who are younger and srnaller than
themselves, while women are socialized to see as their
appropriate sexual partners persons older and larger

Many feminists believe that male socialization and the issue of

power are directly related to child sexual abuse, and in order to deal
effecth7elytvith the problem of child s e n a l abuse they believe that:
eroticization of powerlessness must be
addressed. As well as those forces which
encourage many men to believe that they have
the right, by virtue of being male, to sexual
gratification with or without consent (Health and
Welfare, 1990, p.43).
The child protection movement views childhood sexual abuse

somewhat differently than those concerned with chïldhood sexual
abuse in the feminist movement. The child protection movement views
semal abuse in the conteriz of other forms of child abuse, e.g. physical
abuse and neglect (Fùikelhor, 1984). This view concentrates on the

farnily unit and is more concerned with the parents and caretakers of
children (intrafiunilia.1abuse). incest is viewed as a "product of family

pathology in which all members contribute" (Finkelhor, 1984, p.4). This
blew takes the sole responsibility of the incest away from the

perpetrator and places it on the entire faxnily unit. "The child abuse
movement argues for whole family treatment programs with an
emphasis on reconciling and reconstituting the family"(Finkelhor,1984,
p.4).

Therefore, the cMd protection movement views the incest factor in
child sexual abuse as a problem that is caused not by one person but
by a dysfunctional family systern, whereas the feminist perspective

views aU child sexual abuse as a social issue and stresses that the
responsibility for the sewal abuse remaius with the individual who
committed the offense. The two views d s o differ in what should be
done when someone sexually abuses a child. The child protection
movement does not agree with putting ail offenders in jd. One reason
is due to possible repercussions towards the victim/family once the
offender is released from jail. The femùiist perspective supports jail

terms because it feels that this stance will emphasize that this
type of behavior is shunned by society and wiU not go unpunished, and

therefore will deter individuals from committîng such offenses
(FWelhor, 1984).
A feminist perspective reflects my own beliefs about the causes of

semal abuse, ~vhatshodd be done with perpetrators, and what guiding
principles 1 should adhere to in aeating aduIt survivors of child semal

abuse. 1 believe we live in a patriarchal society which promotes the

devaluation of women and children. This devaluation process makes it
easier for individual men to exploit and tiolate women and chüdren
without negative sanctions to the perpemators. I also agree with

Finkelhor (1984)in that men and women are socialized differently and
that this sociaüzation process sustains the patriarchal system.
Three feminist treament principles which 1 feel are relevant to my

work with suMvors include, "thepersonal is political, mutual goal
setang and a nonpathology-nondeficitmodel" (Lenore Waker, 1995 ,

p.293). The statement "thepersonal is political" reflects a view beyond

the indisidual. The violence and exploitation that occurs in the lives of
rvomen and children are a reflection of the political climate. In order to

address these issues in treatment the therapist must understand how
gender issues, the socialization of women, and the political climate of

the day impacts the lives of their clients. One way of addressing this

statement in treating survivors is by educatîng clients on ways in which
men and women are soaalized and discussing with them how this
effects them personally. hiutual goal setting rather than telIing clients
what they need may assist them in feeling that they have control over
their lives. Due to the experience of powerlessness 5 v i t h ï n the lives of

survivors mutual goal setting is an important step in empowering
clientS.
Finally, utilizing a nonpathology-nondeficitmode1 in reference to
child sewal abuse, commits the practitioner to avoid viewing the client
as being si&, mentally unstable, or abnormal. The senial abuse is

kiewed as the problem and the client's symptoms are considered a

"normal" response to such abuse.

Long Term Effects of Sexual Abuse

The long term effects of child sexual abuse are the result of the
individual experiencing some form of sewal tictimization during the&

childhood. Early research suggests that the long term effects differ
from "Iliitial or short term effects"in that initial effects are those
reactions which occur within 2 years of the individuals last sewal abuse

experience (Browne and Finkelhor, 1986).
Early researchers in the field have disagreed over the long term

effects of sexual abuse on individuals. in fact some researchers have

clakned that s e n i a l abuse has no long term effects or that these
effects are overemphasized (Conte, 1985). Conte and Schuerman
(1988) cited a clinical report conducted by Bender and Gruett in 1952, in

which the researchers stated that "there are no long tenn negative
effects.... and that most had good adjustment some years after the
abusen (p. 158). Conte and Schuerman (1988) continued by stating:

however in actualiy reading the fifteen brief
case reports, it appears that only two of the
cases reflected good adjustment. The
remainder experience a range of problems,
including a successful suicide, repeated
hospitalisations, and drug and alcohol abuse
(p. 158).

In the review of a study svhich supported the non aversive effects of
sexual abuse, Brown and Finkelhor (1986) were unable to isolate sesual
abuse wîthin the research and therefore did not include this Bender and
Gniett's study in their rekjew of long term effects of sexual abuse (p.2).
In sharp contrast, the last decade has produced a number of

studies which support the clairn that there are long term effects of

senial abuse and in fact describe these long term effects (Courtois,
1988;Dolan, 1991,Hennan, 1992; Jehu,1989; Beitchman et al., 1992;

Rowan et al,, 1994; Briere, 1996; Peters, 1988;Russel & Schuman &
Trocki, 1988). Browne and Finkelhor (1986)stated "eight non-clinical
studies of adults, including three random sample community surveys,

found that child sexual abuse victims in the nomal population had
identifiable degrees of impainnent when compared with nonvictims"
(p.13).

One such study, conducted by Peters (1988) on a community sample
of adult women, found that:

women with a history of contact abuse were
more likely to exyenence problems wïth
depression and substance abuse and reported
a greater number of depressive episodes, as
compared to women with a history of no abuse
or only no contact abuse (p. 1 12).
Jehu (1988)found that 92 % of the 51 women in his study had at least

one form of mood disturbance r a c h resulted from their chüdhood
sexual abuse experiences (p. 164). Anderson, Yasenilr & Ross (1993)
found a "very high prevalence of dissociation e'iperiences and
disorders" in their commurüty-based sample of 5 1 senial abuse

survivors (p. 682). In addition the researchers found that 54.9 % of the

women in their study met the criteria for multiple personality disorder
(Anderson et al., 1993, p. 683).

The difficulties which arise from some of these studies indude
the way in which samples were selected. Anderson et al. (1993) utilized

volunteers from specific community agencies, such as 0th- treatment

focused agencies, which make it difficult to generalize the study to
other suMvors or to the general population. Only one of the trventy-

five studies reviewed by Conte (1985) utüized a random community
sample, the rest of the studies utiüzed special populations which

resulted in biases (Conte,1985).
h o t h e r area of difficulty is in the methods used in measuring
outcome. Beitchman et al. (1992) stated that "comparingEindings
auoss studies when outcome measures Vary in their degree of
specificity is difficult" (p.1 10). Beitchman et al. (1992) concludes in their
review of the Literature that "although very few studies reviewed here

were able to achieve the controls required, recurring thernes are
sufficiently evident to permit conclusions about the long term effects
of CSX" (p.115). These conclusions support the long term negative

effects of child seyual abuse.

In deterrnining the long term effects of sexual abuse a variety of
factors are believed to influence the severity of the aftereffects. These
include such factors as whether the perpetrator used kiolence or

threats agaùist the victim, the extent of the abuse, the frequency of the
abuse, the duration of the abuse, the identity of the perpetrator or
perpetrators (e-g., family member versus stranger), the kind of support

the suniivor had before and following the sewal abuse, famüy
functionùig before and following the sexual abuse, and the child's

personality and health ( Grammer & Shannon,1992; Finkelhor, 1984;
Beitchman et al. 1992;Briere, 1996, Courtois, 1988).

The most commonly reported long term effects of M d sexual

abuse may inchde, anxiety, feelings of isolation and stigma, poor selfesteem, difficulty in trusting others, a tendency towards retïctimization,
depression and self-destructive behavior, substance abuse, and sexuai
maladjustment (Browne and Finkelhor, 1986,p. 1). Overse?rualization,

idealization, and an irnpahed ability to discern who is not mstworthy

are factors in explainhg the revictimization of sexual abuse t.ictuns
(Beitchman e t al. 1992). Beithman et al. (1992) continued:

childhood sexual abuse rnay also have a
corrosive effect on self-esteem, therefore
making these women conspicuous targets for
sexuaUy exploitative men (p. 108).
In reviewing the Iiterature and utilizing the experience from my
clinical work, 1 found cognitive distortions (e.g., self-blame, @t)

depression, arixiety, self destructive behaviours, damaged self-concept,

sexual rnaiadjustrnent and post traumatic stress disorder as common
long term effects of M d sexual abuse (Finkelhor and Browne, 1986;
Briere, 1996; Rowan et al. 1994). Each of these long tenn effects are
discussed in more detail throughout the foIlowing pages.

Cognitive Distortions

Cognitive distortions are comrnon among sexual abuse survivors
(jehu, 1988; Briere, 1996). Cognitive distortions are distorted beliefs

related to the victim's sexual abuse experïences which are believed to
"lead to distressing feelings and inappropriate actions" (Jehu, 1989,
p.169). For instance, one of my clients (Jill) often experienced cognitive

distortions while her partner had b a t h in the evenings. She believed he
masturbated during his bath because he preferred to masturbate than
to have sex with her. This distortion lead her to feeling mwanted which
resulted in an inappropriate action, charging into the bathroorn, and
accusing ber partner of masturbating. This cognitive distortion was
directly related to her abuse. Her father sexually abused her in the
evenings and often abused her in the bath tub.
-A study conducted by Jehu (1988) which highlighted various cognitive

distortions in sexual abuse survivors, found that "78%of the sample
endorsed the statement 1 am worthless and bad; and 90%endorsed the
statement 1 am inferïor to other people because I did not have normal
e,xperiences" (pp. 77-79). When the perpetrator is sorneone the chiid

knows, such as a parent or other trusted adult, it is very difficuit for
that child to understand why the perpetrator would violate them and
therefore survivors often blame themselves for the abuse. The seifblame experienced by many sunlvors is often reinforced by the
perpetrator, the victim's family and society. This process may also be

referred to as stigmatization. Stigmatization as defined by Finkelhor:
includes negative connotations--for example,
badness, shame and guilt--that are

communicated to the child about the (abuse)
experiences and then become incorporated
into the child's self image...They can corne
directly from the abuser, who may blame the
victim for the activity, denigrate the victim, or,
simply through his furtiveness, convey a sense
of shame about the behavïor" (Briere, 1996,
p.16).
Again, this attribution of blame onto the survivor may result in irrational

feelings of guilt and shame which may lead to self hatred. Self hatred
may be expressed in self-destructive behaviours. Dolan (1991)

recognized that suniivors are more likely to commit suicide then those

not sewally abused. Beitchrnan et al. (1992) confirmed this idea by
citing a study in which 56 % of women wïth a history of child sexual

abuse compared with 23 % of non-abused women had a history of

prevlous suicide attempts (p. 107).
Some researchers suggest that a survivor's self-blame gives the

survivor a sense of control, albeit a false one, and saves them from
having to deal with additional anxieties such as king abandoned by the
perpewating parent and or non-perpetrating parent, or from hating to

deal wïth the reality that the world is not always "just"(Briere, 1996).

Depression
Several authors have identified depression as a cornmon long term

effect of sexual abuse (Briere, 1996: Courtois, 1988; Jehu, 1988;
Koverola, Pound,Heger & Lytle, 1993).Koverola et al. (1993)stated,

"researchon women who were sexually abused as children have
documented that there is a significant and positive relationship
between severity of abuse and the degree of depression" (p. 393). Jehu
(1988) found that "on the Beck Depression Inventory 29 (56%)of 5 1

tictims scored 2 1 or more which is indicative of clinically significant

depression"(p.47). Briere (1996) cited a study by Bagley and Ramsay
(1986) rVhïchsupports the findings of the Jehu (1988) and Koverola et

a1.k (199 3) studies.

In a community sample of 387 women, those
with a history of childhood sexual abuse were
approiàmately twice as ükely to be cünically
depressed as were women Wth no history of
sexual abuse (p. 20).
Other researchers may not support these findings as readily.

Courtois (1988) stated that there does not seem to be a significant
difference in the level of depression between those sewally abused in

contrast to the general population. Her work supports Dolan's (1%1)

Iater observations regarding self-destructive and suicida1 behaviours

when it notes that "significantdifferences have been found repeatedly
between the two groups in terms of suicide attempts and behavior and
self-destructive wishes" (Courtois, 1988, p.105). Beitchrnan et al. (1992)

indicate that "of eight studies reviewed, six found an association
between CSA (sic) and adult depressive symptoms, while two found no

such association" (p.107).

Beitchman et al. (1992) stated that "three of seven studies showed a
positive relation between CSA

and adult an-xiety symptoms

aiso reported that the use of force or threat had been common among
CSA

victîms (p.106). Therefore it is not clear whether the sexual

abuse was directly related to the outcome of anxiety or whether it was
the force or threat at the time of the abuse which caused the an..ety
(Beitchman, 1992).
Not al1 sun-ivors of M d sexual abuse are forced or threatened by
their abusers. For instance, Ja's father (perpetrator) was less verbally
abusive towards Jill and he did not use physical force when he sevually
abused her but Jill continued to suffer from high levels of mxiety which
appeared to be rdated to her sexual abuse experïences.

in one study the researchers found that "feelings of fear and
anxiety are strongly related to euperiences of intrusive thoughts and
emotions pertaining to the incestuous experience" (Edwards and
Donaldson, 1989, p.107). During dates with men,Anna one of my
clients, would often experience intrusive thoughts related to her rape
which left her feeling extremely m o u s and fearful. in addition, her
level of anxiety and fear often interfered with her self-assertion
abilities.

Self destructive behaviours
Self-destructive behaviours or what Briere (1996) refers to as
"acting- out behaviours" as it relates to s a a l abuse tictimization,

include behaviours such as, dcohol and dnrg abuse, self mutilation,
suicide or attempted suicide, and promiscuity (Dolan, 1991;Briere, 1996,
Courtois, 1988). Brkre (1996) makes an interesthg point in stating that
although these behaviours are labelled "self destructive" they are in his
opinion, "survival activities* (p.29). He continues by stating "the very
notion of a self-destructive survivor, in fact, is an oxymoron" (p. 29).

These behaviours are often utilized by survivors as ways of coping with
the& victimization. Dolan (1991) emphasizes that self-mutilation has
been used by survivors as "ways to reorient from flashbacks, end

dissociative experiences, reconnect to a feeling of being real and

express how bad it (the mernories of the sexual abuse) really hurt me"
(p.17). Although some of these behaviours rnay have been effective
for short periods of time during or following the abuse, in the long run
they prove to be ineffective coping strategies (Briere, 1996). The old
coping strategies may lock survivors into rigid patterns of relating to
themselves and others whkh may not be helpful in their post abuse
environment.

Self Concept
The notions of "boundary" and "boundary violation" are important
concepts in explaining the importance of the devdopment of self
concept and threats to the integrity of self. McEvoy (1990) stated:

we need boundaries because they tell us who
we are and what our rights and responsibilities
as person's are. They tell us tve are unique
individuals, entitled to needs and to having
those needs met (p.64).
Visac (1988) stated "the'1 have boundaries' e'rperience is essential
for an '1 am me' (self-concept)to develop" (p.27). When children are
sexually abused thW. boundaries are violated and when their
boundaries are continudy violated they Iose touch with their sense of
who they are as individuals. They begin to believe they have no rights
and that their needs are secondary to the needs of others. Briere
(1996) stated "an absence of boundaries when confronted with a
stressor can reduce the individual's ability to negotiate interpersonal
interactions, leading to, for example, difficulties in self-other
discrimination, effective help seeking, and self-assertion in the face of
victirnization" (p. 66).
For instance, one potential client 1 met during an intake session
disclosed that she had been sexually abused by her father, \:ho

had

recently died. Her father Mt her as the executor of his will. This
woman's ability to negotiate interpersonal interactions was damaged by

her abuse. She was not able to assert herself and get someone else in

the family to be responsible for the funeral and the will, even though
she did not want the responsibility of being the executor.

Sexual maladjustment

The literature provides several examples which suggest that the
sexuality of a sur~+vor
may be affected in various ways by the
experience of sexual abuse (Courtois, 1988;Maltz and Holman, 198 7;

Broivne and Finkelhor, 1986;Briere, 1996; Jehu, 1988; Beitchrnan et al.,
1992). Maltz and Holman (1987) suggest that one of two patterns of

experiencing sewality may emerge for the smivor, she may feel

repulsed by seu and distance herself from sexual experiences, or
secondly, the survivor rnay use seu as a way to get her needs met and
"sewally act out". Brome and Finkaor (1986) cited Herman's 1981

study which supports the notion that sunrivors may sesually act out in

order to get their needs met Her findings uicluded that "35%of the
incest victims in her sample reported promiscuity and observed that
some victims seemed to have a repertoire of sexually stylized behavior
that they used as a way of getting affection and attention (Browne and

Finkelhor, 1986,p.11).

In another study Sandberg, Lynn and Green (1994)indicated that
child sexual abuse victims are over represented among prostitutes and

exotic dancers. Sandberg et al. (1994)cited a study which found that

11 of 20 prostitutes, and 1 3 of 20 exotic dancers reported a history of

sexual abuse (p. 246). Some possible reasons for "promiscuityn in
suniivors is their need to regain control over their past abuse. They
may try and relive their abuse experience in order to

m,unconscious~yl

to alter the euperience. The survivor may sexualize her relationships
with others because she was sexualized as a child and has difficulty
relating in other ways, or she may believe that sex is the only thhg she

is "good for" and therefore have difficuity in establishing sevual
boundaries.
Another area of concern for some survivors is the issue of sexual
orientation follotving abuse. In one study quoted by Beitchman et al.
(1992) "7 out of 23 women abused by their fathers were lesbian or had
significant conflicts about homose~'ua1feelings, whereas homosexual
behavior was rare in the control groupn (p.105).
In still another study reviewed by Beitchman et al. (1992) Herman
(1981) found that five out of 40 incest victims "appeared to be involved

in homosexual activities," although Beitchman et al. (1992) stated that
the researcher failed to include how many women in the conwol group
had similar experiences (p.105). Brotvne and Finkelhor (1986) cited two
s tudies:
although one study of lesbians found
molestation in their back grounds (Gundlach,
1977),Bell and Weinberg (1981), in a large scale,
sophisticated study of the origin of sexual

prefaence, found no such association (p.12).

There appears to be "littleempirical confiiationn that there is a .
association between sewal abuse and a change in sexual orientation
foIlowing victimization (Browne and Finkelhor, 1986, p. 11). Maltz and

HoIrnan (1987) suggested that some heterosexual smivors may choose
to have se.uual relations with other women for the following reasons:
Female partners may be less pressurùig than
males for semal contact, and more
understanding and supportive of the survivor s
anxieties about sex, some survivors feel more
comfortable with f emales because their bodies
Iadc many of the reminders of the abuse, such
as penis, sernen, and body hair and because
their voices do not remind them of the low
voice of the offender (p.73)
As the women heals she rnay begin to realize her heterose'cual

tendencies more clearly and choose to reunite nith a male partner.
With women who are lesbian from chiidhood the sewal abuse by the

male offender may have "blocked their awareness of their preference

for female partners" (Maltz and Holman, 1987, p.74). Again, as a woman
starts ta heal from the abuse she rnay choose to reunite with a female

Many survivors utilize 'numbing out" strategies, for example

dissociation, and or utilizing drugs/ alcohol in order to cope with thek
childhood sexual abuse. Utilizing numbing out strategies may further
alienate the survivor's relationship to her body and sexuabty. When

these "numbing out" strategies are canied to adulthood, the person's
ability to sense or receive messages ftom her body are deeply

affected. The survivor learns not to pay attention to her body when her
body is tired, hungry, or tense. If the survivor continues to ignore her
body she rnay manifest physical ailments such as urinas)- infections,

back pain, etceteru. Not only is the suMvor out of touch with her body
but she is d s o out of touch uith her intuition or "gut level" feelings.

When she is discomected from her "gut feelings" she is at a higher risk
of further abuse. In addition the sunivor rnay not have a clear

understanding of how her body functions and what gives her pleasure

or she rnay fear her body and her body's response to pleasure. If the

suMvor physically responded to her abuse she rnay feel betrayed by
her body which rnay affect future sewal relationships. Through semd
pleasure she rnay be reminded of her abuse.

In reviewing the potential long term effects that sexval abuse has on
a survivor's sexuality it is important to consider other factors as well.

Factors such as religious background, family values, societal values and

cultural values will all have an impact on how the survivor perceives
her seniahty (Courtois, 1988). The "HiteReport" (Shere Kite, 1981)
completed in the 70's on fernale sexuality received just over 3000

replies from the one hundred thousand questionnaires sent out to

women across the United States. Out of those three thousand wornen,

95%of the women grew up with the idea that "sexwas bad or at the
very least is was never mentioned,

- implying that it was badn (p.39). if

Ive assume that most women feel this way whether they were abused

are not, this alerts us to the fact that women who were, in fact, sexually
abused are dealing with a double blow to their sexual self-esteem.

When considering the effects of sexual abuse Archer (1995)
emphasized the importance of dinicians striving toward the
"

development of a bdanced perception, being mhdful of minimisation,

but keeping one's muid open to the possibility that for some, seAmal
abuse has üttle or perhaps no long term effects"(p.20). Although 1
agree with Archer that clinicians should not create symptoms where

there are none, I am also cautious about accepting the idea that some

s e w d abuse sunïvors experience no long term effects \vithout any
prior intervention. Herman (1 992) stated:
As intrusive syrnptoms diminish, numbing or
constrictive symptoms corne to predominate.
With the passage of time, as these negative
symptoms become the most prominent feature
of the post-traumatic disorder, the diagnosis
becomes increasingly easy to overlook (p.49).

Another area of concern is what has been identified by Beitchman et al.
(1992) as "sleepereffects" (such as, sexual dysfunction) which are

effects of s e n i a l abuse which do not surface until the abused child
becomes an adult Young adults may also experience a similar process

to the sleeper effect. For wample, a single 18 year old survivor may

not devdop any significant sewal difficulties until she is older and

involved in a serious relationship (Browne and FinkeIhor, 1986). Because

the effects of early sexual abuse may be cxperienced in a variety of
individual and unique ways by each surtiivor, it is best that as clinicians,

each person be approached as unique and be treated accordingly.

Symptornatology of Cbiidhood Sexual Abuse: Post Traumatic
Stress Disorder IPTSD)

Although Rowan et al., (1994) cîted Lipovsky & mpaîrick, in press,
indicating that there have been studies that have found relationships

between child sexual abuse and psychiatric disorders, like depression,

Rowan et ai. counter this assertion by stating that "none of these
disorders encornpass the full range of symptoms frequently reported
by seiiual abuse sunivors" (p. 52). Rowan et al. (1994) believed that
Post Traumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD)was a more accurate diagnosis

for those senially abused as children than other disorders which have
been found to be related to child sexual abuse (such as depression).

Dolan (1991) supported this view and indicated that:
A PTSD diagiiosis is helpful for survivors of

sexual abuse because the definition not only
has a norrnalising effect for clients but also is
clinically accurate (p.5).

Dolan (1991) continued by defining Post traumatic stress disorder as
"the psychological reactions that typicaily occur as a result of a

disaster or other ememe psychological stressor" (p.4). "Kaplan and
Sadock (1991)explained that the development of PTSD is positively
correlated with the severity of the stressor, in other words, not all
survivors of trauma develop PTSD, but the risks of this are higher when
severe trauma is involved" (&cher, 1995, p. 3 5 ) .

Briere (1996) ouîiïned the criteria for diagnosing Post Traumatic
Stress Disorder according to the DShf-IV (Diagnostic and Statistical

Manual of Mental Disorders) rvitb the foilowing points:
1)The existence of an event that involved witnessing or

experiencing actual or threatened death or serious injury,
or a threat to physical integrity of self or others, that
produced intense Pear, hdplessness, or horror. Childhood
sexual abuse is specifically included in this criterion,
despite the fact that not all abuse confers threat of death
or injury.
2) Later reexperiencing of the trauma in one's miad, for

example, through recurrent drearns of the stressor, or
flashbacks (intrusive sensory mernories) to the originai
traumatic situation; or an intensification of symptoms on
exposure to situations that resemble the original traumatic
event.
3) Persistent avoidance of stimuli associated with the

event and numbing of general responsiveness to the
eutemal world-for example, dissociation, withdrawal,
inabfity to recaU important aspects of the trauma,
restricted affect, or loss of interest in daiiy events.

4) Persistent symptorns of increased arousal, not present
before the trauma, such as sleep disturbance, irritabilïty,
difficulty concentratùig, hype~gilanceto danger in the
environment, and an evaggerated startle response (p.6).
In the DSM-III-R the first criterion of Post Traumatic Stress Disûrder
was "the existence of a psychologically distressing event that wodd

evoke significant disturbance in almost anyone" (Dolan, 1991, p.4). In
the DSM-IV the first criterion was specified as "witnessing or
experiencing actual or threatened death or serious injury" (Briere, 2 996,
p.6). h addition, the first criterion includes childhood sexual abuse,

regardless of whether death or injury was involved. Briere (1996)
highlighted that although the new criterion appears more restrictive
(limiting events to physical versus psychological) it does address

childhood senial abuse which the DSM-III-Rdid not (p.6). Recognizing
childhood semal abuse as a traumatic event WUhopefully lead to
further research in this area which will assist clinicians, survivors and

the public in better understanding this type of abuse.

Herrnan (199 2) stated that symptorns of PTSD fall under three main
categories. These are hyperarousal, intrusion and constriction. The

first, hyperarousal describes a person who is unable to relax and is

constantly on the alert for danger. "Thetraumatized person startles
easily, reacts initably to small provocations, and sleeps poorly"

(Herman, 1992, p.35). They seem to be constantly in the "fightor flightn
mode. Eventuay such hypenigilance may take an enormous toll on the
individual's health and well-being.
The second category, intrusion is defined as reliving the event as if
it was happening in the present Bell-Gadsby & Siegenberg (1996)

indicated that the traumatic event was so ovenvhelrning that it could

not be integrated into the individual's existing framework and instead
was dissociated, only later to return intrusively as fragmented sensor);

or motoric euperiences (p.6). These intrusions can appear in the form
of flashbacks during waking states and as traumatic nightrnares during
"

sleepn(Herman, 1992, p.3 7).These intrusions are not Limited to a

person's thoughts or dreams but also their behaviours as well (Herman,
1992). Ln order to overcome a traumatic experience some individuals

may attempt to relive the event in an attempt to alter the experience.
Gil and Johnson (1993)have often seen children acting out their

victhization through their play. Adults may participate in other actions

which rnay be healthy or unhealthy in trying to resolve their
victimization. Herman (1992)shared the story of a woman who was
raped in an alley and told by her perpetrators if she ever came d o m

the alley again they would get her. She continued to go down the same
d e y so her perpetrators would not "get the best of
her". Her need to gain control over the abuse put her in a potentially
dangerous situation each time she went down the d e y in the dark
(Herman, 1992, p.40).
The Tast category Herman (1992) mentioned was constriction.
Constrictions are altered States of consciousness which are often
e-~erienced
and utilized by victimç of trauma. Briere (1996) defined
this aspect of PTSD as "an attenuation in feeling or emotion, wherein
the individual experiences reduced reactivity, detachment from others,
or constricted emotionalityn(p.11). Constriction or what Briere (1996)
refers to as reduced responsiveness, is "at its most basic level a fonn
of dissociation" (p.11). Other dissociated responses include

"depersonalization (the feeling of not being in one's own body);
derealization (the feeling that one's surrounding is not real); out of
body experiences (the sensation of being disconnected from one's
body, particulariy during sa'' (Dolan, 1991, p. 1 1). Herman (1992)
indicated that "traumatized people who cannot spontaneously
dissociate may attempt to produce sirnila numbing effects by using
alcohol and narcoticsn(p. 44). For some individuals this could
eventually result in a drug addiction. Herman (1992) continued:

Although dissociative alterations in
consciousness, or even intoxication, may be

adaptive at the moment of total helplessness,
they become maladaptive once the danger is
past. Because these altered States keep the
traumatic experÏence walled off from ordinary
consciousness, they prevent the integratim
necessary for healing (p. 4 5).
Treatment Models

An Historical Overview

Walter and Peller (1992) explained the history of various approaches
to therapy as reflecting three fundamental questions. Each question
represents a particular therapeutic approach and each of these
questions have evolved over time. The first question which is
fundamental to most of the traditional approaches, such as the
psychoanalytic approach, asked the question "what is the cause of the
problem"? From this perspective clinicians feel that if they can find the
cause of the problem, the person c m be helped and eventually
evperience relief from their sÿmptoms. As new ideas emerged in
therapy approaches a second question was asked, "what maintains the
problem"? The question "presupposes that the problem is beïng
maintained and that there is a relationship that can be found and
described between the maintenance and the problem" (Walter & PeUer,
1992, p.4). This question reflects a systemic approacb to therapy. The
last and most recent question to be asked is "how do we construct

solutions?" (Walter & Peller, 1992). The focus is no longer on the

problem but rather on solutions to the problem. This question
suggests a solution-focused therapy mode1 (Walter and Peller,1992). In

addition, each of these questions deals with a particular time frame.
The first question "what is the cause of the problem?"deals with the
past. The second question "whatmaintains the problem?" focuses on

the present and the third question "what is the solution?" focuses on

the present and future (Walter & PeUer, 1992). A solution focused
approach in working with survivors of child sewal abuse wiU be the

focus of this report and w f l be discussed in gïeater detail under the

section titled Solution Focused Therapy.

The Utilization of Abreactive Models with Survivors of SexuaI
Abuse
The approaches which "relyprimarily on the retrieval of childhood

memories, the development of insight, and cognitive reconstruction of
thoughts, behaviours and perceptionsn(Archer, 1995, p.50) best reflect

the first question, "what is the cause of the problem". From this
perspective the survivor must confront her memories of child sexual

abuse in order to reduce the power the memories have w i t h her adult
Iife. Courtois (1988) stated 'the focus of the therapy is the

recollection, exploration and abreacting of the traumatic material from
the adult contextn(p.174). Through this process ùisights will be gained,

new behaviours and thoughts wiU be leamed and the survivor's
symptomatology resulting from the abuse will be diminished if not
resolved. Some of the treatment models which "provide a structure for

understanding the relationship between the cause and the solution of
problems associated with sewal abuse" (Archer, 1995, p.51) were
developed by professionals such as Gi1(1988), Courtois, (1988), and
Herman (1992). Archer (1995) labelled these models under the umbrella
of "Memory-based Abreactive Models".
Courtois (1988) referred to her work with incest swivors as
retro spective therapy.
Retrospective incest therapy can be
conceptualized as a healing or recovery
process or an abreaction of the trauma, which
generally involves breakïng the secret, catharsis
and reet-aluation of the incest, its
circumstances and its effectsn (Courtois, 1988,
p.1 /O).
Courtois (1988) includes intake and diagnosis, building the adult

relationship, working wïth the child within,integrating the helpIess child
with the nurturing adult, and disclosure to and confrontation of the

family and any involved others as the process used for incest
treament (Courtois, 1988, p.170). Courtois (1988) "does not refer to
treatment as involving stages but as working towards a series of
survival goalsn(Archer, 1995, p. 52) with the therapist as an "ally''.

Herrnan (1992) refemed to the client's recovery as occurring in stages,
and the therapist as being responsible for providing appropriate
treatment at each of these stages (Herman, 1992, p.156). Herman's
(1992) three stage model of treatment included,safety, remembrame

and rnourning, and reconnection. Gil(1988) also outlined a three phase
treatment model: the beginning phase whïch involves assessrnent and
alliance with the client; the rniddle phase which she refers to as
rebuilding; and a termination phase which she eatitles ernpowerrnent.

Bass and Davis (1988) have developed a model which ma); be utilized by

a survivor without the assistance of a therapist. Archer (1995)
referred to this model as having the "unique features of self help and
survivor as therapist built in" (p. 52). Bass and Davis's (1988) three
stage model included taking stock, the healing process, and changing
patterns.
Although each of these ewperts are individuals and have different
styles in addressing the problem of sexual abuse, each of their models
appears to progress in a similar fashion. in the next section 1 will

present the commonalities found in the models of Courtois (1988)'

Herrnan (1992)'and Bass and Davis (1988).

Beginning Phase

Clients may not immediately disclose sexual abuse upon entering

the therapist's office and therefore it is up to the therapist to leam as
rnuch as possible about the client's presenting concerns (Courtois,
1988, Hennan, 1992). Once the seyual abuse is disclosed the therapist
must assess the impact of the sexual abuse, assist in estabhshing the
clients's safety, and build a "therapeutic alliance" with their client
(Courtois, 1988; Herrnan, 1992; Bass and Davis, 1988).
In order to assist s u ~ v o r effectively,
s
therapists must under stand

how the abuse has impacted the lives of their clients. During the
beginning of therapy it is important for the therapist to conduct a

thorough assessment of the client's syrnptoms. By educating the
sur\lvor during the assessment stage on the impact of sexual abuse,
coping strategïes used by survivors and the possibrlity of recovery, the

client may gain a deeper understanding of how the abuse has impacted
her Me. Survivors often feel a sense of relief when they realize that the

symptoms they are experiencing are related to the sexual abuse
experience, and are in fact "nonnaln reactions to childhood sexuai
abuse. As Herman (1992) stated "knowledge is power" and in this sense

having knowledge of sexual abuse and its impact may restore sorne of
the survivor's power to her.
Providing a safe environment, assisting the client to feel "safenand
"securing a therapeutic alliance" are also important steps in the
beginning phase of abreactive models (Herman, 1992, p.172). Herman

(199 2) stated "no other therapeutic work should even be attempted

until a reasonable degree of safety has been achievedw(p.160). Safety
cm then be established by "focusingon control of the body and

gradually moves outward toward control of the environment"(Herman.
1992, p. 160). Once a level of safety is established within the working

relationship (therapist/client) t r u s t begins to develop and a therapeutic

alliance cm be formed.

Second Phase

The second phase involves the t e h g of the survivor's story. I t is at

this phase that the survivor makes the decision to tell her story and
reconnect with her traumatic past and a l l that this reconnection entails.
"Thiswork of reconstruction actually transforms the @aumaticmemory,
so that it can be integrated into the survivor's life story" (Herman, 1992,

p. 175). Herman (1992) indicated that:

the action of telling a story in the safety of a
protected relationship can actudy produce a
change in the abnormal processing of the
traumatic memory. With this transformation of
memory cornes relief of many of the major
symptoms of post-traumatic stress disorder
(p.183).
As the survivor reconstructs her story she is faced with intense and

often overwhelming feelings. During this phase suniivors begin to
reconnect with some of the same feelings they experîenced during their

abusive experiences. At this stage it is important for the therapist to
monitor the client's responses closely and to "assess the risk that the

client may commit suicide or homiciden(Archer, 1995). Continually
assessing the client's responses is particularly important due to the low
levd of affect tolerance in many survivors. During this stage it is not

uncommon for clients to feel worse before they start to feel better

(Herrnan, 1992).
Courtois (1988) suggested that at this stage the survivor "integrates

the various aspects of the trauma e,xperience, tvhether positive,
negative or ambivalent, into the self and separates from family d e s

and patterns" (p. 174). It is also at this stage that old coping strategies

are evaluated and replaced if they have proven ineffective (Courtois,
1988).
A t this stage it is not uncommon for s u ~ v o r to
s confront their

abusers, either symbolically or directly (Courtois, 1988). Some
techniques used in the confrontation include writing a letter to the
perpetrator (with the choice of sending tbe letter or not), role playing

the confrontation, and confronting the abuser in person or on the
phone. Not everyone needs to confront theh perpetrator in order to

heal from their abuse and not ail survivors have the strength to face
their abusers directly, whîch should be r espected.
FinalIy, it is at this stage that the survivor needs to accept that the

abuse occurred and grieve the losses which were the result of their
traumatic experiences (Herman, 1992; Bass and Davis, 1988). The
mourning of losses in the survivors life can be the hardest work of this
stage (Hennan, 1992; Courtois, 1988). Some survivors rnay attempt to
resist this aspect of recovery for two reasons. First, survivors rnay
feel once the "flood gates are open" there wilI be no way to "close"
them again. The survivor rnay feel that rhey ttdl "lose it" if they allow
themselves to feel th& own grief. Second, the survivor rnay resist
grieving because she feels that by doing so she is giving in to the
perpetrator. Herrnan (1992) indicated that "she rnay consciously refuse
to grieve as a way of denying victory to the perpetrator" (p.188). It is

very important for the survit-or to know that in order to heal she must
be able to grieve in order to move on in ber healing, and that the acts

of grieving take strength and courage. Herman (1992) stated, "It is

important to reframe the person's mourning as an act of courage
rather than humiliation" (p. 188).

The Final Phase
During the final stage the survivor begins to look ahead and is no

longer defined through ber abuse experience. The task now is to
"becorne the person she wants to be" (Herman,1992, p. 202).
At this stage the survivor rnay be filled with apprehension and anxiety,

knowing that in order to grow she must forge ahead into the unknown.
At this stage the survivor begins to reaiize more and more that she
deserves to be Qeated with dignity and respect and rnay begin to
practice this belief

În

her day to day interactions. Bass and Davis

(1988) quoted a surclivor who shared her experience at this stage in her
development:
and then 1 started taking care of my own Me. 1
changed my relationships. 1changed rny job. 1
changed my home. 1 started taking care of
business! 1 filed a suit against my ex-lover for
assault. 1 got money back that 1 loaned out. 1
fought a custody battle against my eu-husband.
I started getting angry. 1 started to cry. 1 really
changed. 1 look different. 1 changed my Iife
intentionally (p.174).
The key word in this citation is "intentionally". This sunjvor made the
decision to change her life and realized that she was the only one who
could make those changes.
Courtois (1988) described this final phase by stating:
This process includes the ability to practice
new ways of relating and behaving, including
being able to experience with adult behatiours
rather than relying on pa.rent/child interactions,
dependency and manipulation. In essence, it is
gaining and unfolclhg a differentiated
personality... she is able to behave more as an
adult with the opportunity for continued
individuation and independence (p.182).

At this final stage the survivor has corne to terms with her abuse and

no longer is self-blaming but rather has placed the blame where it
belongs, on the perpetrator. .AU the energy the survivor required for
her own healing is no longer needed and now some c m be spared

towards other areas in the survivor's Me. At this stage the s u ~ v o r
begins to focus her energy outward. The survivor's energy is not
exerted on contemplating revenge against the perpetrator but rather on

how she can prevent simüar atrocities from reoccurring. The surMvor
may realize that the crime that was committed against her was not only

personal but was also political. She may want to get involved in various
social causes like, creating better laws for sun-ivors, getting hvolved in

a women's group which works at improving the Living conditions for

women in society, and or she may want to assist other suniivors in their
own recovery. "The sense of participation in meaningful social action
enables the sunivor to engage in a legal battle nith the perpetrator

from the position of samgth"(Herman, 1992, p. 2 10).
One criticism Archer (1993) made about this approach involved the
second phase of treatrnent, the retelling of the survivor's story. Archer
(1995) stressed that having the client retell her story for the sake of

desensitization is unethical and does not necessarily help the client. Th
utilizing this approach I agree that sirnply reconstructing the survivor's
story in and of itself is not adequate. Other techniques must be

utilîzed within this phase of treatrnent to assist a person through her
heahg in an effective manne.. In contlnuing this point Herrnan (1992)

emphasized:
while intrusion and hyperarousal symptoms
appear to improve after flooding, the
constrictive symptoms of numbing and social
withdrawal do not change, and marital, social
and work problems do not necessarily improve.
By itself, reconstnicting the trauma does not
address the social or relational dimension of
the traumatic experience. It is a necessary part
of the recovery process, but it is not suffident
(p. 183).

The second criticism Archer (1995)made of this approach was that
it followed a linear progression and, according to "most therapists",

therapy is not linear. "It'sas though survittors begin therapy, establish

safety, proceed to unravel feelings, and mernories associated uith

abuse, resolve symptoms, and when they are ready, they can terminate
therapy" (Archer, 199 5, p.6 2). 1 agree with Archer (199 5 ) in that recovery
does not follow a straight luie and to suggest that it does would be
too simplistic.

Herman (1992) also recognized that,

no single course of recovery foilows these
stages through a straightfomard linear
sequence...however in the course of successful
recovery, it should be possible to recognize a
gradua1 shift from unpredictable danger to
reliable safety, from dissociated trauma to
acknowledged memory, and from stigmatized
isolation to restored social connection (p. 155).

1 also agree Wh Herman (1992) in that the therapist should be able

to recognize changes or shifts within the survivor over the course of

recovery.
The last point 1 would Like to make regarding abreactive rnodels, is

in reference to "balance". In utilizing an abreactive approach therapists
are generally focused on the past. Focusing mainly on the past fails to
perceive the client holisticdy, that is, the client has not only been
influenced by their past but also by their present circumstances and by
how the client perceives her future. in order to consider the whole
client there must be a more balanced approach, that is, an approach
that acknowledges and incorporates the client's past, present and
future. Dolan (1991) and Bell-Gadsby & Siegenberg (1996) create this
balance in the u70rkthey do \\ith sun;ivors. This "bdanced" approach
will be discussed in detail under the section titled "Dynamic Co-Creative

Healing blodel".

Solution-Focused Therapy
The Dynamic Co-Creative Healing mode1 is a combination of

Ericksonian techniques and a solution-focused, future-orîented
approach to working \dth survivors of childhood sexual abuse. In order
to set the groundwork for discussing the rnocielI would first iike to
discuss solution-focused therapy.

The solution-focused approach evolved Rom the work of Milton
Enckson. O'Hanlon & Weiner-Davis (1989) emphasized that although
Erickson was not purely solution-focused his work inspired much of
solution-oriented therapy. Molnar and de Shazer (1987) stated that

"solution-focusedtherapy seems, at this point, to represent a
distinctive synthesis of Ericksonian indirection, an emphasis on

functional systemic behavior, and a future orientation in therapeutic
practice" (p.351). .Waugh there has been much progress in developing
solution-focused therapy over the last nule years, a combination of
Erickson's ideas (not limited to indirection), systems theory and a
'~ture orientation still make up the solution focused approach (h1oha.r

and de Shazer, 1987,p. 351).
1wiU briefly explain some of the concepts which solution focused

therapists have adopted from the work of Erickson. According to
Combs and Freedman (1990) these include utiüzation, indirection,

multidirnensionality, strategies and experience. Utiüzation refers to
using every-thing the client brings to the session as a possible resource

(Combs and Freedman, 1990). Therefore there is no such thing as a
"resistantclient". Even the so called "resistant clientn gives important

information to the therapist For example, if a ciient is not following
t&rncgfi with a homework assignment it does not mean they are

resistant, but rather the client is attempting to tell the therapist that

the homework assignment is not u s e N and something else needs to be
hied (Combsand Freedman, 1990).

Indirection is "any approach that moves toward a goal in something
other than a straight linen (Combs and Freedman, 1990,p.20). Metaphor
is an example of a indirect approach. I t is a u s e N way to bypass
objectivity and get people thinking about what is meanîngful for them

(Combs & Freedman, 1990).
4 multidimensional perspective views the person holisticdly.

Erickson enriched his understanding of the
problems, resources and goals of the client
system by paying attention to what they said
and what they did not Say, what they said in
words and what they said in facial expression
and body movement, when theh breathing
changed and when they momentarily stopped
breathing (Combs & Freedman, 1990, p.4).
The strategies that Erickson uses in therapy are "airned at CO-creatinga

reality with clients in which they can discover the motivation and
develop for themselves the confidence to use their particular range of

resources, their unique whole self, in developing and pursuing
appropriate goals" (Combs & Freedman, 1990, p.10). The best ways to
achieve these goals are through experience.

Walter and Peller (1992)recognize the solution-focused brief therapy
approach as a total model. "It encompasses a way of thùiking, a way of

convershg with clients, and a way of constructing solutions

interactively" (p.6). The mode1 defined by Walter and P d e r (1992) is
said to be based on twdve guiding assumptions.
"Focusing on the positive, on the solution, and on the future
facilitates change in the desired direction. Therefore, focus on
solution-oriented talk rather than on problem-oriented talk (Walter and
Peller, 1992, p.10). Assisting the client in focusing on what she is doing
that is working and what she r t f l be doing in the future when the
problem is no longer a concern is the essence of the first assumption.
"Euceptions to every problem can be created by therapist and client
which can be used to build solutions" (Walter and Peller, 1992,p.12) is
the second assumption. Exceptions are referred to as exceptional
times in which the problem does not occur. By "working on encouraging

exceptions more often the therapist helps the client develop a sense of
control over what seemed an insurmountable problem" (Walter and
Peller, 1992, p.14).
The third assumption is that people are always changing and it is the
therapist's job to assist the client in recognizing this fact (Mialter and
Peller, 1992). The fourth assumption is that "smailchanges lead to
larger changes" (Walter and Peller, 1992, p. 18). If a client has been
successful at making a small change in her Iife then she has the ability
to make more difficult changes in her life (Walter and Peller, 1992).
The fifth assumption is that "Clients are always cooperating. They

are sho~vingus how they think change takes place. As we understand

their tbhkhg and act accordingly cooperation is inevitable" M t e r and
Peller, 1992, p.2 1). The sivth assumption is that "peoplehave alI the

resources they need to solve their problerns (Walter and Peller, 1992,
p.23). In other words clients are "capable of doing what they need to

do to get what they want" (P.24).

The seventh assumption is that:
Meaning and experience are interactionally
constmcted. Meaning is the world or medium in
which we live. We inform meaning onto our
experience and it is our experience at the same
m e . MeanUig is not imposed from without or
determined from outside of ourselves. We
inform out world through interaction (Walter
and Peiier, 1992, p.24).

For instance, in the therapist's office it is the therapist and client who
consmict meaning from their ex-erience and the el~eriencein hirn
constructs meaning for the therapist and client.
The eighth assumption is that "actions and descriptions are circular"

(Walter and PeUer, 1992, p.26). Descriptions are followed by actions,
which are followed by descriptions, rhich are followed by future

actions, and so on.
The ninth assumption is "the meaning of the message is the

response you receive" (Walter and Pella, 1992, p.26). Therefore from
this perspective if a client misiaterpreted a message received from her

therapist, it is up to the therapist to Say something different. The
responsibility of conveying a message rests with the messenger.
The tenth assumption is that "therapy is a god or solution-focused
endeavour, with the client as expert" (Walter and P d e r , 1992, p.28).
"An);change in hoiv clients describe a goal

and or what they share

reflects future interactions with aU others involvedm(Walter and Peller,
1992, p.3 0)is the eleventh assumption. The final assumption Walter
and Peller (1992) highlighted is that "members in a treatment group are
also those who share a goal and state their desire to do something to
make it happen" (p.31).
These assumptions can be very useful in working with sumivors of
child se.wal abuse. During the initial stages of treatment it is not

uncornmon for the survivor to feel a sense of hopelessness. From a
solution focused approach the survivor is given the message that
change is possible and that change continues to happen even when
they are not aware of it. In addition, the client is seen as the expert of

her iife and her heaiing. When an individual has been disempowered by
forces outside her control, how power is distributed hithin the
therapeutic relationsbip is key to effective eeatment. Adhering to the
concept of "client as expertn,and assisting the s u ~ v o to
r realize she
has the resources to heal from her abuse, are empowering messages

for the client. If the client feels she has resources and is the "expert" in

her healing she would unlikely become dependent on the therapist.
In addition to the strengths of the solution focused approach there
are several limitations. One criticism of this approach, particularly with
survivors, is that the approach is ahistoric, ie., the person's
history/roots are seldom taken into account and or does not form a

significant factor for assessment. Due to the secrecy surrounding

sema1 abuse in our society many suMvors often Iive in despair and

shame because they are unable to share their sexual abuse
euperiences. Dolan (199 1) indicated that:

To faü to have the client adequately share the
details of the abuse may not only play into the
secrecy and stigmatization so often
characteristic of sewal abuse, but also lead to
the client's feeling discounted and inadequately
supported (p.2 5).
Therefore it is important that the therapist not play into the secrecy.
1 also believe that focusing on exceptions too early and too frequently

in therapy, may leave the client feeling misunderstood by the therapist,

particularly if they have not had an opportunity to tell their story. The

suMvor must have the opportunity to share her experience during
therapy.
A second area of concern with this approach is the "shift away from

the client's emotions onto the observable behaviours that accompany

themt'(Kiser,Piercy and Lipchik, 1993.p.234). Bell-Gadsby & Siegenberg

(1996) stated that:

Forgotten traumatic memory is not repressed,
that is, pushed dorvn and out, but rather
dissoùated, that is, contained in an aitemate
Stream of consciousness where the narrative
form of the mernory becomes inaccessible and
instead, is often expressed on a visceral and
emotional level (p.4).
Therefore if the traumatic memory is expressed on an emotional level,
shifting away from the emotions may result in fwther constriction and

ma).:negate the survivor's opportunity to heal from her abuse.
Kiser, Piercy and Lipchik, (1993) stated that:
The role of emution in solution-focused therapy
has been neglected and that theory and
practice of solution-focused therapy can be
enhanced by both emmining and e.utending the
place of emotions in this mode1 (p. 234).
Thirdly, it is not uncornmon for severely traumatized individuals to

experience as sense of "futurelessness" (Terr, 1993, or an inability to

see themselves tn a future conteut. Terr (1995) stated:
The Iuriitation of future perspective is
particdarly sûtking in traurnatized chiidren
because ordinary jroungsters exhibit almost
limitless ideas about the future (p.307).
Adults who have experienced childhood sexual abuse may exhibit

rernarkably similar characteristics to those identified by Terr (1995) as
she spoke of children's feelings of a foreshortened future. Kiser, Piercy

and Lipchik (1993) offer a possible exphnation:
At m e s , client's reluctance to imagine a future
time when the problem is partially or completely
resolved may be an effort on their part to
protect themselves from consequences of
change or from getting their hopes up when
they believe disappointment will follow (p.23 5).
Therefore in working with traumatized individuals a solution focused
approach may not always be effective, particularly in the begirining
stages of treatment. It would be important to address the person's
belief systems before attempting to have her consider her life in the
future.

Other limitations involve the therapist's lack of evperience in the
utilization of the brief solution-focused approacll. Iipchik (1994) stated
that novice brief solution therapist's often focus too much on
technique rather than the client and what the client is trying to teU them.
This can have negative consequences for survivors who have just
disclosed and are ordy beginning to reach out to others for help. Under
these circumstances the client would be unlikely to retum for future
appointments, and rnay possibly feel disillusioned by their experience.
Another problem Lipchik (1994) emphasized relates to goal setting.
"Unfortunately, novice therapists often feel such pressure to set
concrete goals that they sometimes begùi building therapy on entirely
incorrect premises" (p. 38). Novice therapists get so caught up in trying

to establish goals d e y ïmmediately accept the first goal the client tells

them and "assume that clients are ready to move ahead simply because
they have defined a goal" (Lipchik, 1994,p. 39). Making a goal and

working to achieve it c m sometimes be scary for clients, the unknown
is sometimes more threatening, so nanirally they may appear
ambivalent (Lipchik, 1994).
As mentioned earlier, utilizing a balanced therapeutic approach with

survivors is essential. One dimension of exercising a balanced
approach means talàng into account the client's signrficant life

experiences and learnings of the p s t , seeking to understand what they
wish for themselves in the present and assisting clients in shaping theh

futures, should they wish to do so. The "Dynamic Co-Creative Healing
Model" reflects this approach and was utilized as part of my own work
wjth swivors. In the next section 1will discuss this approach in more

detail.

The D y n d c Co-Creative Healing Model
The Dynamic Co-Creative Healuig Model (Appendiu A) \vas developed

by Bell-Gadsby & Siegenberg (1996)out of their work with fernale
survivors of sexual abuse. I have utilized this mode1 in my work in

combination with ideas taken Rom Dolan (1991),and Comb &
Freedman, (1990). The Dynamic Co-Creative Healing Mode1 was chosen

because although the approach has a future orientation it is not
"ahistoricn,that is, it does not omit the client's abuse history. Both

Bell-Gadsby (1996)and Dolan (l991) are sensitive to the needs of
suMvors and realize the importance of integratïng and respecting the

emotional and past e-xperiences (related to the abuse) of each sunivor.

In addition, 1 found the notion of "CO-creatingn
(Appendix B) with
your client an exciüng prospect. In describing the therapist-client
relationship Bell- Gadsby and Siegenberg (199 5) stated:
This is a continual process that involves the
expression and assessrnent of needs and
goals, the CO-creationof a treatment plan that
is individually tailored to meet the needs and
developmental level of each client (employing
specific metaphors, exercises and rituals where
appropriate) (p. 2 2).
This process invites both the therapist and client to be creative in

order t o CO-createthe therapeutic process. In developing a treatment
plan the authors suggest the utilization of "creative measuresnin

working with clients. In my opinion this signifies a creati~estep beyond
some of the more traditional methods of therapy and may be more

beneficial for those clients who have difficulty verbaiizing their

In addition, CO-creating
with one's client may instil a sense of hope
and relief within both the therapist and client. Hope that "yes"the client

does have the resources to heal, and relief that the responsibility is not
entirely on the therapist to solve the client's problems. Dolan (1991)
stated:
Shifting from the present not only to the past
but also to a hopeful future makes dealing with
the trauma less overwhehing for the client and
makes the treatment process more manageable
for the therapist (p.30).

In addition to practising from a Ericksonian solution-focused
perspective Bell-Gadsby and Siegenberg (1996) also emphasized their

feminist leanings w i t h u.hich 1 also identify. The author's included
material and information that reflected and focused upon abuse issues
#?thin a societal, political viewpoint as w-ellas on inditidual experience

(Bell-Gadsby and Siegenberg, 1996, p. 9). The authors t-iew their clients
in the context of their entironment, they make a comection between

the personal and political in the lives of the women they work with. The

authors continued by stating:
We each corne into the room with our own
experience defined in our own unique way and
we are continually aware of how our biases
conceming gender, politics, race, culture, and so
on affect how we relate w i t h each client. It is
important to be as honest as possible about
how these issues and beliefs affect the way we
work and also be aware of theh moral and
ethical implications for the therapeutic
relationships (Bell-Gadsby and Siegenberg, 1996,
p. 10).

In addition to offering information to the dient which reflects abuse

issues Wthin and beyond the survivor's individual experience, the
authors suggest that it is important for the therapist to etraluate their

own beliefs and biases which, if they go undetected, mas negatively
impact the client/therapist rdationship. 1 feel that the therapist's own

self evaluation is very important in developing counselling skfls. 1 also
believe that every- therapist has her blind spots, that is, behefs or
biases of which she is unaware. in order to be more effective
therapeutically 1 feel every therapist should go through her own
counselling experience. It not oniy gives the therapist the opportunity
to understand better what her clients experience during the course of
therapy but again, also hdps her in evaluating her own biases.
Bell-Gadsby and Siegenberg (1996) referred to their model as the
"Dynamic Co-Creative H e a h g Model which they divide into four main
stages:
1) Breaking the Silence/ünmasking the Secret
2) Becoming Visible
3) The Reclaiming and Reintegration of Self
4) and Empowerment and Evolution of the
Sexual Self (p.28).

Each of the stages mentioned also have substages whkh will be

highlighted in the description of the model which foiiows. I will now
give an overview of each phase of treatment and describe some of the
techniques utilized by the authors in the& work with survivors. 1 will

begin with stage one of the "Dynamic Co-creative Healing hlodd".

Stage One
The first stage is called "Breakingthe silence/Unmasbg the secret"
and is divided into five substages. The substages are:
1) Prevalent psychological and physiological

symptoms
2) Isolation
3) Denial/ambiva.Ience/f ear
4) The power of the secret
5) Blaming self/ magicd thuiking
6) Reclaiming my voice and herstory.
At

this early stage of the sunivor's healing she is "cutoff from her

inner resources and abilities. She is powerless to alter her present
dysfunctional behavior in aqway" (Bell-Gadsby & Siegenberg, 1996,
p. 50). Yet it is recognized by the survivor that the curent coping

rnechanisms do not serve her rvell and coming to therapy may be the
first step the survivor makes in breaking her isolation from her inner

resources. At this stage many suMvors experience a "self-imposed"
isolation because they feel they are "different"from other people. This
self-imposed isolation may prevent them from seeking help because

they do not feel deserving of assistance. At thÏs stage it is the
therapist's job to hdp the client realize that she is deserving of help

and prior to her contact with the therapist, other survivors have also

sought help for their own abuse (Bell-Gadsby & Siegenberg, p. 57). The
therapist attempts to convey to the client that she is not alone.
It is not uncornmon for the suMvor to experience "uncertainty over

whether or not she should disclose the secret"(Bell-Gadsby and
Siegenberg, 1996,p. 52). This uncertainty can take the form of denial,

fear and ambivalence regarding the abuse (Bell-Gadsby and Siegenberg,
1996). Survivors may altemate between experiencing feelings and

thoughts that support the notion that they were abused, to
experiencing feelings and thoughts that totally deny their abuse. In

many cases survivors only experience fragments of the memory of
abuse which often leave them feeling unsure that the abuse actually
took place. "It is the therapist's role at this point to assist the survivor

in gradually reintegrating the sphtered fragments so that she can
reclaim the lost parts of herself" (Bell-Gadsby& Siegenberg, 1996, p.53).
It is also common for the smivor to feel fear and panic at this

stage as fragments of the traumatic memory begin to break through

her unconscious into consciousness. Bell-Gadsby & Siegenberg (1996)
stated that:

The key is to assist the survivor in initially
ueatùig enough distance between herself and
the abuse mtil she is personally ready to begin
to initiate the steps toward reintegrating those
parts of herself that were lost as a result of the
trauma, going at her own pace, that each
reintegrated piece of memory can ultimately
assume a healthy permanency (p.56).

Dolan (1991)provides recommendations on techniques to help
clients move through this stage, specificaily the "symbol for the
present". The "symbol for the present" is a technique which remùids

the client where she is, that is, in the "presentn,rather than lost in the
past abuse (Dolan, 1991). For example, when my d e n t Lucy was face to
face with one of her perpetrators, she utilized her wedding ring as a
way to remùid herself that he could not longer hurt her because she

was no longer a child. It reminded her of who she was in the present, a
working a d d t who was married with two of her own children and an
adult who was capable of looking after herself. This symbolic reminder
gave Lucy the strength she needed in order to face her step-father
(perpetrator) again. "This extemal focus on a visual and then verbal
descriptive task provides a conscious break from the memory of the
trauma and reduces the emotional impact of talking about the abusen
(Dolan, 1991, p.28). in Lucy's emmple it reduced the emotional impact

of behg in the presence of the perpetrator after 16 years.
It is important for the therapist to have some knoudedge of child

development to understand the self-blarne that many clients
experience. \+%en children are abused they do not yet have the
capacity to understand what is being done to t h e a The self-blame
may be a way to try and gain control over a situation that is out of
control. Self-blame may also be a result of what the offender has told

the child, "it's for your own good", or "if you were a good child 1
wouldn't have to do this". Often adult survivors wiiI see themselves
much in the same way as they did when they were children because of
the developmental disruption they have experienced.
As the client works through stage one it is important to provide

opportunities for hope, hope that what she is experiencing at this stage

wdl begin to wane and she has the resources to heal from the abuse.
BeU-Gadsby & Siegenberg (1996)recomended an Encksonian technique
called the "early learning set" which gives the client hope that she is
capable of learning new ways to be in the world. An example of this
technique would be to have the client r e c d a time in her childhood in
svhich she learned and achieved a task such as taking her first step or
learning to count to ten. Realizing that she has achieved these tasks
rerninds her that she is capable of learning new rvays to cope or be in
the world.

As the survivor moves through this finai substage the client may
begin to feel more "alive". .Ane~erciseto help survivors develop a
"stronger sense of self" is the "self portrait" activity of how the
survivor perceived thernselves in the past, how they perceive
themselves in the present and how they perceive themselves in the
future (Bell-Gadsby& Siegenberg,1996, p. 59).
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Stage Two

The next phase in the heaüng mode1 is called 'Becoming Visible".
At this stage the secret of the abuse is out and the survivor "must face

the often disquieting experience of becoming visible" (Bell-Gadsby&
Siegenberg.lW6, p.74). The substages that make up this phase include:

1) Revalent Psychological and Physiological
Symptoms.
2)The Heaüng Is In the Telling: Joining a
Survivor's Croup.
3) Minimizing the Abuse Fxperience.
4) Realizing That I t 1s Okay to Fed: Sorne
Common Coping S a s
5) Vocaüzing the Evperience (p.74).
At this stage the therapist continues to assist the survivor in d e a h g

d t h their abuse-specific symptoms. The therapist "normalizessuch
coping mechanisms as dissociation, flashbacks, nightmares, m e t y

attacks, hypenigiiance, numbing and self-mutilationby making it clear

that these mechanisms are and were necessary methods of dealing with
the abuse and which allorved them to swvh7e (Bell-Gadsby and
Siegenberg, 1996,p.83). It is at this stage that the suMvor begins to

connect their traumatic reactions, their current coping behaviours, to
their abuse (Bell-Gadsby and Siegenberg, 1996,p.75).
At this stage Bell-Gadsby and Siegenberg (1996)believed that a

group experience can be helpful for survivors. It breaks down their

feelings of isolation, helps them realize they are not the only ones who
have been abused and it gives them an opportunity to learn social

skills. The group experience is recognized as a "positive ritual".BellGadsby & Siegenberg (1996)continued by stating:
We view group therapy as a positive ritualistic
event that can reframe or alter the identity of
the survivor once again..therefore the group
experience can become an initiation back into
mainstream society (p.?/).
hlinimizing the abuse is not uncornmon during the first three

stages of recovery. h4inirnization may occur due to the messages
passed from the offender to the child and the messages passed on to
the child/survivor by society (she was to blarne). I t is important for the
therapist to assist the survivor in identïfy-ing the negative self-talk and

change it to self-talk that is more self-affirming. An evercise for
combating negative self-talk is the "euercise for reframing critical
voices" which consists of identifying the negative messages, replacing
them with kinder ones and "CO-creating
a letter of appreciation with the

survivor for the surIivorn(Bell-Gadsby & Siegenberg, 1996, p.9 1).

"Inthe present the suMvor faces the struggle to find effective
methods of coping with feehgs that are desperately trying to find

some means, some outlet for expression" (Bell-Gadsby&Siegenberg,

1996,p.83). Bell-Gadsby & Siegenberg (1996)continue by stating:
I t is critical that we as therapists honour
whatever coping mechanisms the client has
employed in order to survive, u n d she is fully
aware of what they are, how she has used them

in the past and present and throughout the
healing process, that is, assisting the survivor,
when ready to comect with more viable
alternatives (p.831.
As the survivor vocalizes her experictnces she becomes more in touch

with h e r s a and her feelings. The methods used at this stage should
be future focused in order to support the individual's hope so that the

survivor does not get sRick in the trauma of surfacing feelings ( B a Gadsby and Siegenberg, 1996, p.88). Dolan (1992) suggested several
techniques which may be useful for this stage in the smivors healing,
these include, the solution focused recovery scale, the miracle

question, the scaling technique, the first session fonnula task, and the
older wiser self activity. See Appendiu C for details on these
techniques.

Stage Three
The third stage of the healing mode1 is referred to as "The

Redaiming and Reintegration of Self. A t this stage the "sunivor's focus
is to reintegrate the m e parts of the self" (Bell-Gadsby& Siegenberg,
1996, p.106). The survivor slotvly cornes to distinguish between parts

of her true self from those parts which were fonned as a result of the

sexual abuse. The substages of this stage include:
1) Struggling to gain approval and feel ioved
2) Becognizing one's own power to contain
feelings and not be overwhelmed by them

3) Loving, self-developing compassion for the
chd
4)Reclaiming the positive mernories as weU as
the more painful ones
5 ) Celebrating the child

Bell-Gadsby and Siegenberg (1996)stated:

An additional indication that the client has
shifted from stage two to stage three is her
new found courage and W g n e s s to take the
risk of connecting more consciously to the
abused child, which she can gradually confront
directIy instead of, for euample, choosing to
withdraw or experience her feelings as
symptoms in her body (p.107).
It is at this stage the s W o r begins to realize how the abuse has

affected her relationships. For example, she may realize some of her
past sewally acting-out behavior was the result of her need for love

and acceptance.
At this stage the client continues to work through her feelings of

gufit, betrayal, shame and anger and begins to realize that she does not

have to maintain all of these feelings. Again it is important for the
therapist to recognize these feelings as "necessary coping

mechanisms" that the client utilized in order to survive her childhood
abuse. Bell-Gadsby and Siegenberg (1996) stated:
Only when she is ready and able to actually name
what she can replace these feelings with is it

appropriate for the therapist to assist the survivor
in initiating the process of chdenging and
transforming these and other feelings (p.114).

This stage is hopeful in that the survivor begins to understand

where some of her feelings redy belong, with the perpetrator, and with
those who did not protect her as a child. This is an important stage
because the client is able to separate the abuse from who she is. As
the client reconnects with the child, the task for the sunivor is to leam

how to "stay present" while discussing painful experiences and to
begin replacing old coping mechanisms with ne1t7erones. As the

survivor connects with her "inner child" she learns to have more
compassion towards herself. The suMvor becomes more
understanding of what she evperienced as a chüd and begins to

recognize the courage and strength she evercised in order to survive.
Bell-Gadsby and Siegenberg s tated:
One of the by-products of beginning to
integrate and connect the feelings of the child
at the time of the abuse with the sun(.ivor in the
present is making connection to some of the
positive memories one had as a child (p.119).

At this stage the survivor is able to reclaim the positive moments she

had as a child. Playfulness becomes important and easier to access for
the survivor. It is important for the survivor to acloiowledge and
honour their inner child as much as possible (Bell-Gadsby and
Siegenberg, 1996).
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Stage Four

The fourth and final stage of the Dynamic Co-Creative Healing Mode1
is referred to as "Empowermentand Evolution of the Senal SeIf". The

"reintegrationprocess", Initiated in stage three, continues during the

first half of stage four. .4t this stage the survivor "is concerned with
redefining herself in relation to others"(Bell-Gadsby & Siegenberg, 1996,
p. 1 5 2). Later she becomes "more future-oriented..
. generally more

proactive. She is concerned with redefining her sewality and rvith the
big picture, both personally and in a societal sense" (Bell-Gadsby &

Siegenberg, 1996,pp. 1 52-153). The substages at this final phase are
divided into part A and part B. I will begin by discussing Part A.
" Prevalent Psychological and Physiological Symptoms"is the first of

the four substages of Part A. At this stage there is a recognition of

how the abuse has effected the survivors relationships. The survivor
may still experience some of her old coping mechanisms but she is now

able to counteract them with her new skills and recover from the
episodes much quicker. These "intermittent set backs" cm be

reframed and vîewed as "transitionperiods" or opportunities in which
the survivor can practice new skiUs (Bell-Gadsby& Siegenberg, 1996
p.153).

"UnderstandingHow the Abuse Continues to Affect the Survivor in
the Present" is the second substage under Part A. At this stage the

survivor is more connected with her adult self and has a deeper

understanding of how the abuse has effected her relationships. The
surMvor may want to deal with some family of origin issues at this
stage and possibly may want to reconnect with f d y members she
lost touch with foliowing the disdosure of her abuse. She may also

want to confront the abuser. It is important to prepare the survivor for
dealuig with her family if that is what she waats. Courtois (1988)offers
some guidelines that help clients when they are considerhg confronting
the perpetrator or other unsupportive famiiy members. They are:

1)C a r e f ' y consider timing (not while other crises are

occurring ~tiithinthe farnily or within the client's life).

2) Xssess survivor readiness. The sunivor must be strong
enough to withstand any negative respmses from family or
others.
3) Evpect family denial and do not over react to it. It may
take more than one time to break through the famil>y's
denial.
4) Try to be patient with the process.

5) Do not look to the confrontation for validation of either
the abuse or the survivor.

6) Expect a variety of outcornes and varying degrees of

success and resolution (p.3 38).
Dolan (1991) suggested in preparing a client for disclosure, ivriting
"healing lettersn before the actual confrontation takes place can be
very helpful. The client is asked to write a letter disclosuig the abuse
without sending the letter. She is then asked to respond to the letter
the tvay she tbinks the person \dl
respond (worst scenario). The last

letter she writes is also a response but is a letter of support and
includes cvhat the survivor would most like to hear from the abuser
(p.63). Ln writing the last letter she is able to give herself the support

she needs rather than trying to get it from someone else.
"Lifting the Cloak of Self-Blame and Dealing with Family and Trust
Issues" is the third substage of Part -4. At this stage trust becomes
more important to the suniivor. Self-trust is increasing wlthin the
survivor and she is learning to make distinctions between who she can

and can not trust in her Me.
"Creating Boundaries" is a important component of substage four.
"In order to establish boundaries, one has to understand one's own

value system and to understand and to define one's needs and
expectations about any particular subject or situation" Bell-Gadsby and
Siegenberg, 1996, p. 161). The exploration of values and belîefs is
recornmended as a way of defùiing herself and deciphering between

what she believes and what are old beliefs from the past (Bell-Gadsby &
Siegenberg, 1996). The goal of the therapist at this time is to assist the
survivor through this process. The ability to irust one's instincts,
utilize those instincts in making distinctions between who and who is
not trust-worthy and practise setting boundaries are important tasks of
stage four.
"E'cternalizing the Expression of Grief and Loss and the
Fmpowrment of Self" is the final substage of Part A. "-4s the sUllri17or
reexamines her values and beliefs we have found some common
themes emerge. One of the most significant of these is the
understanding of grief, loss and anger at society for not protecting its
children and the cornmitment to self and one's cbildren to end the cycle

of abusen(Bell-Gadsby&Siegenberg, 1996, p.163). During this stage the

sunivor is encouraged to grïeve these losses. It is recommended that
rhe grievhg process be explaixed to the siuyivor in order to assist her
in making sense of her seong emotions.

The first substage of Part B is referred to as "Acknowledging and

Reintegrating the Sensual/Sexml Self: Retrieving Creativity". Connecting
with one's sexuality and sensuality becomes more important at this
phase. The "thriver" can begin to connect with her sensuality and
sexuality in positive ways through self-nurturing activïties, Dolan (1991)

suggested an activity c d e d "Hypnotic accessing of good body

feelings". Following a relaxation induction the client is asked "let's ask
your unconscious to come up with a time in which you euperienced
wholesome, safe and very comfortable body sensations. The client is

...let the unconscious do the work for you, you
can feel free to enjoy the surprise or
unexpected familiarity of a nice experience.
When you have the euperience take a moment
to enjoy it and then come back and tell me
what it was like for you (p.167).
"Rejoining Society: Creativity in the Present to Promote a Positive
Future Focus" is the second substage of Part B. At this stage the
"thriver" is more future focused. The survivor now has the ability to
plan for the future and set goals for herself, and it is not uncornmon

for survivor/thriver to get involved in social causes in order to help
create a safer world for other women and children.
"Transforming the Fragile AUiance: Building Stronger Healthy
Partnerships" is the final substage of stage four. The main focus of the
final stage involves the building of intimate relationships from a "health

oriented context" within the "thrivers" adult life. It is also important to
recognize that not everyone has the same definition of success.

Breaking free from the grasp of their offender, become independent,

and establishing a safe place for themselves in society can be a major
success for many women (Bell-Gadsby and Siegenberg, 1996, p.196).

The client/survivor will have completed aU phases of the Dynamic
Co-Creative Healing Model when/if she is able to dernonstrate a
capacity for self-nurtwing, and she "has emotionally worked through her

sexual abuse to the point that she is successfully able to sustain a
healthy, thriving lifestyle that has transcended mere existence, freeing

her to ally with healthy others"( Bell-Gadsby and Siegenberg, 1996,
p.186).

This concludes chapter two of the riterature review. ln chapter three
1 Ml1 discuss the practicum project in more detail, including the ciiriical

setting, participant selection, duration of the practicum, contributions
of the cornmittee members, and methodology.

Clinical Setting
The practicum was carried out at the Elizabeth Hill Counselling

Centre (MCC)in Winnipeg, Manitoba. The M C C is an hmer-city branch
of the Psychological Service Cenee and the Faculty of Social Work, both

departments ~ 3 t h i . nthe University of Manitoba. T h e M C C is used as a
cLinical training centre for psychology and social work students and

serves people from the inner city who cannot afford to pay for

treatment elsewhere.

Participant Selection
Participants were selected from the Elizabeth Hü1 Counselling Centre's
waiting list and/or accepted from other community referral resources

when they met the criteria as designated.
The criteria 1 established for client participation were fairly general

and included women:
1)who had been sexually abused in childhood.
2) who were 19 years old or older.

3) who were prepared to be seen by a graduate student, supeMsed by
a faculty member.

4) who were prepared to participate in the practicum project and dl

that the project entaileci ie., that the client agreed to the student

sharing segments of therapy sessions with their supenisor and other
conunittee members for supervisory purposes. h addition,

participants were appraised of the Iikelihood that some of the content
of our sessions would be included in my final report, with attention

directed at maintamg anonymîty.
5 ) who were not involved with another therapist for c_hildhood sexual

abuse issues.
6)who signed a consent form to video-tape the sessions for

supemïsory purposes, and
7) who agreed to fiu out measurements for pre-post testhg evaluation

purposes.
These criteria were reviewed with each client during the first

interview. One client claimed that I had not told her that the sessions

were to be video-taped. She made it clear that if she did not want to
be video-taped, and if she had known this pnor to the initial interview,

she would not have appeared at EHCC. She did not r e m after our
intake session.

Duration of the Practicum

Work on the practicum began in August, 1996 and ended on April

30th,1997. The Elizabeth Hill Counselling Centre was closed for two
weeks during the Christmas break and the student therapist was

absent for two weeks at the end of March, 1997. Therefore, the
duration of the practicum was approximately seven months.

Committee Members

Three cornmittee mernbers provided dinical support throughout the

project. Shirley Grosser, an Associate Professor, Faculty of SociaI

Work, University of Manitoba was the primary advisor. Shirley and 1 met
on a weekly basis throughout this project for supervisor); purposes.
Kim Clare, Associate Professor, Faculty of Social Work, and Director of
the Winnipeg Education Centre was the second committee mernber.
Linda Perry, fuil time therapist, Elizabeth Hill Counselling Centre was the

third cornmittee member. Linda Perry, was also available for

consultation when my advisor was mavailable.
It was the responsibility of all members of the cornmittee to review
the student's proposal, evaluate the student's progress during the

course of the practicum, and reviev and evaluate the student's final
report.

Methodology

Over the course of my practicum 1 contacted 13 women. Ten of the

1%-omen
were taken from the Elizabeth Hill Counselling Centre waiting
list. One woman had her social worker from Child and Family Services

cal1 Elizabeth Hill Counsdhg Centre in order to request senices for

child sexual abuse. This c d was immediately transferred to me. Two
of the thirteen clients were transferred interndy from another student
therapist who had been employed by the Elizabeth Hiil Counsehg

Centre over the summer and w-orked w1tb the women.
Ali thirteen women were initially contacted by phone. (The details of

this contact will be discussed under the ne.* heading). One woman 1
contacted by phone had received assistance elsewhere and no longer
required service from EHCC. Another woman contacted by phone
decided that she was not yet ready to attend counselling. Foliowing
phone contact with a l l of the women, 1 scheduled an in-person interview
with eleven of the thirteen women.
1had at least one meeting with each of the eleven women. Mter

receiving permission from one client 1conducted a coilateral check with
her previous therapist. The prevïous therapist did not feel the wornan

had the ego strength, at that time in her me, to deal with her childhood
sexual abuse issues. In addition, the woman's presenting concerns
d m g the intake interview were related to domestic violence and not
childhood sexud abuse. It was decided that she was not appropriate
for the practicum and therefore she was referred to an agency which
assisted women with domestic abuse issues. Following another
interview meeting, a woman did not meet the videotaping criterion of

the practicum and therefore was not accepted for the practicum,

although she was assisted in finding alternative resources within the
community. Another women did not return after our fkst meeting,
although I did have phone contact with her on a two occasions after

our first meeting. Her father (who was also her perpetrator) had died a
few weeks before our fïrst meeting and, although she initially wanted
help, it appeared to the therapist that she did not have the ego

strength at the time to begin working on her semal abuse issues.
Another tvornan decided after two meetings that she was not ready to

work on her sexual abuse issues because she was attending school.
She wï;ithdretv from the practicum.
Of the rernaining seven w-omen, one aitended 4 sessions, two

attended 5 sessions, two attended 19 sessions, one attended 21
sessions and one woman attended 24 sessions. For the purpose of
this practiticum, in chapter 4 , 1ttfl discuss the therapeutic process as it

unfolded w i t h six of the seven women.

Initial Tele~honeContact
The purpose of the initial phone c d was to tell potential clients

about the senices 1 was providing through EHCC. The intention of the
phone call was to encourage both the client and therapist to make

personal contact which " c m be useful in building rapport and trust

between the family mernber and therapistn (Karpel and Strauss, 1983, p.
100). Elizabeth HiIl Counselling Centre has intake workers who take

incoming c a s from possible clients. There is a standard form that is
used in order to couect basic data on the client. The clients are then

placed on the waiting list There is a long waiting list at EHCC and
sometimes potential clients remain on the waiting Iist for several
months before receiving services. D u r h g the initial phone call I
introduced myself to the client and asked whether they were still
hterested in receiving counselling senices from the EHCC.
If the individual expressed an interest in utilizing our seMces I

continued with the following question; "1have been made aware that
one of the issues you are seeking counselling for is in the area of
childhood sexual abuse. 1s this s t i l l a concem for you"? If the client

continued to express an interest in receiving counselling from our
agency 1 then asked her if she was presently- receiving assistance from

another agency regarding this issue. 1 explained that one of the criteria

for participation was that the client not be involved with another
therapist for sexual abuse. This was asked in order to insure there was

no duplication of services being provided.

If the client met the previous criterion 1 would give them some
background information on EHCC and inform the client that 1was a

graduate student specializing in sexual abuse. Following this brief

discussion the client was asked whether she was interested in attending
a screening interview in order to discuss the project further.

If the

woman expressed an interest then I scheduled a second meeting with
her. If any of the women did not want to meet 1thanked them for their

time and suggested they recontact EZizabeth Hü1 Cornselhg
Centre in the future if the need arose (although they would not be

eligible for this practicum). If any of the women requested senices but
did not want to participate in the practicum, they had the choice of

remainhg on the EHCC's waitixig list.

ln-Person Screenina Interview
-

The screening interview was intended to explain the practicum
project in more detail and elaborate on the initial phone c d . It was

important to make t h e client feel as cornfortable as possible during

this initial face-to-facecontact. For s o m e of the women this was the
first time they had approached a counsdor for assistance regarding
their childhood sexual abuse and so 1 assumed that they rvould naturally

feel quite nervous and somewhat intimidated. In order to alleviate
possible feelings of m e t y and nwousness 1 would often start with

non-threatening types of questions, such as their place of residence

and whether or not they had any children. I also explained briefly, my
own personal interest in taking on this project, my interest in women's

issues, partidarly in working towards ending violence against women,
and my belief that women can heal from sexuai abuse.
1 then explained to each of the women that as a counseilor I had to

report any suspicions I had of child abuse and or if 1 felt the woman
was in danger of harming herself. More specifically 1 said "before we go

any further, 1tell all the women that 1work with that if they tell me a
child is being abused or that they are going to seriously hurt
themselves, as a counsellor 1 have a legal obligation to report this to
the proper authoritiesn. Followhg the above explanation 1 contïnued
with a discussion of the Elizabeth Hül Counsellïng Centre, explaining its

originator's role in senjce to children and families, and that the centre
was developed in order both to meet the needs of people Living in the
inner city area, and as a training centre for students in professional

training programs.
1dso ek~lainedthe practicum in more detail, starting with a n

explanation of the rneasurements, and the importance of each client

filling out the forrns before treatment began and after treatment ended.
The role of the supenisory conmittee members were discussed, and
the importance of video-taping the sessions for supervision purposes
was also highlighted. In addition, 1 emphasized confidentiality with
exceptions in the case of committee members and rny professional
obligation to report suspected child abuse. 1 also explained that 1

would have to complete a final report and tbat the client's anonymity
would be maintained, although some details of the treatment sessions
rnight be induded. My respect for where each client was in her healing
process was emphasized, as well as my belief that each client moved
at her o w i individual pace. Each client was told that the practicum
would last approràmately seven months and finish at the end of April,
1997.

In order to assess whether the dient was using alcohoI/or dnigs to

deal wirh her abuse the following question was asked: "Some people,
when they are faced with such a stressful situation, tuni to akohol or
dmgs to help them cope. 1s this the case for );ouw? (Perry, 1994, p.180).

If the answer was "yes" the client wiil be asked to what extent had she
used this as a coping mechanism. The client was not necessarily

omitted from the practicum because they had used or were using h g s
or alcohol as a coping mechanism. If the client began attending
sessions under the influence of alcohol or other non-prescribed dmgs
then the therapist would refer the client to a more suitable agency and

exclude them from the practicum.
Following a .explanation of the above details each woman was told

that in order to participate in the project they would have to consent to
participate within the parameters of the practicum. If they consented
they were asked to sign a consent form (see appendix G) devdoped by

the student counsellor, and were asked to sign a video-tape consent
form admuiistered through the agency's intake process. A second
interview was then set up with those women who met the criteria and
agreed to participate in the project. Each woman was also told what to
expect for our next meeting.

Second Imperson Interview
During the second interview each women was requested to fill out

the pre-test measurements and other relevant data \vas collected, for

example family history. The measurements which were utilized with the
clients in this practicwn project, r i l l be discussed in the nevt section.

Evaluation Instruments

The practicum project used a pre and post-test design for
evaluation purposes. Four measures were used in order to measure
the impact of treatment. These were: Beliefs Associated with Child

Sewal Abuse (Jehu, Klassen & Gazan, 1986); the Beck Depression
Inventory (Beck, 1978); the Trauma Sequelae (Koverola, Proulx, Hama,

Battle, Chohan, 1991); and the Solution Focused Recovery Scale for
SuMvors of Sexual Abuse (Dolan, 1991).

The first measure used, the Beliefs Associated with Child Sexual

Abuse (BACSA), is a 1 7 item instrument designed to "measure common

distorted beliefs associated ~vithchildhood sexual abuse"(Jehu, 1988,
p.53). The scoring procedure for the BACSA is to add up al1 the scores

of each item chosen. Each item utilîzes a 5 point scale ranging from O2. The cut off score is 15, therefore anyone with a score of 1 5 or more

is considered to have clinically significant distorted beliefs in relation to

t k i r sexual abuse expertence (Jehu,1988). The BACSA was retised and
now consists of 26 items Uehu, 1988). However, due to the lack of
psychometric data available on the revised measure, the original
inventory was used in this practicum.

Pearson correlation of -5 5, p < -01, between the scores of the 25
sexually abused women on both the BACSA and the Be&

Depression

inventory suggest that the BACSX has acceptable concurrent vdidity
ttlrh the Beck Depression inventory m u , 1988, p.54). The BACSA
appears to rneasure common rnood-disturbances which are reflective

of someone sexualiy abused as a child and therefore the BACSA has
good face validity (Jehu,Klassen and Gazan, 1986).
The highest score on the onginal 17 item
BACSA during initial assessrnent was a clinically
significant level of 15 or more for 94%of the
vjctims. This proportion was reduced to 13%at
termination of therapy focussed on mood
disturbances, and to 5%at the final follow-up
Uehu, 1988,pp. 99-100).

At termination, Jehu found that 81%of the victims no longer had

clinically distorted beliefs and at follow-up 89%of the Mctims no longer
experienced distorted beliefs. Therefore the BACSA appears to be
sensitive enough to measure changes in the degree of distortion
associated w i t h ctiild sexual abuse.

The second measure used was the Beck Depression Inventory (Beck,
1978). The Beck Depression Inventory has been used to measure
depression in cbild sexual-abuse survivors Uehu, 1988; Jehu,Gazan,
Kiassen; 1985). Jehu, Gazan and Klassen (1985) found that 18 of the 22
women in their study experienced some degree of depression resulting
from their cMd senial abuse experience. The inventory has been found
to be sensitive enough to measure changes in the levels of depression

and is a useful "indicator of particular symptoms that require
therapeutic attention" Uehu, 1988, p.54). High scores on spptoms
such as suicide ideation and pessimism may require immediate
therapeutic attention CJehu,1988).
The Beck Depression Inventory is a 2 1 item tool which is easily

administered and measures presence and degree of depression in
adolescents and adults (Stehouwr, 1985, p.83). Jehu (1988) States "this
very weil-established instrument was developed by Aaron Beck and it
covers ail the major symptoms in the depressive syndrome, including
low self-esteem, guilt, and dysphoria. Thus,it is a very useful

comprehensive measure of mood disturbances in victims" (of chüd
semal abuse) (p.54). Stehouwer (198 5) stated:

The score is obtained by talang the highest
score circled for each item and addùig the total
numbers of points for all items. While the
authors admit there is no arbitrary score that
cm be used for all purposes as a cut off score
and that the specific cut off point depends
upon the characteristics of the patients used
and the purpose for which the inventory is
being given, they do give the following
guidelines: 0-9 normal range; 10-15 mild
depression; 16-19 dd-moderate depression;
20-29 moderate-severe depression; 30-63
severe depression (Stehouwer, 1985, pp.81-85)

In interpreting the scores the interviewer shouid pay attention to
specific symptoms. The interviewer should be concemed if their client
scores 2 or above on both pessimism and suicide ideation. A high

score on both of these items may reflect someone w-ho is
contemplating suicide (Beck, 1980). Another factor to be aware of in

scoring is in regard to the weight-loss question; if a client is
consciously trying t o lose weight, the number is not added to the total

score.

In order to read the test the individual must be at a grade eight
reading level. If this is not appropriate for the client, the interviewer
can read the questions to the individual.

The third measure used was the Trauma Sequelae (Koverola, ProuLu,
Hama, Battle, & Chohan, 1992). It is a self-report which measures Post
Traumatic Stress Disorder symptomatology based on DSMIV criteria.
The questionnaire consists of 23 items and is scored utilizing the

following criteria:

A) The person must have experïenced a traumatic senial

abuse experience.
B) Reexperiencing the trauma. The person must answer
yes to at least one of questions 1-10, and the duration of
these symptoms must be at least one month.

C) Avoidance of stimuli assodated with the trauma.
The person must answer yes to at least three of questions
11-17, and the duration of these symptoms must be at

least one rnonth.

D)lncreased Arousal. The person must ansiver yes to at
least two of questions 18-23, and the duration of these
symptoms must be at least one month.
B, C,and D are necessary to
categorïze the person as PTSD
positive. Partial PTSD is indicated when the
person meets Criterion A plus any of B, C,or D
(Perry, 1994, p.188).
Critena A,

This measure is still in the process of being validated, although there
have been some prior studies done supporting the measure's
concurrent validity.

In a study investigating the incidence of PTSD within a sample of 833

female university students, Hama, Koverola, Proulx and Battle (1992)
found that 6 % of the sample met the criteria for PTSD.
These results were validated by administering
the Structured Clinical Interview for the DSM-iIIR-Nonpatient Edition (SLID-NP) to a subset of 45
subjects. Chi-square analysis of the results
indicated no signifiant differences in the way
that the Trauma Sequelae and the SCID-NP
classified individuals as either PTSD positive or
PTSD negative (Hama, Koverola, Proulx and
Battle, 1992,p.?).
The fourth measure used was the Solution Focused Recovery Scale

(Yvonne Dolan, 1991)tvhich was "inspired by the Solution Identification
Scale developed by Ron Kra1 at the Milwaukee Brief Farnily Therapy
Centre in 1988" (Dolan, 1992, p.3 1). DoIan (1991)indicated that:
The Solution Focused Recovery Scale for
Sunivors of Sexual Abuse was developed as an
externd device to hdp the client begin to
i d e n a and t a about the ways she bas already
begun to heal and the signs that wiU convince
her that she is healing in the future (p. 3 1).

The scale c m be read aloud to the client or the client can fill out the
questionnaire privately (Dolan, 1991). For this practicum 1 had each of
the women fil1 out the report privately. The scale consists of 38
questions in which the cIient responds with; a) Not at all; b) Just a Little;
c) Pretty Much; or d) Very Much. This scale was chosen because of its

solution focused approach and its emphasis on the survivor's
resources and strengths. As far as the author knows there has been

no validity or reliability testhg compIeted on this measure.
In concluding this section,please see permission Ietters to use the

various scales in AppendLY D.

cHAPTER4
Client Contacts

In this section 1 tvill include the client biography, a description of the
problem, the client's presenting concems, the goals of treatment, and
the treatment process and intervention strategies utilized with each of

the six women. The first client 1 will discuss is Anna (client A), the

second client is Lucy (client B), the third client is Betty (client C),the
fourth client is Tory (client D),the fifth client is Jill (client E) and the
sixZh client is Sabrina (client F). I will now begin this section by

discussuig Anna.

Case example- Client A- "Anna"

Anna, a caucasian woman in her early twenties, was self referred in

order to deal Mth her child semal abuse issues. She was raped at the
age of fourteen and feels the trauma has continued to affect her adult

Me.

Client biography
Anna is the only child to Greg and Sue. Anna's m o ther was sixteen

when she married Greg, 9 years her senior. Anna's biological parents
divorced when she was four years old due to Greg's extra marital affair.
Anna resided with her mother followhg the divorce but had frequent

visits ~vithGreg. Eventually both parents r e m d e d . Greg married the

woman he had an affair with, and the couple had a second daughter

which is Anna's half sister.
Anna's mother remarried a man, referred to as Beny who suffered

from alcoholisrn. The couple eventually separated and Ben died several

months later due to liver problems caused by excessive drinkng. Arma
was in her late teens when her step-father died. . m a felt very close to

her step-father and had a diffiCUIt time dealing with his death.
-Anna indicated that she and her mother have a more open

relationship than Anna has with her biological father. Anna considers

her mother to be her "best friend. There is a history of alcoholism in
Anna's mother's family of ofigin.

in addition Anna's biological mother

was also raped as a young adolescent and did not receive any
assistance during that time in her life.
Greg is described by Anna as "secretive"about his farnily history
and therefore Anna has little information about his family of origin. She

also defined her biological father as "overbearing"and controlling.
Anna stated that her biological father sent her to a weight-loss c h i c

when she \vas nine. She fdt he was overly concerned about her weight
during her childhood. Although Anna knows Little about her biological

father's family of origin, Anna speculates that Greg's mother may
have been schizophrenic. In addition Anna has obswed that alcohol

abuse seems to be an issue in ber father's family of origin as well.
Anna did well in school until she was raped at the age of fourteen,
by an adolescent acquaintance. FolIowing the rape Anria's ability to

concentrate and focus o n schooling declined until she eventually
dropped-out. Her parents did not find out about the rape until two
years after the trauma. Mter the rape Anna's behavior became
progressively more concerning for her parents and she was eventually
referred to a counsellor. This gave Anna the opportunity to disclose
the abuse. Although Anna disclosed the abuse to her counsellor, much

of the time spent in sessions involved discussing other matters.

Following the rape disclosure, the counsellor informed Anna's mother,

without A m ' s consent, about what had happened to h a daughter. Both

her mother and step-father responded supportively. ,Anna's biological
father was not told about the rape u n d some time later. When ber

biological father was told he responded by calling Anna a "liar". He
suggested that her disclosure was o d y a tactic used for the purpose of
getting out of attending hïgh school.

Anna is now in her early twenties, is single and is employed on a full
m e basis. She has no children and has never been married.

Description of Difficulty
Anna's initial difficulty, which she discussed during our first meeting,

revolved around the abuse experience she had at the age of fourteen.
Anna was raped at a party by an acquaintance while she was resting in

one of the bedrooms due to her over consumption of alcohol. Anna's
friends walked in while the rape was in progress. The perpetrator was

beaten and let go. The police were not notifïed. The followïng day
Anna's friends behaved as if nothing happened. During the following

school year -inna returned to school only to find the perpetrator
attending the same school. Apparently he was "bragging"to other

students that he "poppedthis chick's cherry". Due to the discornfort
and reaaumatizatiun of seeing the perpetrator and his continued

abusive behavior, Anna dropped out of school. In addition to the first
rape Anna disclosed being raped on two more occasions while stül an
adolescent,the second and third rapes were perpetrated by a longterm boyf riend.

hesenting Issues/Concerns
Anna initially explained that she was suffering h

m intrusive

symptoms such as recurring mernories or what she referred to as a

"movie screen in her head". Other inmsive symptoms included
flashbacks and dreams. Anna also suffered from constricniig
symptoms such as feeling numb and cut off from others. In addition

Anna presented her "promiscuous"behavior as a problem. She felt

that she was unable to Say "no"to having sex with certain people due

to her fear of being raped. Therefore she was not able to set
boundaries and keep herseIf safe. During our initial sessions together

Anna also expressed a high degree of guilt about "lettingher parents
dom". She assumed that because she dropped out of high school and

was not attending College her parents were unhappy with her. Anna
also expressed self-blame and guilt regarding the rape. She stated that

if she had not been drinking and "fürtingnat the party (where the rape

took place) she would not have been raped.

Goals

Following our intake session Anna and I decided to meet once a
week in order to address some of her presenting concerns. -4lthough I
conveyed to each client that recovery was possible, I also reminded
each individual that we i~ouldhave to be realistic in regards tu what
goals could be achieved in the seven month duration of the practicum.

Although Anna had previously disclosed her sexual assault to

another counsellor, at that time she was not emotionally or
psychologically ready to discuss the assault in any great detail. Both
h

a and I felt she was now ready to take on that challenge.

The first goal was to establish rapport with Anna and at the same
time gather important information which would assist in the therapy

process. It \vas important that Anna feel safe enough to share her

story, as welI as have the opportunity to discuss the assault and

surroundhg circurnstances.
It was also apparent that Anna needed to explore and develop new
coping behavïours, particularly in regards to behaviours which rvere
putthg her at further risk. A particular concem for Anna was her

inability to say "no"to hating s e x She wanted to understand this

behavior and gain control in situations in which she felt particularly

vulnerable.

Another coping strategy which Ama utilized was over eating as a
way, she claimed, toastuffher feelings". Akhough Anna appeared to be

of average weight for her height. over eatuig was a theme that

appeared throughout our sessions together.

Anna's self-blame and guilt surrounding the assault also required

further esyloration in order to assist her in placing the blame where it
belonged, on the perpetrator. Although in the Dynamic Co-Creative

Mode1 the sunivor does not appear to "openlyblame" the offender
until stage four of the model, the groundwork for decreasing Anna's
self-blame began through an information process of describing the

c o m m o n effects of sexual abuse, developing self-awareness in regards
to her self-critical ïnternal messages and reframing those messages

into more positive ones.

Anna also experienced a deep "loss" as a result of the assault. She
felt that followbg the assault her whole life had changed for the worse.
She expressed a desire to become "5 years old again", a time during her
life in which she felt content. in addition to the losses Anna
experienced due to the assaults, she also lost ber step-father whom
she was dose to. This "lossn also had to be addressed during the
course of treament. Therefore another goal CO-createdwith Anna was
to provide an opportunity for her to mourn these "losses".

Treatment Process and Intervention Strategies

Following our iiitake meeting Anna and 1 deüded ta continue with
Qeatment. Anna returned for a second meeting in which she completed

the pre-test measurements.

Ig addition

to filling out the questionnaires

1 asked Anna questions about her family of orïgin for assessrnent

purposes.
Following our second session together 1 asked Anna to do the
"letter from the future" activity molan, 1991, p. 132). The purpose 1%-as
to instil a sense of hope within Anna, hope that there is Me after
therapy. 1asked her to imagine her self in 5 years fiom now, and from
that place write a letter to her present self describing where she is,
what she is doing, and how she feels. The idea is to keep the letter as
a reminder that things wiU get better.

When 1 asked Anna if she had done this the following session she
replied "non. She stated that she was unable to see herself in the future
and therefore the activity was dropped. From a solution focused

perspective Anna's non-cornpliance would no t be perceived as
"resistance", but would be interpreted as the client attempting to tell
the therapist that what they are doing is not helpful and therefore
something else should be tried. It \vas explauied to Auna that her
experience of "futurelessness" is not uncommon for sunivors. By
meeting i l m a where she was also assisted in promoüng a sense of
safety and strengthened the therapeutic relationship.
When Anna arrived for our fourth session she daimed that she had
unsafe se.u while under the influence of alcohol over the weekend. She
referred to the behacior as "rapuig herself". She then started sharhg
the story of her abuse at the age of fourteen. As she talked about the
cïrcumstances surrounding the rape she expressed feeling "guilty",--guilty because she was "flirting", and if she had not been "fh%ng"the

rape would not have occurred. 1 reframed her "flirting" behacior as a
normal behavior for a fourteen year-old adolescent. 1 explained that
adolescence is a time of e,uploration, a tirne in which every young
person wants to fit in, and a time when young people are be-g
notice one another in a sexual way. 1 stressed that "flirting" was a

to

ormal" mal" behavior whereas the raping behavior as not normal. It was
during this session that Anna disclosed being raped on two more

occasions by a long-term boyfriend while she was intoxicated. During
this session Anna contuiued to blame herself for the rapes and talk

negatively about herself. It was important during this phase of
tteament that I attempt to emphasize what ever Anna was doing in her

life that was supporthg her groivth, and behaviours she could
recognize as self-supporting. I stressed such thùigs as her ability to
find and stay with a job and support herself,her choice to Ieave her

home town as a way to keep herself safe, and her courage and ability to
seek counselling.
During our next session Anna stated that she "hadbeen a good girl"

(meaning she had not had sewal intercourse with anyone) but had been
eating too much over the previous week. It was d W g this session that
rve discussed the messages she received from her f d y as a child

about what it meant to be a "good girl" and about being a woman. We

discussed the socialization of girls and the traditional stereotyyical
roles of women and girls in our society. At this point Anna disclosed
that her father had taken her to a diet centre when she \vas nine and

the message she received from her father was that 'if you don't lose
weight no one will want you". This was a constant concern for her
father and he often let Anna h o w it At the end of this session 1

innoduced the "box of sorrows" activity (see appendix A). She
appeared interested in continuhg w i t h this activity in future sessions.
During the next session Anna arrived dressed in black. She

expressed feeling very sad but was unable to identify why she was sad.

She spent much of the session with tears rolling d o m her cheeks and
tallcing about this deep sadness. During this session I utilized the box
of sorrows activity again. I asked Arma if she would

me to leave her

sorrow in the box I also told her she did not have to share her sorrow
with me if she was not ready, but if she wanted to in t h e future she had

the option. 1emphasized that the box of sorrows was hers and I would

respect her privacy if she chose not to take the box home. .Anna \vas

interested in doing the activity and continued by writuig her sorrow on a
piece of paper and placing it in the box. She did not want to share the

sorrow with me but requested that I keep the box in my possession

between sessions. Acknowledging her feelings in this way appeared t o

be helpful for Anna. W e utilized this activity on several occasions
throughout the treatment process.

Anna missed the next two sessions. When she returned, she again

discussed "misbehaving"(havhg sex w i t h someone) and taked about

her feelings of loneliness and emptiness. At t h e s Anna seemed

"stuck"in this despairing state. During this session I utilized a solution
focused scaling technique in order to assist her in developing an

awareness of what her loneliness meant (see figure 1).

Figure 1:

not lonelv somewhat lonelv

moderate loneiy

lonelv

verv

lonelv

* The scaling question was a modification of O'Hanlon and \VeinerDavis's (1989, P. 2 50) suggestion.

On that partidar day Anna positioned herself as feeling "verylonely"
and described this as including an "unbelievable sorrow, difficulty

sleeping and waking up often during the night, an empty feeling, stil

continuhg to work but eats like crazy". Anna then stated that she

would feel better if she could move down the scale to a place between
moderate and somewhat lonely-. Between moderate and somewhat
lonely was described as, "sleeping without waking up, eating less,
sadness not sorrow, and continues to w-ork". Just by doing the actitity

Anna dropped Rom "ver).lonely" down to just above "lonely". Wnen 1
asked Anna how she was able to move down the scde she stated that

just by recognizing her feelings it helped decrease her sense of
loneliness. Recognlzing and acknowledging Arma's feelings were very
important durhg this stage of her recovery.

During the next session, Anna no longer showed an interest in doing

the lonehess scale or in any other suggestions that i made. She began
to discuss her loneliness again but \vas not willing to explore it in any
great detail. At times Anna appeared to be frozen in a state of despair

and during these times she often was unable to find solutions to her
difficulties. Duruig this session 1 decided to utilize Dolan's (1991)
pattern interruption technique (see appendix C)in order to intempt
Anna's state of despair. During the session 1 asked Anna to switch
seats with me, which she promptly did. FollowIiig the directive Anna
began to cry and was unable to speak for approximately ten minutes.
When she regained her voice she stated that she was upset because 1

was sittuig by the door and she felt safer by the door because she
knew she could leave.

Duting the following session we continued to debrief what occurred
the week before. Anna again told me that she felt scared because she

could not sit by the door. Aithough Anna had refused to participate in
the actitities 1 had suggested she tvas too afraid to Say no when 1

asked her to switch seats with me. She stated the request "felt
different" to her when 1 asked her to move during the pre\;ious session.
She also disclosed that before she had arrived at the previous session
she was mad, and she did not want to come for counseUing but forced
herself to come because she knew this was a pattern of hers. When

Anna was angry at someone it was easier for her to terminate or walk

away when situations became uncornfortable for ha. She stated that

her plan for the previous session was to get me angry so she could get
angry and then have an excuse to leave counselling. She stated that is
why she did not want to do the actitities 1 had originally suggested (e-g.,
loneliness scale). I t was apparent that Anna was beginning to feel a

sense of safety and trust in our relationship. She felt safe enough to

share her fears, and her behatioral expressions of these, which I saw as
a positive step in her healing.
It was during the -th

session that 1 began to notice a slight change

in the way Anna spoke about herself. She began to sound more caring

and less aitical of herself. As the session continued Anna identified
two sides of herself, one as the "fun"side and the other as the "lady"

side. The fun side was the side whkh often got Anna into trouble and

therefore it was the side of herself that she held in most contempt. In
order to explore these aspects of herself in more detail I asked Anna
to give me a list of the qualities that each of her "sides"possesses and
1 wrote them down on a flip chart. As we continued with the activity
Anna found that there were qualities from her "fun sidenthat she

actudy liked. Some of the fun side qualïties she came up with included,
being witty, having a sense of humour and k i n g friendly. Before ending

the session Anna had stated that she really got something from the

session but was not able to elaborate on exactly what she gained until
the f ollowing week.
Before our session ended, Anna and 1 had arranged that she corne in

for a session during the anniversary of the rape rvhich was the fallowing
week but on a different day t h a n we usually met. I gave her some
readings to take home on the topic of mounzing losses resulting from

sexual abuse. The purpose was to get her thinEang of ways in which she
c o u d begin to recognize and grieve the losses she experïenced from

the senial abuse.
Upon her arrival durhg the next session Anna shared a new outlook

she had regarding herself and her biological f a W . Her first new
understanding regarding herself arose from the activity we did on the
board regarding her two parts, her fun side and lady side. She

articulated that before the rape, both her "fun side" and "lady siden

were integrated, but after the rape she changed. She reaüzed that

although she wanted to be whole again she was also afraid to change.
The second new development Amta experïenced had involved her

father and his response to her disclosure of the rape. This new

understanding evolved from Anna's journal wrîting over the course of
the previous week. Anna came to the conclusion that her father's

response to the disclosure had more to do with his inability to protect

her and his lack of control in the situation than it had to do w i t h her.
She explaùied that her father was always protective of her and believed
that he could protect Anna from harrn. When she disclosed the rape he
realized he was unable to protect her and so it was easier for him to
blame Anna than accept the fact that he \vas unable to protect her.
Xlthough she still felt hurt by his response, this new understanding had
decreased her level of self-blame.
h

a also recalled feeling quite sad durhg the previous week

(betw-eensessions) and that is tvhy she decided to w ~ i t ein her journal.

Her journal wrïting resulted in a catiiartic experience in which she

sobbed and was able to get some of her feelings out on paper. She

her m e r child for the first time,
said she \vas able to get in touch ~ v i t h
and stated that it was a strange experience but a good one. She d s o
stated that she went out that weekend and for the first time felt "ok"
not going home with anyone. \krhen 1 asked what had changed for her,
she was unable to articulate the change. During the remainder of the

session Anna discussed in more detail what happened prior, during and
after the rape. At the end of the session she asked if she could put
s o m e t h g in the box of sorrows. She also stated that she read the
material on mourning and grieving and found it helpful. Apparently it
had motivated her to do some of the writing she had completed over
the weekend.

During the next few sessions Anna discussed the loss of her step-

father; she continucd to work through her feeiings regarding her
biological father's unsupportive response to her abuse and her

difficulty setting boundaries with both her parents. Anna often f d t
responsible for her mother's unhappiness and therefore had difficulty
setiing baundaries with her. A key issue

for Anna at this point was the

guilt feelings she had when she attempted to set boundaries ~tithher

mother.
Relationship issues also became a common topic in our rernaining
sessions. Over the Christmas break and following our tsvdfth session

Anna became emotionaliy involved with an older male currently residing
in prison for murdering a woman. She met him through a female friend

and then began wriüng letters to hirn while he was in prison. She
eventually met him in-person. Anna stated she tvas attracted to this
person because "he l k e d her before he saw hern. Anna's self-esteem
\vas quite low and she often felt judged as a person by how much she
weighed. Anna's self-esteem appeared either to increase or decrease
based on how she felt she was perceived by the men in her Iife.
Eventually Anna was able to put this relationship in perspective and
decided not to pursue it further.

By our fifth session Anna became involved Wth a second person.
This man was older than Anna and had two Mdren. Sorne of our time

together involved discussing this new relationship. It was during this

relationship that Anna's "movie screen* became more active. The
images reoccurred at various times and consisted of images of her
past relationships. The images seemed to appear more frequently

when she was haWig an enjoyable time. The ïnovie screen" was often

followed by feelings of guilt and remorse. When 1 attempted to assist
Anna in finding a way to decrease these images through Dolan's (1991)

movie screen technique (see appendix C) she was reluctant to
participate. Following this session Anna discussed her distress

regarding this problem less and less. 1 am not sure whether she had
found relief from her concem or whether she had lost hope in finding

relief and therefore decided not to discuss it any further.
When Anna \vas intending to move in with the man with whkh she
was havhg a new relationship,his ex-wife retunied. Anna had already

aven up her cat to the Humane Society. When she requested they
return the cat, the cat's Me had already been terrninated. Anna \vas very
distressed and blamed herself for what happened. . m a professed
that she had relinquished all for this new relationship and in the end she

was the one to lose, again. Apparently Anna often felt she gave more

attention to her parmers/relationships then she received in renirn.
During the onset of the following session Anna stated she felt a

deep sorrow. When asked where in her body she felt the s o ~ o wshe
,

stated in her stomach. I continued to assist Anna in getting in touch
with her sorrow as a way to assist Anna in grieving the previous loss of

her cat and relationship. 1 asked her to hold on to her sorrow and
suggested she ask h e sorrow
~
to teach Anna what she needed to k n o w

in order to heal. This led into a vîsualization exercise int-oh-g Anna as
a 5 year old child. During this activity Anna claimed that she "neverfelt
good enough and always felt like she was in the m y " , especially in
relation to her biological father. It appeared that the loss of her cat
triggered other sorro~is/losseswithin Anna's life, e.g., never getting the

acceptance she needed fkom her biological father.

Closing Sessions

During the remaining sessions I requested Anna fill out the post-

treatment questionnaires and we continued to discuss her plans
follorving tennuiation. Anna made contact with another agency and was
t o start counselling a few weeks after our final meeting.

We discussed what had been most helpN for Anna during our
sessions together, and what she would need and could ask for at the
other agency. The most significant change for Anna was in relation to

her "promiscuousbehaviour" which she feIt had decreased
dramatically since the onset of aeatment. Arma also claimed that she
did not blame herself for the rape as much as she did prior to

treaiment. h

a was pleased that counselling \vas abuse specific,

othemlse she claimed that she might not have talked about the abuse.
In addition, she stated there was a decrease in the images (movle

screen) she saw in her mind, although she wanted to continue working
on decreasing the images further. My hypothesis was that since guilt
often followed h a ' s "movie screen" the images were a part of her
self-deprecation ~vhichresulted from the rape and in part from the
reiationship she had with her bioiogical father. If this was so, then one
could assume that as Anna continued to experience less self-blame
regarding the rape and gained an increased understanding of her
subsequent behavior, the mwie screen would continue to "decrease"
and so would her guilt.

On the last day we had a tennination Party. Part of that ceremony
involved participating in a ceremony to burn . m a ' s box of sorrows.
This was an action Anna initiated, FoUowing this ceremony I awarded

Anna ~14tha diploma for her Msdom and courage and she was given a
srnail gift. We spent the rest of the session discussing the difficuities
involved in saying good-byes and shared some food. Anna was able to
express her sadness at having to Say good-bye, as did 1. Before Ieaving
Anna gave me a card. O n the envelope she had written "different as
day and night", and on the card she wrote the following:

Dear Tamara
1 want to th&-you

for so much, for being there

for me, for being my solace and safe place, for
helping me to realize the seength that 1 now
know 1 do possess. 1 know things haven't been
easy, per Say, (sic) but at least they haven't
been boring! Ha! Ha! 1 do appreciate your
kîndness and understanding and as far as 1
have corne and as far as 1 have to go, I'm happy
that you shared my journey. 1will miss you and
your sessions, but 1 know I'll be okay, even
though Sm afraid. Thank you for everything and
1 wish you all the best!

Pre-test and Post-test Scores
The pre-test data from the Trauma Sequdae indicated that Anna
\vas euperiencing symptoms consistent with post-traumatic stress
disorder. She experienced all the inbxsive symptoms, four of seven of
the numbing symptoms and answered positively for all six of the
hyperarousal symptoms. The post-test data suggests that Anna
continued to experience PTSD but there were some changes in the
syrnptomatology. In particular, she no longer was distressed when
rerninded of the rape and no longer had "symbolic rerninders of the
experience". Pnor to treatment a "red carpet" would remind Anna of
the rape. Followwg treatment she no longer referred to the "red carpet"

as a symbolic reminder of her abuse. In relation to the nurnbing or
constricting symptoms Anna no longer deliberately avoided thoughts or
feelings which rerninded her of the abuse. This Kvas congruent tvith
Anna's statement at the end of treatment in which she highJighted her
appreciation of the abuse specific nature of treatment.

The results of the BACSA (Appendix F) indicated that Anna had

clinically distorted beliefs in relation to her experiences of chiId sexual

abuse in both pre- and post-tests. In fact, her score increased from
thirty three in the pre-test to forty two in the post-test. However, the

score did not reflect Anna's statements at termination, particularly in

relation to her level of self-blame. According to A n n a ' s perception of
blame in relation to the rape, she indicated in the pre-test that she
accepted no blame. In the post-test she indicated that she accepted

most of the blame. Anna clearly expressed a high level of self-blame
during the course of therapy and therefore her score on this item in the

pre-test was not consistent Wth my clinical observations. This
discrepancy was discussed with Anna. Anna fdt her higher post-test

score was related to the break up of her last relationship (with the

separated man) and the death of her cat. She also emphasized that

her scores would probably Vary depending on the day she was asked.

In my opinion, Anna hïghlighted an excellent point in regards to the
accuracy of some standardized measurements. I t is important to

recognize that scores may vary depending on the mood state of the
client on a particular day, therefore it is important to utilize other way-s
of measuring the client's progress, such as direct observation, and

discussion and questioning.
The result of the Beck Depression Inventory (Appendùr E) suggest

that Anna's level of depression decreased substantially over the

course of therapy. Her score decreased h m thVty in the pre-test,

which is reflective of someone with severe depression, to fourteen in

the post-test, which is reflective of someone who is d d l y depressed.
The most significant changes on this scale included an improvement in
Anna's s c o ~ g
on the question regmding self-dislike. She continued to

be disappointed in herseIf but she no longer hated herseIf. She also

felt more motivated to work after treatment than prior to treatment.

Uthough m a ' s overall score decreased on the BDI, there was an

increase in her level of dissatisfaction in her post-test score. The
dissatisfaction could again be due to the break up of her relationship,

the death of her cat and subsequent lack of recreational activïties to

fill her tirne.
The result of the Solution Focused Recovery Scale suggest that
.Anna had made considerable progress în several areas relating to her

perception of her healing progress. The most signifiant areas of
progress included an increase in her perception of her ability to stand
up for herself and her ability to choose supportive relationships.

Case Example-Client B- "Lucy*

Lucy was self-referred for counselling at Elizabeth HiIl Counselling
Centre (EHCC) for issues pertaining to child sexual abuse. Lucy was a

caucasian woman in her rnid thirties, married, with two chikiren. Lucy

had six sessions with another therapist before being transferred to me.
Her previous counselIor \vas IeaMng EHCC and had told Lucy about my

practicum project. Lucy expressed an interest in continuing in
counselling and was transferred to me in order to assess whether her

situation would be appropriate for my practicum. She subsequently
met the criteria, and agreed to participate in the practicum.

Client biography

Lucy was one of four siblings. Her sister had died a few years ago.
She has two older brothers tvho are s a alive. Lucy's biological parents

were divorced when she was quite young. After her parents separated
Lucy and her sister went to live with their maternal grandparents and
her brothers remained with their father. Lucy described her two eldest

brother 's as "rnentallychallenged". Followïng her parent's breakup
Lucy's mother left the province and Lucy remained with her
grandparents until she was approximately thirteen years old. Both of

Lucy' s parents remarried.

Lucy felt that her grandparents "were not there for hanwhen she
was growing up and stated that they were also physically and

emotionally abusive towards Lucy and her sister. Durhg the first

thirzeen years of Lucy's life she saw her brothers and biological father

about once a month, even though they lived fairly close to one another.

When Lucy's mother returned to the town with her new husband,

Lucy moved back in with her at the age of thirteen. Shortly after, her
step-father began sewally abusing her. When she disclosed the abuse
she received no support and was rnistreated further by her step-father.

In addition Lucy was also sexually abused during her childhood by her
biological father, her older brother and by a male adult outside of the
family.
As an adolescent Lucy left home and moved in with her older sister.

Her sister was physicalIy abusive towards Lucy whïch led to Lucy's

apprehension by ChiId and Farnily Services and short-term placement in
a foster home. Lucy eventually retumed to her mother and step-

father's house until approximately age sixteen.
At the age of sixTeen Lucy manied and had a child. The marriage

did not work out and the husband retained custody of their child.

Shortly after the break up of the marriage, Lucy recded "prostituting"

herself in order to make some money. She remarried at the age of
m7entyand had two chüdren. The couple are s t ü l together although
their marriage has been difficult. Prior to Lucy's attendance in therapy
her adolescent son was placed in detention due to his sexual offending
behavior. In recent years Lucy has utiüzed the Church for support and

now attends services on a regular basis. She considers herself to be a

Christian.

Description of D i f f i d t y

Lucy was sexually abused as a M d by her biological father, stepfather, brother and an adult male outside of her family. She recalled her
first sexual abuse evperience around the age of eight. Her step-father

continued to senially abuse Lucy und she left home at the
age of sixteen. When Lucy was a young adolescent she disclosed to her

grandmother that her step-father had sewally abused her. Lucy
suspects that her grandmother told Lucy's parents about the
allegations, because Lucy received a beating from her step-father

shortly after the disdosure. Her mother was unsupportive and accused
Lucy of being "crazy". She eventually sent Lucy to a psychiatrist who
found nothing wrong with her and quiddy temiuiated therapy. 1am not

sure if Lucy disclosed the abuse to her psychiatrist. From that day on
Lucy kept the secret of the abuse to herself, and no one else in her
farnily brought the topic up again.

Lucy also had mernories of being abused by her biologicd father
and older brother around the age of eight or nine. These abuses were

not disclosed. in addition, Lucy was also abused by a man outside of
her f d y . At the age of ten Lucy stated that she "wentout" with a
thirty year old man and initially was unable to recognize the relationship

as abusive. No one in her family questioned this relationship although
they knew she was spending time with this individual.

Presenting Issues/Concerns
There were several issues Lucy presented during the onset of
therapy. Her son's sexually offending behavior was a prïmary concern
during the start of therapy. Lucy felt she was being blamed for her
son's offending behavior and felt betrayed and rnistreated by the
professionals involved with the family prior to her son's detention.
Other concerns involved her older brother's (one of her
perpetrators) continual telephone access to her. Although he Lives in
another province he continued to contact Lucy by phone. Lucy found

this very upsetting. Each tirne he phoned she would ex~erienceher
body tightening up and stated that she "couldn't stand hearing his
voice". Lucy was not able to tell her brother not to cal1 because of her
"guilt" feelings. She felt her brother needed her support due to his

mental deficiencies and alcohol addiction, even though it was
unpleasmt for her. Lucy had ambivalent feelings towards her brother

and therefore had difficulties establishing boundaxies with hirn.
Lucy blarned herself for the sexual abuse she endured as a child.
She felt that because she "liked older men" that she was the one who

was responsible for the abuse. Lucy assumed that her step-father

abused her because he felt she was already going out with older men

and therefore it would not h m her. in addition to the self-blame Lucy
continued to experiexce, she also denied and minimized her sewal
abuse experiences, possibly as an attempt at self-preservation.

Goals
Following our first session, Lucy and 1 agreed to continue working
together. It was difficult at this stage for Lucy to identify what she
hoped to achieve from therapy. Again, one of Lucy's primary concerns

at the onset of therapy revolved around her son's offendhg behavior

which resulted in Lucy feeling responsible and blarned for his behavior.

Due to her stated feelings of betrayal within her contacts with previous
professionals, it became apparent that 1 would have to work hard at
gaining Lucy's trust in order to convince her that 1 would not betray her
dso. Therefore the first goal was to build a therapeutic alliance with

Lucy and create safety ttithin the therapy sessions. The second goal

was to CO-createa safety plan with Lucy so that she could protect
herself when her brother or parents called. It was important that Lucy
felt safe within her home environment as well as within my office.
It was also apparent that Lucy required time during therapy to work

through some of her feelings towards her son and the impact his
behavior had within the family. In addition it was important that Lucy be

given the opportunity to "break the silence"and share her own story of
abuse during our time together.
According to the Dynamic Co-Creative Healùig Mode1 (Bell-Gadsby

and Siegenberg, 1996) Lucy's symptoms are consistent with suMvors
who are in the first stage of heaüng. Therefore the final goal was to
address her minimization, denial and self-blame by educating Lucy
about the effects of child semal abuse.

Treatment Process and Intervention Strategies
Lucy explained the circumstances surrounding her son's detention
during our initial session. She was visibly upset and wept while she

discussed her son. In addition Lucy disclosed some of her own abuse
during this first session. She stated that she had been sewally abused

by her biological father, step-father and brother.

Mter our first visit 1 found it difficult to arrange another
appointment with Lucy. She cancelled three m e s following our first
meeting. 1was not sure she would continue with treatment even though

we b o t - agreed that she was a suitable candidate for the practicum.
Three weeks after our first session I was able to set up a second
meeting with Lucy. Lucy filled out the pre-test questionnaires and

continued to discuss her son. Lucy tried desperately to understand why
her son behaved as he did. She reported that the professionals

involved in her son's case stated 1that her son had been sevually

abused as a child and suggested that as a possible reason for his
behavior. They dso had accused her of sexually abusing her son which

she denied outright. She spent most of the session convinciag me that
they were incorrect in their accusations. She adrnitted o p d y to
physically abusing him but was adamant that she did not sexually abuse

him. The initial sessions were utilized as a way to build rapport with
Lucy and support her by giving her the opportunity to discuss her
feelings regarding her son. Many of our initial sessions involved
listening and vahdating Lucy's feelings.

By the fourth session Lucy began to discuss several key issues

regarding her own abuse. Lucy blamed hersdf for some of her
childhood semal abuse, a ty-pical reaction of sexual abuse survivors.

Self-blame is also one of the symptoms identifieci as cornmonplace in
the first stage of the Dynamic Co-creative Healing Model. Lucy stated

that because she "likedolder men" the abuse was her fault. She

continued by stating that at age ten she was "dating"a thirty year old
man. It was d i f f i d t for Lucy to recognize this experience as 'abusive"

and that she had little power as a child over a thirry year-old man.

One strategy 1 utilized was an an age regression (Dolan, 1991)
imagery exercise in which I asked Lucy if she knew any ten year-old

children. Once she was able to thiPlk of a child 1 asked her to describe

in as much detail what the chiid \vas like. Once this was planted firmiy
in her mhd 1 asked her to imagine herself as an adult witnessing an
adult, possibly in his thirties, approaching this child and behaving

towards her in a sexual mamer. 1 asked ber to think about who was
responsible for the semal advance, the child or the adult, and she

replied the man. When asked whether she could personalize the story

to her owm life sbe replied that she was too "passivewand others might
not be as passive as she. It was apparent that it was too early in the

treatment process to attempt to alter Lucy's perspective of this abuse
experïence. Lucy's self-blame may have been a way she coped and
made sense of her abuse. It gave her the illusion of control which she
needed to survive, which is not uncornmon reaction for survivors of

sexual abuse.

Lucy conmued to struggle tvith her ambivalent feelings towards her
mother and perpetrating brother. Lucy stmggled between feeling angry
at her mother for not supporting or believing her

f i e r she disclosed

being sexually abused by her step-father and at the s m e tirne wanting
to reconnect with her mother. Lucy reported that her mother would

occasionaily phone her and talk to her "as if nothing ever happened".

She always put Lucy's step-father on the phone, whicb Lucy resented.
Lucy said that both parents wodd behave as if the abuse never
occurred. Lucy had difficulty in setting boundaries and keeping herself

safe from her famfiy's continuing abuse.
It was important to assist Lucy in fincihg ways in which she could
rernain safe from further traumatization during these phone
conversations. It was apparent Lucy was unable to set boundaries for
herself and stop accepting phone c a s from family members so it was
critical to teach Lucy a strategy which would help her feel safe during
these phone conversations. The "symbol for the present" (Dolan, 1991)
was introduced ta Lucy. She was asked to choose a article which
remuided her of the present. Lucy chose her wedding ring as a
reminder of the present and was then directed to describe what the

ring represented. Once Lucy gave a short explmation 1 suggested
whenever she felt threatened and "ungrounded" she was to touch her
weddhg ring with one of her other fingers and remind herself that she
was no longer a child but an adult in the present and therefore safe
from danger. This technique was utilized now and then throughout the
treatment process.
At our fifth session, Lucy stated that her brother had called and M t

a message on her answering machine. Rather than returning his c d ,

Lucy took the phone off the hook. This was the first time she had done
this. The following week Lucy felt "guilty" because she was not being a
good "Christian". Lucy also felt empathetic towards her brother
because he was severely abused by her biological father and she

therefore rationalized his behavior towards her as a result of her
brother's own abuse background.
Nthough Lucy continued to express ambivalence in relation to her

brother she did not view h a step-father in the same light. Lucy felt her
step-father was smarter than her brother and therefore knew what he
was doing, although she continued to accept some of the responsibility

for his abuse.
During our seventh session Lucy shared her abuse experiences in

more detail. She continued to discuss her symptoms which resulted
from her step-father's abuse. She continued to be repulsed by oral seu

and had difficulty brushing her teeth u3thout gagging. Athough Lucy
was able to share her abuse experience perpetrated by ber step-father,
she had more difficulty accepthg that her biologicd father had abused
her and continued to struggle with that reality. Initiaily she disclosed
that he had digitally penetrated her but then explained that he rnistook
her for his wife (she was nine years old at the time). Again it is not
uncornmon for sunivors to experience ambivalence, deny and minimize
their abuse during the first stage of their healing. It was clear that Lucy

did not yet have the strength to accept that her biological father had
also abused her.
Upon arriving at our eighth session Lucy ciaimed she had nothing to
talk about and asked if 1 had anything 1would like to discuss. 1

suggested that rather than talk we try an art activity. 1 then introduced
the self-portrait activity (Bell-Gadsby & Siegenberg, 1996)in which she

cautiously agreed to participate. In spite of her cautiousness, Lucy

used two big pieces of paper to do her drawings. She used a whole
page to represent how she saw herseIf in the past, used up 3/4 of a

sheet to draw a representation of herself in the present and used the
least amount of paper for the representation of herself in the future.
The past picnue was of herself and was the most elaborate picture of
the three. The present uicluded her famiiy and how she saw herself in

relation to her farnily, and her future picture also included her family
and the relationships wïthin her faniily. In debriefing this actitity Lucy

had the opportunity to share some of her childhood experiences and
how the experiences impacted her life.
1 found the self-portrait activity (Bell-Gadsby & Siegenberg, 1996)

reflected what was happening for Lucy during this point in her

treament. She was very much involved in deaiing with her childhood

which could explain why she spent so much t h e and energy on her
picture from the past. In her present picture she appeared with her

imrnediate family and everÿone in the picnire appeared somewhat

detached from one another and unhappy. The final picture (future
oriented) did not appear much different from the previous picture

which is reflective of the difficulties survivors have in imagining a better

future for thernselves.
After the Christmas break Lucy found out that her step-father was
dying of cancer. Due to his impending death Lucy's mother wanted her
to r e t m home after sixteen years for a visit. During our tenth session
we began discussing this possibility and Lucy's motivation for returning
home was euplored. Lucy had high expectations and had hoped
because her step-father was dy.ing she might get an apology. She also
felt her mother was reaching out for the first tirne and Lucy was w-omed
about her. When 1 reminded Lucy that she also had to consider her otcm

well being she replied "I want a reiationship with my mother, one that 1
never had as a child". Lucy wanted to capture as an adult what she had
not received as a chiid.
We then discussed the various consequences to Lucy's returning to
her childhood home after sivteen years. 1 suggested that going to see
her step-father rnay not give her the results that she hoped for and that
it rnay turn into a major disappointment. Lucy again atternpted ta

blame herself by stating it was she that never gave him a chance to
apologize because she had never discussed it with him. 1 told Lucy that
it was not up to her to contact her step-father about an apology, but

the other way around. If he had wanted to apologize at any time over

al1 these years he would of done so. Lucy aiso discussed wanting to be
there for her mother. She stated "although my mother made a lot of

stupid choices I still want a relationship with her". I asked Lucy what
land of a relationship she wanted with her mother and she couid not
imagine or answer.
We continued to discuss some hypothetical situations together
regarding her relationship with her rnother. At the end of our session I

gave Lucy a homework assignment, a version of Dolan's (1991) healing
letters e~ercise.I asked her to imagine that her step-father had witten
her two letters and the first letter was what she did not want to hear,
that is, her worst case scenario, and the second letter was everything
she wanted to hear, the best case scenario.

Lucy was not able to complete the homework assignment and by the
thirteenth session had decided that she tvould return home in order to
visit her mother. Prior to Lucy's leaving we again discussed her

expectations and feelings about rehuning after sixteen years. This t i m e
Lucy q l a i n e d that she hoped he would apologize for what he had
done to her but that she was mostiy gouig back to reconnect with her

mother. ?norder to prepare Lucy for her trip home we did a role play of
what it might be like if she was face-to-face with one of her
perpetrators, her step-father. She had a difficult time W h this activity
and we were not able to complete it. 1 asked Lucy to keep a journal of
her thoughts and feelings while she was on her trip and she agreed.

Finally we practised utiiizing her symbol for the present (Dolan, 1991) as

a way to keep herself grounded and in touch with her adult-self when

she retunied to her parent's home.

When Lucy retumed from the trip she started having stomach
problems with no known medical cause. 1 suggested it might be due to
the stressful trip back home but she was unable to see the connection.

During this session Lucy and 1 debrîefed her trip home. The first night
she arrived home her mother wanted her to visit her step-father in the
hospital, and Lucy felt powerless to Say no. Lucy spent her whole trip in

and out of the hospital because she "did not wmt to hurt her mother's
feelingsn. Lucy had mixed feelings toward her perpetrator. She would
alternate between anger and pity. Lucy stated "even though he \vas si&

he still tried tu control me". When 1asked Lucy how she was able to
protect herself she stated that she used her wedding ring (symbol for

the present) which she found very helpful. She stated that it reminded

her that she %vasnow an adult and he could no longer hurt her. Lucy
also occasiondy spoke with two doctors and a chaplain whiie she was

at the hospital for support.
Debriefing Lucy's trip home continued on for the next couple of
sessions. During our seventh session 1 asked Lucy if she felt any

different having gone home and she said "more at peace that 1 dedt
with the situation", she continued by stating, "knowing that I am strong

enough to go through it". This was the first tirne 1had heard Lucy

acknowledge her strength; it was wonderful to hear. She \vas beguuling
to recognize her iriner

strengths and resources which is reflective of

s u ~ v o r at
s stage two of the Dynamic Co-Creative Healing Mode1 (BellGadsby and Siegenberg, 1996). It was aIso during this session that Lucy
acknowledged the impact the sewal abuse had on her as a child and
how it had robbed her of her chfidhood. She was now able to recognize

the abusive power her step-father had over her as a child.
Most recently Lucy confronted her brother for abusing her. Through

the confrontation she \vas able to une-

more farnily secrets.

Athough she was distressed by these "familysecrets" Lucy stated that

she would rather know the "mith". Lucy's brother apologized for what
he had done to Lucy. He disclosed that he \vas also abused as a child
by an unde and his step-mother. .Uthough Lucy was angry 1vit.h her

brother she explained that she had more empathy for her brother

because of all the hard times they had as children. But in spite of this

she "wouldnot want to live in the same city with him", in fact she "would
move if he ever moved to Winnipeg". Lucy explained that the
conversation with her brother was a positive move for her. She was
beginning to recognize her own needs and was able to be clear about

her boudaries with respect to her brother.

Closinn Sessions
As our sessions were coming to an end we began discussing

termination issues. I had made several c a s to various agencies in
order to fùid out what was available for Lucy over the summer or early
faIl. This information was passed on to Lucy. Lucy stated that she
might take the summer off because she felt like she was doiag better. I

asked her in what ways and she replied, after talking with her brother

and facing her step-father she felt Like she had grown. She again
brought up the utilization of her symbol for the present r h e n she faced
her perpetrator as being effective. She aiso asked whether she could
call me once in a whiie over the summer. 1 told her over the next few
weeks we wouid discuss the issue further.
Of the three sessions rem;iining, Lucy missed the next two. 1

contacted Lucy by phone in order to encourage her to corne for Our
last session. Lucy appeared to be havhg a difficult time Wh

termination and was clearly not ready to Say good-bye. ?+%en asked
how she felt about our ending she said it was hard, and she again asked
if we could have a friendship after counsehg. Lucy stated that 1 was

the only one she felt safe to talk with and that she could not even talk

with her husband about these issues because he would use it against
her. Lucy appeared very anxious that we were planning to terminate
even though she knew April30th was our last day. Dolan (1991)

highlights that, "Difficulties with termination might indicate that the
client is not yet ready to leave and has more work to don(p. 204). At
this point Lucy had not made contact w ï t h any other agencies so 1
decided to extend our sessions for another four weeks in order to
assist in transition and termination issues. This four week extension
appeared to help in reducing Lucy's anxieties about terminating therapy.

During our last session 1 asked Lucy what had changed for her since
the beginning of our work together. She replied that she felt more
assertive because she was able to confront her brother. Lucy claimed
she felt less guilty about the abuse and realized that she was not to
blame. She also came to the realization that by facing her step-father

he kvas no longer able to hurt her. She also appreciated having

someone tvith which to talk. 1 also asked Lucy if there was anything that
was not helpful during o u time together and she was not able to
highlight a n y W g . Tt may have been difficult for Lucy to share things

not helpful due to her difficulty separating with the therapist and her

need for acceptance.
Pre-test and Post-test Scores

The pre-test data from the Trauma Sequelae indicated that Lucy was
experiencing symptoms consistent with post-traumatic stress disorder.

The post-test data suggested that Lucy continued to experience PTSD.

This was not surprishg due to the amount of work Lucy was engaged in
prior to the ending of our sessions together e.g., gohg home after

sixteen years, facing her step-father, and confronting her brother.
Although Lucy continued to experience PTSD there were some changes

in symptomatology. In particular Lucy responded positively to three
additional intrusive symptoms in post-test. She had a sense of
reliving her abuse experience, had flashbacks and had symbolic

rerninders of her experience. This was not a surprise considering the
amount of stress Lucy had been under since she decided t o return to
her childhood home. In addition Lucy no longer deliberately avoided

thoughts and feelings that remulded her of the abuse, although she
responded positively to avoiding, deliberately, the activities or
situations that rerninded her of her abuse. There was a discrepancy in
her positive response to the avoidance of activities item Returning

home after sixteen years and facing one of her perpetxators several
times during her visit, did not seem consistent with avoidant behavior.

Finally Lucy no longer had difficulty concentrathg and no longer

experienced being on 'guard".
The results of the Beck Depression Inventory (Appendix E) suggest
that Lucy's level of depression did not change drarnatically over the

course of treatment. Her score increased from fourteen in the pre-test,
which is reflective of someone who is d d l y depressed, to 15 in the

post-test, which again is reflective of someone who is mildly depressed.

There were clifferences in the individual items. It appeared that Lucy
perceived herself more of a faüure after treatment than she did prior to
treatment. During the initial stages of treamient Lucy was defensive

and felt betrayed by the professionals involved with her son's case. It
is possible her post-test scores reflected an increase in her level of

trust in the therapeutic relationship and therefore perhaps she felt it
was no longer necessary to hide her true feelings.

The BDI suggests Lucy's degree of guilt and self-blame decreased in

the post-test This was congruent with what Lucy stated during the end
of our sessions together. Lucy's wony regarding her health and her

interest in sex both increased in the post-test. FoUowing Lucy's visit

home, she visited her doctor in regards to stomach problems, and the
doctor was unable to find a physiologicd basis for the problem.
The results of the Beliefs Associated with Child Seyual Abuse
(BACSA) (Appendix F) indicate that Lucy had clinically distorted beliefs
in relation to her experiences of childhood sesual abuse in both the

pre-test and post-test. Although, Lucy's score decreased from 46 in
the pre-test to nineteen in the post-test. The BACSA suggest that
Lucy's levd of self-biame decreased, her perception of hamg semal
rights increased, and her self perception improved in the post-test.

These results were consistent with my clinical observations. She

rnoved from taking responsibility for her step-father's abuse to
realizing how powerless she was against him as a child. In addition,
Lucy realized that it was the male adults in her childhood that should
have been responsible for setting sexual boundaries with her as a child

and not the other way around. This insight was a significant step in
Lucy's healuig.
The results of the Solution Focused Recovery Scale suggest that

Lucy had made considerable progress in almost a l l areas relating to her
perception of her healing process.

Case Example-Client C-"Betty"

Betty was referred to the Elizabeth Hill Counselling CenWe (EHCC)by

her Child and Family Services Social Worker. Betty is a young caucasian
woman in her early twenties. She has a young son who was sexudy
abused which triggered the reemergence of Betty's own seyual abuse
history. Her social worker had strongly recomrnended that Betty seek
help for her own abuse issues. Betty then gave her social worker

permission to notify Elizabeth Hill Counselling Cenee in order to set up

an intake appointment.

Client biography
Betty was remanied during the treatment phase, was expecting a

second child in the spring and had a young son from her previous

marriage.
Her biological father and mother had two children, Betty and a

younger brother. During her mother's pregnancy with Betîy, Betty's

matemal grandmother was also pregnant w i t h a girl. The father of both
children was the same person, Betty's biologicd father, Tim.

Tim dated Betty's grandmother while Sue (Betty's mother) was an

adolescent. Tim then started to abuse Sue. When Sue became pregnant
at sixteen years old with his child, Tim m m e d her . Betty's biological

parents, Tim and Sue divorced when Betty was approximately six years

old. Sue remarried, divorced her second husband and is now living with
aW d

man with tvhom she has had two chiIdren. Tim remarried a

woman who had three children of her own. Tim and she are no longer
together.
Betty's earliest memory of seual abuse occurred at the age of two.
At the age of four Betty remembers disclosing to her mother that Tim

(biological father) was sexually and physically abusing her. Her mother
did not believe her and called her a "liar". Betty stated that her life

became more difficdt after she disclosed the abuse. Betty recollects
being locked up in basernents and attics as part of her punishment for

misbehaving as a child. She remembers her father shooting at her and

her mother's feet during one of his violent episodes. Sue's second

husband continueci to sexually and physically abuse Betty until she
reached the age of twelve.
Throughout Betty's adolescent years she was in and out of foster
homes and group homes. In addition she spent some tirne in a youth
detention centre. Betty began using drugs at the age of fifteen and quit
at the age of seventeen because of her desire for a better life and to

protect her unbom child.

Description of D i f f i d t y
Betty was sexually and physically abused by her biological father
until the age of six and by her step-father from the age of six to tcve1ve.
Betty had mernories of being locked in basements and attics as

punishment for minor offences during her childhood. In addition to the
physical and sexual abuse Betty received from her father and stepfather, her biological mother was also physically abusive towards her.

Both biological parents also abused alcohol which resulted in Betty
taking on many of the adult responsibilities, for example, caring for her

two younger sibhgs, and cleaning the house.

Pr esenting Issues/Concerns

Betty's son was sexually abused by a nine year old girl which

triggered mernories of her own sexual abuse history. When Betty

anived for our first session she expressed anger towards her Child and
Family Services Worker because she felt the worker was pressuring her

to go for counsellhg because of what happened to her son. She felt
blamed for her son's victimization. After validating Betty's feelings I
explained to Betty that in order for her to be accepted into the
practicum she had to make her own decision on w-hether to attend
counselling. It was her choice and her choice alone. Betty then replied " I
know I have to do this for myself and my &ildrenn.
Betty's main concerns on the onset of therapy revolved around her

anger and her difficdty in dealing with her anger appropriately. She also

discussed having difficulties in settbg boundaries with f amily members,
particularly her mother and grandmother.

Goals

Betty \vas clear at the onset of treatment that she only wanted to

meet once every two weeks. During our second meeting, two weeks
later, Betty filled out the pre-tests. Due to Betty's initial feelings
regardhg unhelpful professionals the first goal was to build rapport
with Betty. 1 did this by allowing Betty to vent her fnistrations regarding

"unhelpful professionals"and gave her an opporfwiity to debrief her
feelings regardirig her son's victimization.

Betty's main goal for treatment was to work on her anger.

Apparently in the past her anger had a tendency to turn physically
violent which often left her feeling remorseful and guilty. Therefore the
following goals were establshed in order to address her concerns:
es-plore and find dternative ways in which Betty could address her
needs tvithout using aggressive beha~iours;esplore the situations and

or feelings that trigger her rage response; and assist Betty in making a
distinction between anger and rage, reframing anger as a positive
ernotion. The final goal was to provide Betty wïth an opportunity to
disclose her abuse and break her silence.

Treatment Process and Intervention Strategies

Betty and 1 had our first meeting on November 4th. She was
escorted to her sessions by a support worker, hired through Child and
Famiiy Services, at this time and for subsequent counselling sessions

she attended at EHCC.
Following our first meeting 1 did not meet with Betty until Novernber
22nd, after her wedduig day. When we met again Betty filled out the
pre-test measures and we discussed the events which emerged frorn
the wedding. Betty and her grandmother were arguing prior to the
wedding ceremony because her grandrnother was angry that Betty's
father was going to give Betty away at the wedding (Betty's father was
also her grandmother's previous common-Law husband). During the

remainder of the session Betty shared ber feelings and thoughts
regarding ber relationship with her family, particularly her grandparents.
The third session began with a discussion of Betty's tattoos. At the
beginning of our session Betty kept her jacket on and stated that

people treated her differently when they saw her tattoos. She
continued by stating she hated the tattoos because they symbolized

the traumatic events in her Zife. Apparently Betty had designed her ou;a
tattoos. 1 refrarned Betty's discussion of her tattoos as a way she

utilized her creativity in dealing wïth her trauma. She appeared proud
about this and began telLing me about the poetry she had written about

her childhood. Eventually Betty was able to remove her coat for the
remainder of the session. Betty continued to discuss her fa.rnily of
origin, the anger she felt towards her perpetrators, and her first

marriage for the duration of the session. She stated that her first
husband was abusive and the relationship ended shortly after they were

married.
The Christmas holidays and Betty's prearranged altemate-week
schedule meant that we m e not able to meet und January 10th. \+%en
1 called Betty to remind her of our next session, Betty told me she

would not corne if she u7asnot able to get a ride from her support
worker. 1 was somewhat surprised since 1 knew she did not live very far
from the office. It was at this point that my initial intuition regarding

Betty's readiness for counselling reemerged, she was not ready for

counselling.
Betty's support worker did give her a ride and therefore she showed

up for our fourth session. During this session we discussed boundary

violations from family members, specifically in reference to her mother,
the adult responsibilities she was forced to take on as a child, and her
misnations with her new husband. Betty claimed that she becarne

angry with her husband because he did not listen to her when she

spoke to him. 1asked her what other feeling she had besides anger
when people did not listen to her and she replied, "1 feel ignored and
not importantn. F o l l o ~ b gthis statement she began blaming herself for
his la& of attention by stating " ~ v e lifl someone yelled at me 1 wouldn't

listen to them either". She then suggested that she needed to work on

her anger as one of the goals of therapy.
During the last two sessions 1 introduced the syrnbol for the present

(Dolan, 1991) and Betty chose her wedding ring. Every once in awhile

throughout our sessions I would ask Betty to explain the significance of
her ring to me.
Betty missed our next session because of a residential move.

During o u fifth session Betty anived 1/2 hour early. \%en our session
began she shared an incident which occurred between her and her

mother during the previous week. Apparently Betty confronted her

mother for not being there for her when she was being abused by her
biological father. She "stood upn to her mother and told her mother

not to corne around her house anymore. Her mother left and Betty
claimed that she d e d in her room for two hours following the incident.
U'hen 1 asked her what she felt like after the incident, she înitially did
not know. She Iater stated that she thought she was crying because

she was so angry and crying was a way to release her anger. She also

stated that she felt like a weight was lifted off her shoulders.
As the session progressed 1 asked Betty if it would be acceptable to

ask her some specific questions regarding her abuse experiences as a
child and she stated it would be fine. I utiIized some of Courtois's
(1988)questions on incest I also reminded Betty of her symbol for the
present and asked her to utilize it if she needed. As 1 asked Betty
questions she appeared more and more distressed and could not

answer the questions. Her response to one of the questions was an
angry "thattsstupid!" She then stated that she was not ready to

verbalize what happened; it was enough to simply Say it happened.
I t was apparent that Betty did not have the intemd capacity to

tolerate or discuss her abuse experiences. Brîere (1996)stated:
the survivor who becomes excessively angry,
anMous, despondent, or fragmented in
response to careful therapist attempts to
address potentidy upsetting material, for
example may be reveahg that she or he has
insufficient self-capacities at the moment to

tolerate much exposure to traumatic stimuli
(p.118).
We ended the session by discussing her son's acting-out behavior and
how she was abIe to discipline him differently than she had in the past.
When 1 asked her what had changed for her in regards to disciplining
her child, she stated that she felt less angry since she confronted her
mother and therefore had more patience for her son.
Betty missed the following two sessions. 1 left a few messages on

her answering machine but she did not retum my cails. N'hm 1 finally
reached Betty she stated that her pregnancy was not going well and
that she had been in the hospital for a few days. She then stated that

she was not willing to return for counsel'ling because of her pregnancy
difficulties. I asked her if she wodd come in for one last session and

although she sounded cornpliant over the phone, she did not show up.
1 sent the post-test questionnaires by mail. They were not returned.

Pre-test and Post-test Scores

The pre-test data from the Trauma Sequelae indicated that Betty
was experiencing symptoms consistent with post-traumatic stress
disorder. She experienced seven of the ten intrusive symptoms, three
of the seven numbing symptoms and responded positively for a l l six of
the hyperarousal symptoms.
The pre-test data from the Beck Depression hventory (Appendur E)

suggest that Betty was moderately depressed. O n individual pre-test
items Betty responded most negativdy to the following: as she looked
back on her life aIL she could see was a lot of failures; she was highly
dissatisfied with her Me; she could no longer cry even when she wanted
to; she did not have a good appetite and had lost more then fifteen
p o n d s due to being ill. Her negative score on the last item was related
to her pregnancy rather than to her senial abuse issues.
The result of the Beliefs Assoüated with Childhood Semai Abuse
(BACSX) (Appendix F) indicated Betty did not have clinically significant

distorted beliefs in relation to her experiences of childhood sexual
abuse. Her highest scored item on the inventory was "it is dangerous
to get close to anyone because they always betray, exploit and hurt
you". This may reflect a possible reason for her total score being sa
low. Since Betty was experiencing difficulties ~vithher ChÏld and Famdy
SeMces social worker, she may have thought the information would be

used against her and therefore did not want to risk expressing her t m e
thoughts or feelings. Due to the unavailability of the post-test scores
there was no rvay to verify or support this hypothesis. The result of the
Solution Focused Recovery Scale suggest that Betty's perception of her
heaiing progress was high in the pre-test.

Closinn Sessions

Due to Betty's stated pregnancy complications she did not r e m
for a terrnination session, and post-test scores were not available.

Case Example-Client D-"Tory"

Tory was referred to Elizabeth FUll Counselling Centre (EHCC) by the

Women's Post Treatment Centre (WPTC). She had contacted WPTC
requesting services for child s e w a l abuse but they were unable to

accommodate her for at least eight months. Due to their long waiting
List it was recommended she contact Elizabeth Hill Counselling Centre.

Client biography
Tory is a rniddle aged woman of aborigtnal descent, with two young
adult children and an adolescent child. Tory's mother died in a house

fire when she (mother) was in her forties, and her father died of a heart

attack in his early 50's. Tory had 8 siblings (three girls and five boys),
four of whom had different fathers. One of Tory's sisters is now
deceased. Both of Tory's parents suffered from alcoholism and her

father was also abusive towards Tory's mother.
Tory was taken from her family at the age of five and sent to

residential school. She was not able to visit her parents over the
holidays und she reached the age of eleven years. During the school

terms Tory continued to attend residential school until she was fifteen

years old.
When Tory was able to return home for visits (at the age of eleven),

she continued to wimess her father's abusive behavior towards her
mother. Her mother did not drink when Tory was a young child, but she

began drinking more heavily over time, as her husband's beatings
became more severe. Tory had mernories of her mother trying to hide

from her father in order to avoid the beatings.
4 s her mother continued to

dnnk as a way to cope, she also began

staying away from home which resulted in the neglect of her children.

Their father was also neglectful and often took the chüdren to unsafe
places in ~vhichother adults were drinking.
A year after leaving residential school Tory began sniffing solvents

which she later gave up for alcohol. Tory had attended several alcohol
and drug weatment centres throughout her life.
Tory is a mother of three children. Two are young adults and one is

an adolescent. Two of her children now live with her. Throughout
Tory's adult Me she has been involved in several abusive relationships.
The cycle of violence and addiction continued in Tory's farnily which

resulted in the neglect of her own children, her continued victimization,

and the victimization of her children. One of Tory's sons is very violent
and on one occasion he had threatened her life while under the

influence of alcohol. This occurred when Tory claimed she hit "bottom".
When her son physicaUy abused her she realized she had to quit or she
tvould end up dead. At the time we began therapy Tory had been sober
for nineteen months.

Tory was on social assistance during therapy, and lived in an
aparaent with her trvo children and male cornpanion. Due to financial
constraints Tory had spent many days lining up at food banks in order

to feed herself and her children. There were times when Tory reported
that she couid not travel to downtown for counselling because she did
not have enough bus fare.

Description of Difficulty

Tory believed she may have been se'nially abused during her
childhood but had no mernories of the abuse during the onset of

treatrnent. Prim to attending her first session at EHCC she had been
attenàing a self-help incest survivors group in the basement of a
church, u;blch she found helpful. As a child Tory had w h e s s e d her
mother being beaten by her father and had d s o been a victim of
violence in her adult life.

Presenting Issues/Concerns
Although Tory did not have any mernories of child sexual abuse she

claimed that she "felt" like she was abused and wanted to attend
counseLLing in order to explore further her feelings. When 1 asked Tory

what gave her the feeling she was abused she claimed that she was
repulsed by any sexual contact she had with her male partner. in
addition to her repulsion to sc,u Tory claimed that pnor to attending

treatment she fdt her parmer raped her because he did not hsten to
her when she told h i .she was not interested in having seu. She was
emotionally distraught as she talked about the experience.

Goals

The first goal of treatment was to establish a therapeutic alliance
with Tory. She needed to feel safe and accepted if she \vas to find the

answers she needed in order to heal. This was done by giving Tory the
opportunity to explore her thoughts and feelings for believing why she

may have been se-wally abused as a child.
The second goal was to allow Tory the opportunity to discuss her

relationship with her male partner, and safety issues with regards to the
relationship. It was also apparent that Tory had endured many losses

in her life and therefore it was important that she have the opportunity
to begin grieving some of those Zosses during our time together.

Treatment Process and Lntervention Strategies
Following our first meeting Tory retumed and filled out the pre-test

measures. During the remainder of the session Tory discussed her
unsatisfying relationship with her male ''fnendW
. She disclosed that &ter

she told him she did not want to have SCY he forced himself on her.
She indicated that it felt Like he raped ha. 1 supported her feelings by
reflectuig back to her, her understanding that "no means no". \lien she

confronted hirn a few days later he replied "1 thought you wanted it

because you didn't stop me". O n another occasion, when she refused
to have sex with him,he told her "you just want sorneone to beat you

up". Tory continued to share how hurt she felt by his cornments and

expressed ambivalence about continuhg the relationship. 1continued
to validate Tory's feelings throughout the session.
For the next few sessions w e contlliued to discuss relationship
issues. During our third session Tory discussed her farnilg of origin. As
a young child Tory recalled watching a man \va.Ik towards

an outhouse

where her mother was passed out. She was standing close by and
remembered yelling at the man to leave her mother alone. Four of
Tory's siblings had different fathers and, therefore, 1 suspected that

her mother may have been raped at least once, and possibly in front of
Tory. Before finishing our session 1 asked Tory to do a homework

assignment. The assigrment was to write a letter to herself from her

future self (Dolan, 1991). This was suggested in order to instil hope

within Tory that healing was possible.
At the next session Tory reported that due to the lack of privacy in
her apartment, she found it difficdt to complete the task from the
previous week. Tory stated that after she left the Iast session she was

upset and had cried for her parents. She was surprised at her reaction
because she did not think that she still had unresolved issues regardhg

her parents. This led to a discussion on "crying" and Tory's reluctance
to cry in front of people because of being shamed in the past. She also
stated that "people step on you when you're down".
For the remainder of the session we conünued to discuss f a d y of

origin issues. I asked Tory if there had been a history of sevual abuse

in ber family and she replied that her father had raped her step-sister
when she was an adolescent. in addition Tory believes her brother
sewaUy abused his step-sister while he had guardianship follotving their

rriother's death. Tory initialiy blamed her brother's wife "for not giving

hiril enough seu". She now realizes her response w-as wong and her
sister-in-law was not to blame. 1 utilized Tory's story as an opportunity
to provide information to Tory on issues of sexual abuse, specifically in
regards to where the blame ultimately lies, on the perpetrator and how

women are often b l m e d because of traditional socialization of men

and women.

Tory appeared to be distressed during our next session. Apparently

her daughter and son had a fight which became violent. They both
threw hot coffee on each other and her son held a knife to his sister's
throat. Tory claimed that the same son slashed the top of
Tory's eye lid with a broken beer bottle when he was an adolescent.
She cried as she taked about her cbildren and her inability to stop the
violence within ber Me. 1 validated Tory's feelings and emphasized the
importance of establishg a "bottom line" and developing a safety plan
for herself and her daughter. We then spent time discussing what a
safety plan might entail. Tory continued to struggle with boundary

issues in regards to her children. Her guilt for not being there when her
children were younger continued to interfere with her ability to stick to
her "bottom line".
Following our discussion on developing a safety plan I asked Tory to

choose a rock from the various rocks 1 had set out on the table. The

rock was to be a symboiic reminder that Tory had corne dong way in
the last couple of years. After she chose a rock 1 asked her why she
chose the one sbe did and she replied, "it wasn't to big or to srnail, it
represented getting half way there". Within the session Tory shifted

from feeling helpless and hopeless about her future to acknowledging

that it was hope that had got her this far.
During the next session Tory discussed her own physical and

emotional abuse of her daughter. She claimed that she treated her
daughter more harshly tha. she did her sons. As she shared her story

her eyes fiUed hith tears. This lead into a discussion of the violence
and addictions Tory wïtnessed as a child.
Tory had two different ways of evaluating her parent's drinkùig
behaviours. One way was to judge her mother's drinking harshly and

blame her mothers tictimization on her drinking behatior. The second
way was to excuse her father's abusive behavior because of his

drinking. At this point in Tory's healing she, like many survivors, over
identifïed rvith the perpetrator and blamed the victim. She blamed her

mom for getting beaten because she drank and minimzed her father's
abuse because he was drinlang.
Tory recalled a time when she was approximately trvelve and her

mother took her and her two siblings to Brandon where their father was
in jail at the time. Their mother told them to wait on a city bench for

her and that she would be right back. She never retunied. Her eyes
filled with tears and I asked her how she felt recalling the image and she
replied "1 feel sad for themn. I repeated my question and she again said
"1 feel sorry for my brother and sister and me" and she ended by
stating " 1 feel sad for men. In order to

enhance Tory's emotiond self-

awareness 1 often asked her what her emotional response was and

where in her body she felt the response. The previous statement was

significant for Tory since she often stniggled with expressing how she

felt. Following a gentle prompt Tory was able to verbaüze her sadness.
Following Tory's story of abandonment she expressed fnistration at

not having any memories of child sexual abuse. I ernphasized that she
continue to trust her instinct and in addition, 1 gave her a handout from
the Courage to Heal(1988) about women who had no memories of
abuse. My intention was to validate Tory's experience and help her

understand that she was not done. Many women experienced what she

was experiencing.
Tory did end up reading the article for the next week and found it

very helpful. During this session Tory agreed to do the self-portrait
activity (Bell-Gadsby and Siegenberg, 1996).

She drew a representation

of herself as a child, herself in the present and herself in the future. in
Tory's first picture she drew hersa as a young chiid in residential

school wearing her uniform. She described herself as very shy and self-

conscious. Her cheeks were red and she appeared very boxed in,
everything was square. Her second picture was of a flower which

emerged from under a rock which was struggling to reach towards the

sun. She explained that the flower couId go either way, it could flourish
or it could die because it was not getting enough sun. The third picture
\vas a picture of herself as a bird. I t represented freedom. Tory
expressed wanting to be free from her past. An example of being free

kvas being able to let go of her children, letang them do what they

wanted without feeling guüty or responsible.
Over the next few sessions we continued to discuss Tory's
relationship with her male fkïend whom she described as emotionally
controlling. I then suggested we look more carefully at what Tory was

looking for in a rdationship. On a flip chart 1began documenthg the
qualities Tory highlighted as important. 1 asked Tory if her male fkiend

had any of the quaüties she was looking for and she replied "somen.
The second activity involved brainstorming the strengths and

weaknesses of their relationship in order to enhance awareness.
Due to Tory's disinterest in sewal intercourse she often stated that

she could not understand why her partxLer continued to pursue the
relationship. This belîef corresponded Wth Tory's high score on the
BACSA lnventory in which w m e n suMvors often have difficulty

believing a man could care for them without a sesud relationship.

Tory rnissed the next session because she did not have a bus pass.
During the eleventh session Tory arrived reporting that she had read

"Home Comingn by JohnBradshaw and emphasized that she realized
how difficult it was for her to get in touch with her feelings. She

claimed there were never any feelings attached to her mernories, only
Msual images. Tory continued to discuss several traumatic events

which occurred durhg her young childhood years and adult years. Tory

often jumped from reporthg on one experience to reporting on another
within our sessions. This made it difficult to elaborate on any one

event.
During the next session 1 explained to Tory that sometimes when
people discuss difficult subjects they may talk about many things at

once as an avoidance technique. I then asked her if she was aware that
she discussed many things one after the other during our sessions and
she replied "maybebecause I'm avoiding the hurt feelingsn. Tory then
told me about her ex-partner who continued to phone her in the middle

of the night when he was dnink. In the past, she would speak with him
because she felt guilty,but t h i s time she told him not to call her
anymore. Tory was beginning to develop a stronger sense of
boundaries in her personal life.

Tory missed the next two sessions. She retumed the W d week and
Unmediately began discussing several concerns. Tory had been on

welfare for several years and since her daughter was tu-

eighteen in

the spring, she would no longer be considered Tory's dependent.

Therefore under the new wdfare regulations, Tory would receive city
welfare which provided considerably less financial support than she had

previously received with a dependent. Tory had not worked in years
due to her addiction and therefore felt intimidated about looking for a
job. She feared that she might be forced to return to her reserve which

she f d t was not in her best interests. Tory explained that when she
went back to the reserve over the holidays she was afraid that she
would start drinkuig agaùi, but did not 1 reframed her fear as an "ally".

Her fear was a rerninder of the negative impact her past dnnlgng
behavior had on her life, and she agreed. She also stated that her
sister told her she was doing really well and Tory did not want to
disappoint her. She continued by explaiuing that in the past ~velfarehad

always paid her rent and bills and now the responsibihty was f d h g on
her. Tory was afiaid that she might make the wrong choices and go out
drinking instead. I reminded her of the other m e s in which she felt the

urge to drink but overcame her desire and again made the right
choices. She acknowledged this and declared that the anniversary
celebrating her two years of sobriety was fast approaching. 1
attempted to highlight Tory's strengths and resources throughout the

session which appeared to be effective in reducing her fears.
Following our previous session Tory began thinking of her future.

She explained that she wanted to go back to school and get a social
work degree. She went to the University of Manitoba to speak with an
advisor in order to find out the prerequisites for the social work

program. In addition she signed up for upgrading classes. Tory
continued by stating "1 realized 1 could be a nurse's aide but 1 donPt
want to be just that, 1 want to do something 1 liken. Tory emphasized

that she knew it was not possible in the near future but "maybein the

next five years". Tory then asked me if school was hard and this gave
me an opportunity to disdose my own educational experiences with

Tory. 1 felt that this session was hopeful and inspuing. Not only was
Tory able to contemplate her future but she w7as also reaListic in

regards to how long it might take her to acbieve her goals.

The folloiving session Tory arrived appearing flustered and stated
that initially she was not going to attend the session because she had a
fight with her partner and he \vas planning to leave her. She forced

herself to attend anyway. The fight triggered unpleasant mernories

from her past relationships. She shared stories about past abusive
parhiers and I asked her what she continued to be &aid of in the

present? She replied "abuse...rape". 1 asked her if she had been raped
and her eyes filled up with tears and she replied "sortOF. She

continued to disclose an attempted rape incident which occurred when
she was sixteen. She then disclosed a second incident which occurred
while Tory was hitchhikuig with her one year old son. At the tirne of the

incident Tory was on her way to visit the child's father who was jailed in

Brandon. The man that picked her up raped her 1-e

her young son

was present. He then left them both on the side of the road. As she

disclosed her story she wept and stated that she never "sawit as a
rape until recently". 1 vaüdated her story and emphasized that she was

correct and that he had raped her. Apparently Tory blamed hersa for
the rape because she was hitchhiking and she had her son with her. She

was very distraught as she discussed her experience. Shortly after Tory
changed the subject to something less painful. Prior to her leaving 1
asked her how she felt and where in her body she felt it. Tory replied
that she was starting to feel something around her heart area and that
talking about the rapes was painful. Tory highlighted that she has a

tendency to distract herself as a way to cope with uncornfortable

sihiations. She indicated that in the past if she did not want to come
to a counselling session she would have cancelled it, but this time she
did not make that choice, and was glad she chose to come for the

session. She smiled as she artidated this point.

The next week Tory arrived again appearing upset. Apparently Tory
had a sexual encounter with her male partner which tnggered painful

mernories for Tory. She disclosed that she cried for hours and it was
the first time she cried for herself and cried because she wanted to

drink but knew she could not. She was not willuig to Iose ew-ythmg she

gained in the last two years. Tory then disdosed additional stories of
abuse she endured as a young adult. She was raped by her sister's

husband when she was twenty and sexually exploited by an uncle as a
young adult. As she conthued sharing her stories Tory explaineci that

she often feared her own anger and was afraid she might tuni into her

father. Tory continued by disclosing two traumatic events in whkh her
father was abusing Tory's mother. On both occasions Tory could only
remember half of what actually happened. I believe that due to the
traumatic nature of the event Tory dissociated as a way to survive the
ordeal.
Over the foiiowing week Tory discussed the content of our session
w i t h ber sister. She told her sister about the memory of their mother

being dragged off the bed and explaiaed to her sister that she had no
rnemory of what followed. Her sister who was also present at the time
of the abuse, confirmed that their father had raped their mother in
front of them. Apparently this occurred on other occasions as well. 1
asked Tory how she responded to her sister's disclosure and she
replied " 1\vas shocked. She had a difficult time envisionhg her dad as
someone who would do such a thing, but replied "1 believe it". I then
asked her if she felt she was any doser to her original question of
whether she was senially abused as a child, and she replied 'it is
becoming clearer". She started to realize that witnessing the rape of
her mother could be considered sexual abuse. 1 asked her to identify
at what point she realized being a witness to her mother being raped

could be considered sexual abuse, and she replied 'last night when 1
was reading a segment from the book Courage to Heal (Bass and
Davis, 1988).

The remainder of our sessions revolved around her relationship with

her male partner and her children. Tory continued to stmggle with
boundary issues in her intirnate relationships and her destructive
fantasy life during sexual encounters. In the past the only way Tory

could reach an orgasm was when she had self-destructive fantasies.
We discussed how her self-destructive fantasy life might be connected
to the trauma she experienced as a child and how witnessùig her

mother being raped could effect her present relationships.

In addition we discussed termination issues and whether Tory had
contacted any other agencies in order to continue therapy. Apparently
Tory had already made the appropriate arrangements and would be
attending a group at another agency.
During the final session in which 1 saw Tory we debriefed her group

experience. She expressed feeling insecure in the group but stated that

she would continue attending. Even though she was attending a group
we agreed to continue our sessions until the end of the practicum
which was April, 30th. I reminded Tory that 1would be away for two

weeks at the end of March and that 1 would see her again in early April,
which she agreed. At this time Tory was planning to move but was

unsure of her city destination, therefore I could not get an address or
new phone number prior to our break. This was the last session I saw
Tory. Apparently she called me whüe 1 was away and asked the

administrative person if she was suppose to corne in for an
appointment. She was rerninded that I was away. She left her old

phone number and when I M e d to reach her upon my retum the number
was disconnected. I beiïeve that Tory, like many survivors, would have
found it to difficult to terminate and therefore decided to avoid the

termination process altogether.

Pre-test and Post-test Scores

Due to Tory's early termination and the break in our regular
meetings, the post-test scores were not colIected. The pre-test data

from the Trauma Sequelae indicated that Tory was experiencing
symptoms consistent with post-traumatic disorder. InîtiaUy Tory

indicated that she had no memories of sekual abuse therefore she
responded to the Trauma Sequelae in relation to a traumatic event
whkh exluded s e u d abuse. The revised version of the Trauma
Sequelae requests that the client respond to the questions in reference
to a sexual abuse experience, therefore the measurement could not be

used for the purpose of this practicum.

The pre-test results of the Beck Depression uiventory (Appendix E)
suggested that Tory was severely depressed. Her pre-test score was
3 1. In regards to individual items in the pre-test Tory perceived herself

as failllig in her life, and as someone who was being punished. She felt

initated al1 the tirne, found that she could not make decisions in her
üfe, believed that she had permanent changes in her appearance that
made her look unattractive, had trouble sleeping, felt tired from doing
aLmost anything,had no appetite, and had no interest in sex Her
perception of self-blame, her inabitity to make decisions and disinterest

in seu was consistent with my cIinical observations. One of the Wst
syrnptoms Tory discussed during the assessrnent phase was her
disinterest in sex with her partner.
The results of the Belief s Associated with Childhood Semal Abuse
(Appendi,,F) indicated that Tory had signitïcant clinically distorted
beliefs. Her pre-test score was forty seven. On the individuai items
Tory scored high on the following: no man couid be tcusted, I must have
permitted sex to happen because 1 was not forced into it, 1 don't have

the right to deny my body to any man who demands it, I must have been
seductive and provocative when I was young, and it is dangerous to get
to dose to anyone because they always betray, exploit or hurt you. In

particular Tory's score on her perception of self-blame and self-worth
was consistent with my clinical observations. For example, she could
not understand how her male partner would stay with her when she
refused hirn sex Tory believed that men only wanted her for sex
Therefore she was frequently suspicious of her partner's motives for
staying with her.

Tory responded negatively to "enjoys lovemaking" and "initiates
lovemaking" in the pre-test of the Solution Focused Recovery Scale

which was consistent with Tory's presenting concems during the
beginning phase of treaûnent.

Case Example-Client E-JiU
Jill was transferred intmaiiy from another therapist working at the

Elizabeth Hill Counselling CenWe (EHCC). She was tramferreci because

her therapist was leaving and Jiii wanted to continue with individual

counseiling in order to work on her sexual abuse issues. Jiii is a
caucasian woman in her mid menties and a mother of three. JUwas
sexuaüy abused by her father during her chilcihood.

Client biography
JilL was the eidest daughter of three children. She had trvo younger

sisters both of whom are now adults. Jill grew up in a W o parent farnily.
JiH remembers being afraid of her father and recalied him being abusive

in various ways towards his family. She described him as "living the
single Me as a marrïed man". JiLi was sexualiy abused by her father until
she was approximately nine years old. Apparentiy the second eldest

chiid was also sexuaiiy abused by her father. Her youngest sister lives
out of province and Jifl does not know if she was sexuaUy abused.

According to Jill her father had a good relationship with his parents
during his childhood. When Jiü was a teenager her aunt disclosed that

her brother (Jitl'sfather) had sexually abused her as a child. Her aunt's

disclosure was ignored and J u s father stopped t a m g to his sister for
trvo y e n s following the disdosure.

Jïii described her mother as 'someone who did not Like to hear any
bad news"and who is quite secretive about her past. Jiii's mother grew

up in an alcoholic home in which both of her parents were verbally
abusive towards each other. Jill indicated that she preferred the
Company of her maternai grandparents over her patemal grandparents

even though they were verbaüy abusive towards each other. Both Jill's

maternai grandparents have passed away and her paternal
grandparents are stiU living.
JU and her youngest sister were considered the "rebels"within the
famüy and the middle child was seen as the "good one". Jïii completed

her hÏgh school and continued on to get her healthcare aide certificate
as a young adult with Little support from her family.

Pnor to treatment Jiii had two young children, both under the age of
three years. During the course of treatment JU became pregnant 14th

her third child. JiU has been in a relationship with a man for the last
couple of years. He is the father of her children and their relationship

has been unstable since its inception. In the last year her partner has

waiked out on her three times promising never to corne back. Each
time he had retwned &ter approximately a week. A few months before

we ended our counselhg sessions her parmer Ieft again and still had
not retumed when treatment ended.
Jiu is employed on a casual basis. When she first started attending

counsehg she was coming off of her maternity leave and had

anticipated taking more time off due to the arrivai of her third child.

Description of Difficulty
Jill reported suffering from symptoms that are consistent Mth

survivors of incest She disclosed that her father had seniaDy abused

her as a child. Her most vivid memories of the abuse are at age nine,
although she suspects the abuse began even earlier as she suffered

from chronic bladder infections as a young child. After her father
stopped sexuaüy abusing her he became more verbally abusive towards
Jill, often calling her "fat"and "lazy". As an adolescent Jill disclosed to

her doctor that she had been sewally abused by her father. Her doctor
asked her if "shehated him" and she replied ÿ e s w . That was all he said
and he never brought up the incident again. Jü1 thinks he may have told

her mother but nothing, to her knowledge was done about it.

Presenting Issues/Concerns
At the beginning of counselling JUwas put on medication by her
family doctor for nxiety due to depression and for fier sleep
disturbance. By our fourth session her medication had been increased

slightly. JiU presented with relationship difficulties. She explaineci that

she felt Like "giving up and waikïng out of the relationship for goodn.
She explained that she experienced "fits of rage" because she believed
her boyfriend was cheating on her. Her family doctor suggested Ji11

discuss what triggered her rage with her counsellor. As m7e explored
this in more detail a pattern emerged. Pnor to 10 pm Jill recalied that

she usually had a tendency to get down on herseIf when she and her
partner sat down to watch TV in the early part of the evening. She
constmtly compared herself with other women on TV and thought her

partner was fantasizing about the women cn TV. This negative seif-talk
wouid fuel her feelings of rage tvhich usually began around ten o'clock in

the evenùig. Another point at which JiU became enraged was while her

partner had a bath. Apparently her own abuse had often occurred in
the bath tub.

Goals

The first goal was to develop a therapeutic relationship with Jili and
monitor her suicide ideation. Secondly, it was important that Jill have

the opportunity to disclose her abuse and, finally, to break the silence
which had cloaked her life thus far. It was also apparent that Jill needed

to become more aware of her negative self talk and the source of the
negative ta& in order ta deal with her rage. The finai goal was to
educate Ji11 on the effects of sexual abuse in order to "norxnalize"her
e-xperiences and decrease her self-blame.

Treatment Process and Intervention Strategies

Our sessions began with an intake session, foilow-ed by a session

in which JiU fiüed out the pre-tests. Prior to our third meeting 1c a e d Jill
on the phone because 1was concemed about her scoring high on the
Beck Depression hventory for suicide ideation. I asked her whether she
was at risk in hurting herself and she replied "no". When she arrived at

our ne- meeting 1 had Ji11 sign a suicide contract in tvhich she agreed to
keep herself safe between sessions. JiU reported that she would never
commit suicide because of her chîidren. I aiso gave Jiu the number for
the crisis line at W C
wbich she was encouraged to use if the need

arose. We reviewed the contract over the next few sessions utii such
time we both felt it was no longer necessary.
Following Jili's description of her difficulties and a brief history of
her f d y of origin, JiU disdosed that her mother cared for her sister's
young child during the week. The chiid was cared for in her

grandmother's home and the abuser \vas in and out of the house during
the course of the day. Due to my legal obligation to report suspected
child abuse 1was required to report this arrangement to Child and

Family Services. I reniinded JÏlL of my Legal obligation and she appeared
to understand.
When we met again Jill explained that she had disclosed to her sister
for the first üme that her father sexually abused her. Apparently her

sister responded in a positive way and disclosed that she was aiso
abused by their father. Her sister told Jill that she would no longer take

her child to be cared for at at her parent's home. When I aslced Jill how
she feIt receivïng such a positive response, she replied "good". She

was glad they had the opportunïty to share their abuse experiences
wïth one another.

During the fifth session I asked Jill to tell me as much as she felt 1
needed to know about the abuse, and only as much as she was
cornfortable sharing with me. Jill explained that the abuse occurred at

night when her mother \vas out playing bingo. Her father took Jill from
her bed at night and made her watch pomographic videos with him. As

he forced her to watch the videos he often told her that 'This is what
your not suppose to watch. After the pomographic videos ended he

often directed Jill to assist him with his bath and or go to his bedroom

where he continued to abuse her. As she disclosed her abuse she

appeared agitated. Shortly after, she changed the subject and 1 did not
push Jill to dîsclose any more then she was cornfortable sharing. At the
end of the session 1 congratulated Jill on her hard work.

By our next session Jiil claimed that her relationship with her partner
had deteriorated and that if things did not irnprove she was planning to
leave him by the end of the month. At one point she claimed things
would only change if a miracle happened. 1 the. asked her a short

version of the miracle question (Dolan 1991). If a miracle happened
over night how would things be different for you? She would feel better
about herself, she would trust people more (particuiarly men),she
would not feel threatened when her partner went out and she would not

constantly compare herself to other women. She then shared an

evperience she had while sitting in the waiting room of EHCC in which

she immediately disliked someone she saw. She felt guilty about her
feelings because she did not knoiv this person but had made

judgments about her. 1 attempted to reframe her experience by
suggesting that she utilize her judgments as learning opportunities. As
1 asked her various questions regarduig the woman in the waitïng room,

Ji11 realized that the woman reminded her of her partner's ex-wife. The

thought of her parmer's ex-wife reminded JiU of the discomfort she
experienced each time her partner went out late at night. Jü1 concluded

that when her partner went out at night she was reminded of her father

who continued to have extra marital affairs during her childhood.
During our seventh session we continued to discuss Jiu's reaction
towards her partner when the7 watched TV. Jill reveaied that she felt
her partuer wanted the women on the TV and not her. She then
changed the subject and deciared that her partner did not care for her
when she got si&. 1 asked her how she was Weated as a child when she

was si&.

Apparently bladder infections were cornmon during her

childhood and on one occasion she was very sick and her father
refused to take her to the hospitai. Jill and her mother were forced to
take a cab. I t was d m g this session that Jiu began to connect the
bladder infections she had as a child to her father's se'lrual abuse.
1 began the ne* session w i t h a Song by Suzanne Vega called "Bad

Milsdom". After listening to the song,

Jiu discussed her relationsbip

with her mother and how her mother was unable to support her when
she was being abused by her father. Ji11 believes after she disclosed
the abuse to her doctor, her doctor told her mother. Apparently, her

aunt asked Jill if she was t e h g the truth about the abuse and Jill
believes the only way the aunt would have known was if her mother had
told her. Even after Ji11 confirmed the abuse, nothing was done. Jill

continued to struggle with the issue of why her mother chose to stay
with the perpetrator after she found out that he was sexual abusing

their daughter.

Following each session I encouraged Ji11 to partiapate in a self
nurturing activity between sessions. W e brainstormed various activities

she enjoyed and she was to pick at least one between each session.

Jiu missed our next session because she was delayed a t her
doctor's office. The same day she c a e d me sounding very distressed

and daimed that she was pregnant. We set up another appointment
because she was not f e e h g able to corne in that day. Our next session
revolved around her relationship with her partner. Jîil was also taken
off her medication due to the pregnancy. She had to see a specialist in

order to find out whether the baby had been harmed by the medication
at which point she had to make a decision of whether to continue or

terminate the pregnancy. It was eventuaUy determined that the baby
\vas hedthy and Jill chose to continue Wth the pregnancy.
Jill arrived at our next session but did not have much to Say. She

appeared nervous and her foot was shaking. 1 asked her what her foot
was trying to tell her- She laughed nervously and replied "Ben always

rnakes comments about my foot shaking, he gets mad at night because
I have to shake rny foot to get to sleep". I asked her if she felt nervous

and she replied "yes". U%en I asked if she knew why, she replied "it is
silentn. We then explored what silence meant to her and she revealed
that when people were silent she felt they were mad at her because

when she is rnad she gets silent I then asked her if she thought 1 was

mad at her because of the silence and she said "now.1also asked if
she was mad at me and again she said "non. I then asked Jill how she

would know if therapy was useful? She replied "1 won't be so amdous in
the eveningn. She stated

that her amiety cornes up like "dock work, it's

like an alarm clock going off". I then did an m e t y rating scde (Dolan,
1991)with Jill in order to assist her in monitoring her anxiety. The scale
ranged from not amdous to severely mxious. On the scale 1asked her

where she positioned herself at present and she replied moderately

anxious. She would see a change if she mowd fiom moderate d o r a to
somewhat amüous. JiU defined moderately anxious as "overwhelmed
with noise in the house, feeling like she wants to run, becomes angry

when partner takes long bath, irritable and unable to concentraten. JiU
stated that she becomes angry with her partner when he takes a bath

because she thinks he is masturbating and that he would rather
masturbate than have seu with her.

Jiu clairned that in the past she had

burst into the bathroom while her partner was b a t h g and accused him

of masturbating. She then feels remorseu for her behavîor. In

addition, Jill has difficulty with her ability to concentrate. She use to be

able to read a book but now is unable to focus. She fùids it difficult
being in another room than her partner because she constantly worries

about what her partner is doing and /or watchhg on television.
Jill defined somewhat amdous as, "allowing her partner to have a

bath without being concerned that he is masturbating, being able to

read a book in another room without being overly concerned about

what her p m e r is doing, not feeling ovenvhelmed or like rumîng". Jill
highlighted that if she no longer felt concerned about whether her
parmer was masturbating during his b a t h and did not barge in on him

she would recognize significant change. We continued to use this scale
periodically throughout our sessions together.

The following session was devoted to discussing JiU's relationship
with her partner. She then did not show up for her next appointment

and did not phone to cancel. 1 had not heard from Jiii for almost two
weeks and c d e d her to find out if she was going to make her next
appointment, which she did.
By the thirteen session JiU, her partner and the chüdren were getting

ready to move into a house at the end of the month. We started the
session by discussing the move. On the anxiety scale Jill had dropped

down to somewhat mxious. When we first started using the scale Jill's
goal was to reach somewhat amdous and by this session she had

achieved this goal. When I asked her what had changed, she replied
that she did not feel as amdous because she was too busy packing for
the moire. She also felt tired more easily because of the pregnancy

therefore she did not have extra energy to fight or worry. ApparentIy
Jill reaiized it took to much energy to try and control her paroiergs

behavior so she decided it was no longer worth the effort. During the
past week her partner had a bath and although she thought he was
masturbating she did not barge in the bathroom. She stated that it did
not bother her as much because she knew he was not with anyone and
therefore she was able to stop the negative self-talk.
Upon arriva1 at her next session jill claimed she had nothing to Say.
Jill's behavior during sessions seemed to alternate between mxiety and
talkativeness to an opposite where she appeared tired, distant, and
virtudly silent. My observation of these ememes led into a discussion
on the types of coping skiUs Jill utilized as a teenager. 1 asked her how
she sun-ived as a younger child and she repried that most of the time
she was scared of her father because he had a bad temper except
when he was sexually abusing her. At this point she becarne tearfül.
When 1 asked what was happening in the moment, Jill stated that she did
not think she \vas ''normal" because she was not scared of her father
during the abuse. 1 validated JiU's observation by confirrning that it

makes sense that she w-ould not be scared of her father if he was
behaving less threatening during the abuse in contrast to every other
time in which he appeared threatening to Jill. She then indicated that as

children, every time t h e h father came home, jill and her siblings would
hide because they were afraid of him. She indicated that at the age of
nine or ten she told her father not to touch her and he stopped. She

blamed herself for not saying "no"earlier because she felt she could
have prevented ber own abuse. As Jill shared her story 1 explauied to
Jill the power difference between a child and a grown man and that his

reasons for stopping had Little to do with her. Whether she said "non
earlier probably would have been ineffective. Jill stated that she

suspected he may have started abusing her younger sister which 1

agreed was a possibility.
Jill did not attend her nexz meeting and did not retum my phone
c d s . At

this point I was not sure if Jiu would r e m . It was over a

month before 1 heard from Jill again. In early December, Jill recontacted
the office and wanted to attend a session. Just prior to Jill's session
she called to cancel because she could not get a babysitter so 1 told

her to bring her kids with her. During the session Jill discussed the
deterioration of her relationship with her partner. Apparently he had

left t e r and she felt it was for good this tirne. Prior to their breakup the

family had moved into their new house and now Jill could no longer

afford the rent on her o~vn.Although JiU expressed feeling scared and
alone, she did emphasize that since he was gone her concentration had
improved to the point that she could now read a book. The remainder
of the session was utilized to discuss her present circumstances and

her plans for the future.
When Jill arrived for our 16th session her partner had retumed.

Therefore I decided to ask Jill about her missed sessions over the

month of November. She responded that she tbought she was getting
better, and therefore did not need to attend anymore. She later

realized that things were not getang better and that she wanted to
continue with counselling. W e also decided that meeting once a week
w~uld
be adequate since Jill had progressed since our initial sessions.
Jill cancelled the next two sessions. When she retumed in January
once again her parmer had left the family only to r e m a week later. Jiu

began blaming herself for his leaving although as she contulued to
ctiscuss the situation she reaüzed that he was also responsible for the

clifficulties in the&relationship. Jill realized each time he left she felt a
little stronger and could actually envision her life without him, and it
being "ok". This was a positive step for Jill. Her partaer had left her

several times since they had been together and usually when she
believed she most needed him, for example, during her pregnancy with

her first child, and durùig Christmas.
Jill çmcelled her ne* session and again I did not h e u from her for
several weeks. When Jïll retunied she told me that she had left her

parmer three weeks pretiously. It was the first time she had ever left

lm. Jill and her children had moved into a new apartment and her
partner was no longer in contact with thent

Due to the many changes in JWs life it was difficult to continue

working on her sexual abuse issues. JiU was liwïng from crisis to crisis

and therefore required interventions which were supportive in nature.

Our remaining sessions consisted of building on Jill'sresources,
supporting Jill in dealing with the loss of her parmer, assisting Jill in
planning for the arriva1 of her new baby and giving her emotional
support, and assisting Jill in setüng up counselling opportunities in

anticipation of termination of our sessions together.

CIosinn Sessions

Prior to termination Jill contacted another agency on her own behalf.
She was put on a eight week waîting list. Two weeks prior to our

sessions ending, Jill appeared to be having difficulty wîth termination.

JZi explained that she felt she was being abandoned when she most
needed support. Although my practicum ended on April30th,I decided
to

extend my work with Jill for an extra four weeks, or until she gave

birth. When we terminated Jü1 s t ü l had not heard from the other agency.
I then spoke with the counsellor at Elizabeth W Counselling Centre who

had worked with Jill previously and she agreed that she could meet with

Jill if the need arose prior to Jill's acceptance uito the other program.

Pre-test and Post-test Scores

The pre-test data from the Trauma Sequelae indicated that Jill was

experiencing symptoms consistent with post-traumatic stress disorder.
The post-test data suggested that Jill continued to experience PTSD but
experïenced some changes in the symptomatology. In particular, JiU no
longer felt the mernories of her abuse intruded on her He. Although in
the post-test she was more distressed when reminded of her

euperïence following treatment than she had been prior to treatment.
Jill no longer felt cut off from others, no longer felt emotionally numb,

no longer felt pessirnistic about her future and w-as no less interested
1li things which use to be important to her. She also perceived herself

as sleeping better, and she esperienced an improvement in her ability
to concentrate. The improvement in her concentration was consistent
with my clinical observations. During the course of treatment Jiil

claimed that if she could concentrate long enough to finish reading a
book she would notice a decrease in her amiety level. Her
concentration improved to the point that she \vas able to read a book

from cover to cover. in addition, Ji11 no longer felt watchfui or on
guard and she no longer felt that she was reacting physicaily to things
that reminded her of the abuse.

The pre-test results of the Beck Depression Inventory (Appendiu E)
suggest that JWs level of depression decreased substantially over the
course of therapy. Her score decreased from 35 in the pre-test, which
is reflective of someone with severe depression, to 10 in the post-test,

which is reflective of someone who is mildly depressed. in the pre-test
Jill scored above two on pessimism and suicide ideation. A score

higher than two for both of these items may indicate the client is

contemplating suicide. Although Jill had a high score on both these
items she claimed that she would not 2d.l herself because of her

children. In the post-test J u s score on these two items had dropped
significantly. In fact, at termination Jiu had a difficult tirne believing that

her pre-test scores on these two items were so high. In addition to the
previous items, Jill no longer felt she was being punished, she was
disappointed in herself but no longer hated herself, and her body

distortion had improved.

The pre-test results of the Beliefs Associated rvith Childhood Sexual
Abuse (Appendix F) indicated that Jill had clinically distorted beliefs in
relation to her experiences of chüd sexual abuse. Although her pre-test
score decreased from thirty-file to a post-test score of six The most
drastic changes following treatment occurred in how she perceived
herself: she no longer believed that she was worthless and bad. Her

level of self-blame decreased, she was more concerned about her well
being and she no longer felt that only "bad and worthless guys" were

interested in her.
The result of the Solution Focused Recovery Scale suggest that JWs

perception of her healing progress improved in most areas of her life

except in her ability to initiate conversation with acquaixrtances and

strangers.
Case Example-ment F- Sabrina

Sabrina was self-refened to the Elizabeth W CounseIlïng Centre

(EHCC)for childhood sexual abuse. Sabrina is a woman of aboriginal
descent and is the mother of wo children.

ment biography
Sabrina was born on a reserve in Manitoba. Both her parents are
stiU alive and reside under the same roof with six of their grown
children and several of th& grandcbildren. Sabrina's two children

rem-

under the care of their grandparents on the reserve. Sabrina

does not have a place of her own and therefore lives a eansitory life,

moving between her parent's house and the city.
Sabrina's father drank during her childhood and was both physically
and verbally abusive towards her and her siblings. She remembered
being struck by her father with various objects. On one occasion her

father hit her with a "twoby four".
Sabrina was sexually abused several times during her childhood. As

an adult, Sabrina disclosed to her mother that she was sexually abused
and her mother responded by 'laughingn and dismissing her experience.
As Sabrina got older she began to use alcohol as a way to cope with

her trauma and although she continued to drink she realized it no
longer had the numbing effect it once had.
Sabrina now lives in the city and moves back and forth between her
cousin's and boyhiend's place.
Description of D i f f i d t y

Sabrina was self-referred to Elizabeth Hill Counselling Centre for
child sexual abuse. She was sexually abused by an uncle, cousin and
gang raped by five males during her childhood.

Presenting Issues/Concerns
During her childhood Sabrina was raped twice by an uncle. She was
se.nrally abused by a cousin at the age of thirteen, and gang raped by

five males at the age of fifteen. A week before Sabrina arrived for her

first session she was raped by someone she met at a bar.
Sabrina was still using drugs and alcohol as a coping strategy during

our time together. She needed to l e m more effective ways in which to
deal with her past and cope with life stresses in general . Sabrina had

difficulties setting personal boundaries and had a tendency to put
herself in potentially unsafe situations, for example she stayed

overnight at a stranger's house (someone she met in the bar a few
hours prior).
As an adult Sabrina continued to experience flashbacks of her

uncle raping her, parîicularly during sexual intercourse wiîh her lover.
As Sabrina disclosed this information her whole body shook and she
said "1 feel gross". Sabrina continued by stating that she faked

orgasms and left her body during intercourse which she was very
concerned about. Sabrina aiso stated that she had difficulty
eupressing anger and that she usu;iUv kept it bottled up inside.
Goals
Due to Sabrina's continuing struggle with alcohol 1 did not feel she

had the emotional strength to deal tvith her sexual abuse. 1 felt it would
be more beneficial for Sabrina to get her addiction under control
before delving into her child sexual abuse issues. Therefore Sabrina
was referred to an alcohol and h g treatment cenme. In order to
support Sabrina 1 decided that 1 would continue to see her on a weekly
basis untü she was accepted into the treatment program. Due to
Sabrina's apparent need for support 1 set up another appointment.

Treatment Process and Intervention Strategies
Sabrina amved, with her boyfriend, forty-five minutes early for her
intake session. Her boyfriend did not participate in the intake session.
As I discussed the practicum she became teary eyed and began
disclosing her abuse history. She disclosed that she had been raped

the Sunday prior to our first meeting by someone she had met at a bar.
The police were notified but she was unsure if she was going to charge
hirn. Sabrina continued to disclose the sexual abuse she experienced as

a child and the lack of support she received from her mother. Sabrina
stated that she had a history of d m g and alcohol abuse but no longer
felt that it made her feel any better, she stated "1 still thïnk about what
happened to me". When I asked her if she continued to use alcohol as
a coping strategy she replied "no".

Prior to our next meeting Sabrina called and requested that 1 get her
into a treatment centre for her drinking problem. Apparently she met
with a family member who herself was going for treatment. This farnily

member was able to convince Sabrîna that she required assistance with
her drug addiction. Sabrina then expressed an interest in attending the
same treatment centre with this family rnember. I then contacted the
treatment centre and requested Sabrina be admitted at the same time
as her support person. Unforhrnately this was not possible and Sabrina
had to tvait until the next intake date.

During our next session Sabrina again arrived forty-five minutes
early. She discussed her stay at her parent's house and her concerns
regarding the younger children living there. She felt that the children

were being neglected in spite of the fact that there were several a d d t s
living in the sarne house. Sabrina also stated that her father slept in the

same room as his adult daughter and her foster child, while his wife

slept in another room. 1 reminded Sabrina of my legal obligation to
report suspected child abuse and told her 1 would have to call CFS

because of my concem regarding the younger chilchen in the house. We
agreed I would m&e the c d . Sabrina contùiued by disclosing that she
was abused by a cousin at the age of 13 and recded her aunt telling

her that she witnessed Sabrina's brother sexually abusing her (Sabruia)

when she was a child. Sabrina continued to have no mernories of her

brother's alleged abuse. Sabrina and I continued to discuss what \vas
required of her in order to prepare for her admittance into the

treatment centre.
During the fourth session Sabrina discussed her family of orîgin and

the difficulties she was having in her day to day life which resulted from

her sexual abuse history. Particularly distressing to her was her inability
to stay present during sexual intercourse with her boyfriend. She also

experienced flashbacks during intercourse. 1 attempted to normalize

Sabrina's reactions as reflective of someone who had been sewally
abused and suggested to her that her responses were not uncornmon

experiences for sunïivors. We then continued to discuss Sabrina's
evennial admission into treatment and she continued to express an
interest in attending.
Prior to the Christmas break, everything was set up for S a b ~ a ' s

stay at the treamient centre. When I retumed from my holidays 1 called

the neatment centre to follow up on Sabrina's referral and was told
that she had not appeared at the treatment centre. 1 attempted to
contact her at her boyfriend's home and eventually received a letter

ftom her boyfriend stating that they were no longer together and that
he assumed she had retunied to the reserve. I eventually found out
that she had not returned to the reserve and 1had no other leads on

how to contact her. I did not hear from Sabrina again.

Pre-test and Post-test Scores

The pre-test data from the Trauma Sequelae indicated that Sabrina

was evperiencing symptoms consistent with po st-traumatic stress
disorder. Due to S a b ~ a ' earli
s
termination 1 was not able t o coIlect
post-test data on any of the measures.

The results from the Beck Depression lnventory (Appendiu E)
suggested that Sabrina was moderately depressed. Her pre-test score

was twenty one. On individual items Sabrina scored most negatively in

regards to feeling Iike a failure, self-dislike, and somatic preoccupation.
Although Sabrina claimed that she had flashbacks and often left her
body during sexual intercourse,she did not highlight this as a deterrent
to her interest in sex on the Beck Inventory. That is, she did not notice

any recent changes in her interest in s e x due to these symptoms. On

the Solution Focused scale Sabrina responded to enjoying lovemaking
"just a littien.So although Sabrina experienced symptoms and enjoyed

sexual intercourse "just a little", this had not, apparently, interfered
with her interest in sex Although at first glance this may appear
contradictory, a possible explmation may be that Sabrina's interest in
se,u may not be purely physical. Survivors are sexualized at a young

age and therefore having sex

someone ma); be the only way the

survivor knows how to get attention and therefore feel wanted, even
when it is detrimental to their well being (Browme and Finkelhor, 1986).
The results of the Belief Associated with Childhood Sexuai Abuse
(Appendix F) indicated that Sabrina had clinicaLly distorted beliefs in

relation to her experïences of child sexual abuse. Her pre-test score is
nineteen. Sabrina scored highest on the following individual items:
Sabrina perceived herself as seductive and provocative when she was

young, she felt it was dangerous for her to get to close to anyone
because they dways end up hurting, betraying or exploiting her, she f elt
she w o d d have great difficulty leading a normal life and that mostly the

damage was permanent.
The result of the Solution Focused Recovery Scale suggest that

Sabrina's perception in her ability to choose supportive relationships
was low and that she perceived herself as having difficulty in taking
protective measures inside and outside her house.

Again, I was not able to contact Sabrùia aftei the Christmas break

and therefore was unable to acquire post-test scores.

CHAPTERS

CONCLUSION

Student's Learning

In my clinical work with women survivors of childhood sexud abuse 1
have learned how cornplex, sometimes overwhelming, and sometimes
inspiring and hopeful this type of work can be. 1 have not only achieved

the learning goals I orïginally set out for myself (leaming, for example
various techniques relevant to the treaûnent of women who have been
sexually abused as chüdren, and developing an awareness of post
traumatic stress disorder and its relation to chiidhood sexual abuse)
but have accumulated additional leaniuigs as w d . 1 will now conclude
my report by highlighting several of these learnings, including what 1
learned from utilizing the Dynamic Co-Creative Healing Model and

whether time limited treatment was appropriate with my clients.
Being sensitive to timing regarding when to utilize specific

techniques was one of my first learnings. In the initial phase of
treatment with the women 1 did not find the solution focused approach
always effective. For example, during the initial phase of treatment with

Anna (client A) I requested that she do the letter from the future (Dolan,
199 1) activity as homework. When she retumed the following session,1

asked her if she was able to complete the task and she replied that she

was not able to picture herself in the future. Anna was experiencing
what Terr (1995)referred to as "futurelessness".Anna's sexual abuse
experiences had clouded her ability to envision her future self. In
addition Arma often discussed feeling extremely lonely and empty. On

one occasion I constnicted a solution focused loneliness scale in order

to rate her level of loneliness and explore ways in which to decrease
her levelels of loneliness. On the first attempt .Anna participated in the
activity but during future sessions refused to utilize the scale. 1 do not
think Anna was ready to hear solutions but rather 1 believe she rvanted
to have the opportunity to express her pain and have her pain

validated. That is why 1 believe the box of sorrows was so effective

with Anna, -it vaüdated her sorrows. Giving voice to Anna's
pain/sorrow was what was important in her healing, not finding

solutions to her pain, or finding times in which she did not feel the pain
(exceptions).

When I asked Tory (client D) to complete the letter from the future
(Dolan, 1991)activity as homework, she also did not complete the
activity. Tory's response differed from h a ' s in that it was the lack of
privacy in her home which prevented her from completing the activity.

There are many factors in the lives of survivors that influence their

treatment process and progress, factors such as poverty, involvement

in abusive relationships, pregnancies, changing residences, drug and

dcohol abuse, childhood abuse and neglect. For the therapist it was
not only important to highiight how these factors may have impacted
the lives of the women but also what specific dilemmas these factors

presented to the practitioner.
In addition to the lack of privacy Tory experienced in her life, she

was also on financial assistance. It was not uncommon for Tory to
stand in line at the food bank in order to feed her famil).. On occasion
Tory's financial status impacted the therapeutic process due to her

inability to attend her appointments. She did not always have the bus
fare to make it downtown.
Tory was a woman who overcame tremendous obstacles. As a chiid
she had witnessed the severe abuse of her mother at the hands of her

father, was neglected due to her parents' alcohol addiction, was sent to
residential school at the age of five and was not able to see her
parents for six years, was herseif abused by various perpetrators
throughout her Me, and spent over half of her own life addicted to

dmgs and alcohol. By the üme 1 met Tory she had been dmg and

alcohol free for nineteen months and was seeking assistance to heal

from her traumatic past.

in a time of cut backs in which agencies provide few bus tickets, if
any,what is the responsibility of the therapist? How much assistance

should the therapist provide to her clients? Here was a client that

wanted to attend therapy and was working very hard but could not

make a l l of her appoïntments because she did not have enough bus
fare. In this particular situation I chose to provide bus tickets to Tory
because I felt it was in the best interest of my fient. As clinicians work
more and more with clients that have similar hardships this dilemma will
persist and 1 suppose each therapist will have to rnake up her own
rnind.

The issue of who to accept or not accept for treatment was another

dilemma I \vas presented with during the onset of this practicum

project, particularly in regards to Sabrina and Betty (clients F and C).
Sabrina endured tremendous hardships (childhood abuse, neglect,
abusive adult relationships and h g addiction) in her Life and was

voluntaïly seeking therapy in order to deal with her childhood sesuai
abuse. At the time Sabrina first entered my office she was addicted to

dnigs and alcohol and lived a transient Iife style moving back and forth

from the reserve to the city. In working with survivors, the therapist's
first goal is to assist the client in creating safety w i W their living

environment. The drug and alcohol addiction jeopardized Sabrina's

level of safety as did her transient life style. 1 was faced with the

dilemma of whether to accept Sabrina as a volmtary participant of the
practicum, with the knowledge that she lived in an unsafe environment,
or to refuse her service.

h i e n 1originally created the criteria for this project I did not state
that 1 would refuse service on the basis of a woman's addiction unless
it directly influenced the therapy sessions, for euample, if the client

arrived for a session under the influence of alcohol. In this particular
situation 1 did not deny services to Sabrina and she very quickly
realized her need for dnig and alcohol treatment. In fact she called me

on the telephone from the reserve and asked me to assist in referring

her to Pritchard House. One of the key issues in deciding to accept
Sabrina as a participant was that she had voluntarily requested services
which I thought was significant Significant because in spite of her

current smiggles she was reaching out for assistance.
Betty presented me with another d i l e m a in regards to participant

selection. When Betty first anived she appeared angry and stated that

she had felt coerced by Child and Family Services to attend therapy.
Therefore Betty was an involuntary client rather then a voluntary client.
Again 1 was faced with a dilemma, do 1 accept this client if she does not
want to be in treamient, with the hope that she might eventually change

her mind and therefore become voluntary, or do 1 refuse her service

which may potentially make her appear unmotivated to her CFS worker

and potentially make her life more diffïcult.

In Betty's case I explained to her that she had to make her own
decision about participating in the practicum and she stated that she

did want services. 1 felt I had to believe the client's intent although my
"gutfeelings" were tellùig me otherwise. 1 felt that Betty \vas putting in

her time in order to appease her CFS worker. In the end Betty made her
choice and terminated therapy due to her pregnancy. Due to the feeling

of powerlessness many suMvors experience 1 am satisfied that Betty

was able to retain control and make her own decision on termïnatïng
therapy. 1 did not thhk refusing her treamient would have been in her

best interests. 1 believe as therapists we have an obligation to work

with voluntary and hvoluntary clients. For me the key issue in working
with involuntary clients is how long we work with involuntary clients
when they remain adamant that they do not want to be in therapy. Since
every situation is unique, 1 suppose every therapist will have to make up

her own mind in answering this question.

In the initial phase of Qeatment the first task of the therapist is to
build a therapeutic alliance with her client.

In my work with Jill (client E 1,

I was concerned that this alliance would be threatened once she

disclosed that her niece was potentially at risk of being abused by her

grandfather (Jill's father). Athough each woman was toid during the
first session about my legal responsibility to report suspected child

abuse, 1 was concerned Jill may have forgotten and therefore react
negatively to the therapist's actions. For the client,1 assume the first

session is often filled with apprehension and anxiety, and given

this,it is difficult to know how much information the client retains. In
any case, 1 was required by law to report my suspicion and potentially

lose a client. In this particular case the outcome was positive. Jiu was
able to disclose her abuse to her sister, put a temporary stop to her
sister taking her cMd to her parents' home and created an aUy within

her family. Prior to tennination Jill disclosed that her sister had
resumed leaving her daughter at her parents' home and 1 again had to
report my concerns to the proper authority.
Although some chicians may declare that the law is the law and feel
that this issue is fairly straight forward, 1 do not. Attempting to build a
relationship w i t h someone who is already filled 1~1th
fear and
apprehension and then potentially sending them into a further crisis by
reporting suspected abuse can be upsetting for both parties. I do not
suggest that suspected child abuse not be reported but rather felt it

necessary to emphasize the difficulty faced by therapists on this issue.
As my work with these women progressed so did my understanding

of the term CO-creation.In leaming how to CO-createwith clients there

are many challenges for the novice therapist. The foilowing three
examples wIU highlight my success at CO-creatingwith my clients, with
the additional example of an unsuccessful attempt at CO-creatingwith a
client.
When Jill (client E) arrived for her sixth session she appeared

discouraged and claimed that her relationship with her boy-friend had

deteriorated. She contuiued by emphasizing that the only way things
would change was if a miracle occurred. In CO-creating
nith Jill 1listened
to her mistration and responded to what she presented me with,and
that was the question of a miracle. I pursued her invitation by asking

Jill, that if a miracle happened over night how things would be different

for her. Jill responded by stating that she would feel better about

herse, she would trust men more, she would not feel anxious when her
parnier went out, and she would not constantly compare herself to
other rvomen. The eventud outcome of the session was that Jill

redized when her partner went out at night she felt threatened. Her
partner reminded Jill of her own father who often had extra marital
affairs. Jill learned from her father that "men"could not be tnisted and
therefore she thought her parmer was also having affairs. In COcreating 'vith Jill and utilizing the information she gave me during the
session Jill was able to develop self-awareness regarding her reactions
to her partner going out at night.
Utilizing the symbol for the present (Dolan, 199 1) was another way in

which I CO-created
treatrnent with my clients. Prior to Lucy (client B)
returning to her parent's home after 16 years, 1 reminded her of her

symbol for the present (her wedding ring) which she practised utilizing

during the last session before leaving for her trip. Lucy applied her

symbol for the present several tîmes when she was away and therefore
evercised her own resources which she found empowering. This
activity would not have been effective had it not been CO-created
by

the therapist and client. The activity met Lucy's needs and was

reintroduced at the appropriate time for the client.

In different situations 1 found it helpful to implement a direct
approach in CO-creatingw i t h particular clients whereas in other
situations it was not helpful. In particular, during one session 1asked
Anna (client A) to change seats with me because I felt she

immobiüzed by her feelings of hopelessness and thought by shifting her
position she might get another perspective on her issues. This

intervention was effective: Anna returned the following week and
discussed several ideas she had thought of since the intervention. I t
appeared by shifting her position within the session she was able to
shift her perception of her abuse. Apparently Anna had a new

understanding of her biological father's negative reaction to her rape
disclosure. This new perspective decreased her level of self-blame

which was a significant step in Anna's recovery.
During approximately the fourth session with Betty (client D)1felt
that I did not have enough information regarding the circurnstances

surrounding her abuse. I felt in order to assist her effectively this
information was required and therefore decided to direct the session

by asking her some abuse specific questions. With her permission 1
began asking her questions from Courtois's (1988) hcest
Questionnaire. As 1 continued to ask Betty specific questions regardiag

her abuse experiences she appeared more and more agitated. At one
point she became angry and said that one of the questions was
"stupid"! She said later that simply admitting that the abuse happened

was "enough". The abuse specific direct approach w-as not effective
with tbis particular client a t this stage of her heahg. in retrospect 1

also feel that the intervention was not CO-creativein that 1 was not
utilizing what Betty was offering me during the session. 1 was more

concerned about rnoving ahead with my own agenda. O'Hanlon and
Weiner-Davis (1989) emphasized this point by stating:
a clear sign that therapy has gone astray occurs
when clients disagree with or object to
comments or suggestions made by the
tberapist (unless this is the therapist's intent). if
the therapist does not change directions at this
point, he risks losing his client or, rninimaiiy,
impeding the change process (p.171).
Through this experience 1 leamed that in order to CO-createwith a client
the therapist must listen carefully to what her clients are expressing,
non-verbally and verbdy. Specifically, Betty's agitation was a due that
"therapy had gone astray".

In working with surMvors of childhood senial abuse 1 also realized
the importance of the therapist's self-care. Listening to stories of
trauma can have a detrimental effect

on therapists if self-care is not

part of theh daily routine. This was highlighted for me during m y work

with Tory.
I distinctly remember two separate occasions in which Tory shared

traumatic material. On both occasions I felt traumatized by the
material Tory was sharing. During one session my heart raced and I felt

amdous as she shared her trauma story. 1 found that in order to
reconnect with Tory I had to disconnect briefly from what she was
telling me in order to ground myself. What 1specificdy leamed from

this incident was that it is very difficult to remain continually attuned to
your client during every moment of a session, particularly with trauma
victims. Pearlman and Saakvitne (1995) highlight this point by stating:

"Trauma material is difficult to hear and both parties are effected by it.
Clients know this, but therapists often feel they must deny it" (p.17).

The authors continue by stating that "psychotherapy does not promise
perfect amuiement or mirroring, but entails repeated cycles of

connections and disconnections and then repair and reconnection"

(Pearlman and Saahilne, 1995,p.17).

On another occasion 1 had a difficult time letting go of an image
which again resulted from one of Tory's traumatic experiences. It

entailed a conscious effort on my part to rid myself of the traumatic
image. Reaüzing as a therapist that one will be affected by what people

reveal, and aeating methods of "lettinggo" after particularly stressful
sessions was a valuable piece of learning for me. My methods of
"lettinggo" involved debriefing with my advisor, meditation and p r a y ,

relaxation eueruses, and taking long walks.

Effectiveness of the Dvnamic Co-creative Healhg Model

In conduduig this report I wiU briefly discuss what 1 learned from
utilizing the Dynamic Co-Creative Healing Model in worliing with

suMvor s of childhood sexual abuse. Bell-Gadsby and Siegenberg
(1996)state:

In deluieating the stages of heaiing presented
in this book, we realize that evewone is

different and that while these stages have
proven, in our experience to be valid, each
therapist and client must decide which tools to
employ at what time according to each client's
need (p. 26).
Recognizing people's differences is an important point in utilizing
any model. One of my criticisms of models in general is based on the
likelihood that any model tends to ignore the uniqueness of each
individual and the differences among people. If 1 had followed this
model rigidly it would have been at the expense of my clients' needs.
For example, in stage four of this Healing Model the authors highlight

grief work to be a major task. If 1 had ngidly adhered to this model 1

would not have introduced the box of sorrows to Anna when 1 did. In

my opinion,Anna was in between stage one and two of her healing. The
initial stages of the model did not highüght grief work as an integral

task at those stages. Yet it was apparent that . m a was ready to begin
her grief work, although she was not at stage four of the healing model.
If 1 had chosen to ignore this fact and adhere to the model 1 may have

lost Anna as a client and not been as successful in nuniring her
growTh.

The authors also recommend various techniques such as metaphor
and stories. These techniques were presented as emmples and it \vas
up to the therapist to create metaphors and stories which reflected

their onn client's uniqueness. Xlthough I can see the value in utilizing
metaphors it takes skill and experience to CO-createmetaphors with

your client. I did not feel confident enough at this stage of my learnuig
to attempt this technique. So although the authors attempted to

create a "user frïendly" text, in my opinion some of the techniques
would be difficult for therapists who have never utilized metaphors as
a intervention strategy. As 1 become more acquainted with this

technique 1 will eventually implement it in my work with future clients.
In utilizing the Dynamic Co-Creative Heaüng Mode1 (DCCFM), I found
that stage four was somewhat similar to the later stages of the

abreactive models discussed previously. The patterns for survivors at
stage four of the DCCHM consist of the survivor exerting energy
outwards by getting involved in various social causes/issues and being
more future focused. In the final phases of the abreactive models the
sunivor's recovery is described in a similar fashion. Herrnan (1992)
States the task for the sunivor during the final phase of treatment is
to "becorne the person she wants to be" (p.202) which suggests a
future orientation. Herman (1992) continues by stating, "the sense of
participation in meaningful social action enables the sunivor to engage

in a legal battle with the perpetrator from the position of strengthn (p.
210). Therefore in the later stages of the healing process these various

models seern to have more similarities than differences.

Time Lunited Therapv
The authors of the rnodel do not offer a tirne frame for treatment,

possibly due to their belief that each individual is different and
therefore the length of treatment for each person will V a r y according to
their needs. When Dolan (1991)is asked whether she does brief
therapy in her work with survivors she responds by emphasizing that

she works with Clients "as long as it takes for them to esperience relief
from symptoms, resolution of the intrusive traumatic memories, and
acquisition of a hopeful and nonsyrnptomatic orientation towards the

future" (p. 203). Dolan (1991) continues by stating that therapy usually
lasts anywhere from several months to three years.
in my situation tirne limited therapy was chosen because of the time

constraints of the practicum. What 1 learned from utilizing a time
limited framework was that it was no t effective for all my clients,
particularly Jill and Lucy (clients E and B). For example, according to the
post-test data Jill was more distressed when she was reminded of her
semal abuse experiences following treatment than she had been prior
to treatment. It was not until JiU started therapy that she began to
discuss and be reminded of her abuse experiences and therefore her
increased distress was a natural outcome. Her increased distress
following treatment was a strong indicator that Jill required longer term
treatment in order to develop healthier coping strategies in dealing with
her distress. Therefore 1 do not feel six months of treatment was an
adequate length of tirne for Jill.
Lucy was also aaxious about ending our sessions. On several
occasions Lucy asked me if we could continue 14thour relationship
after the practicum ended. In addition she had not contacted any other
agencies regarding future support for herself. This was worrisome to
me since Lucy had only recently confronted her brother and faced ber
step-father. Dolan (1991) States that "difficulties with tennination rnight

indicate that the client is not yet ready to leave and has more work to

do" (p. 204). 1believe this to be tnie in both Jiu and Lucy's situations. In
order to assist both Lucy and Jill during this transition period while
keeping in mind my own time constraints, 1 extended their sessions for
another four weeks. I felt four weeks would give Lucy adequate time to

contact other agencies for future assistance and because Jill was
already on the waiting List at another agency and \vas going to give birth
to her child four weeks later, the time length was adequate for her

present needs.

Reflections of Practicum Proiect

The practicum has provided the student clinician with invaluable
s u s in working with 'vomen survivors of childhood sesual abuse and in

developing the clinician's self-awareness. In working with women

survivors of childhood s~xualabuse 1 felt my intuition, sensitivity and
compassion were my most valuable assets. It was not solely the

techniques that 1 employed or my knowledge of the model that
influenced my clients' progress, but 1 believe my clients responded and

progressed in part because they knew 1 cared. In part my compassion

and sensitivity towards m y clients were developed from my own
personal experiences of family violence and addictions. 1 also believe

that my dedication to l e a m and develop as a clinician influenced my

work with the women, for example, if my clients presented me with

questions that were beyond my present knowledge base or if 1 felt
"stuck"in tems of my ability to respond I actively researched solutions
or answers through supervision and readhg additional resource

material.
Supervision was provided on a weekly basis with my advisor Shirley
Grosser. Our sessions involved reviewuig and discussing segments of
video-taped sessions which 1 found to be an effective and important
component of my learning process. Therefore for training purposes I

recommend the utilization of video-taping in developing the student
therapist's slalls. Throughout the project my committee member Unda
Perry was available for consultation when Shirley Grosser was not
available. Through my work I realized the importance of not isolating

oneself when working with sewal abuse survivors. Debriefing sessions

with Linda or Shirley after particularly stressful sessions \vas helpful. It
is recommended that counsellors working with survivors of senial

abuse have adequate support systems in order to prevent vicarious
traumatization or other forms of ernotional stress related to the work.

In conclusion, each one of the women 1 worked with were survivors
of terrible offences commïtted against them. The most important

learning I gained from my work with Lucy,Tory, Jiu and . m a was the

insight gained from witnessing the strength and resiliency they had in
spite of their traumatic pasts. In particular, Lucy had progressed to a

point in which she could face two of ber offenders and walk away from

them knowing they no longer had power over her. Her strength and
courage were inspiring to me and taught me that although survivors are

not always aware of their resources, those resources exïst.
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